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Abstract 
For the assessment of Masonry Arch Bridges (MAB), many structural and mate-
rial models have been applied, ranging from sophisticated non-linear finite element 
analysis models to much simpler rigid-block limit analysis models. i.e. clastic and 
plastic methods respectively. The application of clastic analysis to MAB suffers 
many drawbacks since it requires full mechanical characterization of ancient ma-
sonry structures. The mechanical characterization of ancient masonry is difficult 
since these structures have typically undergone a century or more of environmental 
d('t('rioration and in many cases have been already subject('d to extensive modifica-
tion. Also, sophisticated material models generally require specialized parameters 
that are hard to assess, particularly if non-destructive tests are useoxi. In these cases 
practicing enginccrs typically favour simpler material models, involving fewer pa-
ramett'rs. Thus non-linear fillite element methods or other sophisticatlxi models 
may not be a good choice for the assessment of MAB, whil(' simplified approaches 
for example ba. .. ed on limit analysis principles are likely to be more appropriate. In 
this research. a holistic computational limit analysis procedure is presented which 
involves modelling both soil and masonry components explicitly. Masonry bridge 
parts are discretized using rigid blocks whilst the soil fill is discretized using de-
formable triangular clements and modelled a.'i a Mohr-Coulomb material with a 
tension ('ut-off. Lower and upper bound estimates of the collapse load arc obtaineoxi. 
R('sults a1'(' compared with those from recently p('rformed bridge tests carried out 
in collaboration with the University of Salford. A key projelt fiuding is that the 
use of peak soil strength parameters in limit analysis models is inappropriate when 
the soil is modelled explicitly. However, use of mobilized strengths appears to be a 
promising way forward, yielding much closer correlation with experimental data. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
1.1 Background 
Masonry arch bridges arc of substantial importance to the infrastructure of the 
highway networks of Europe. Hundreds of thousands are still in service, despite 
their age and the significant changes in loading conditions since their construction. 
Most bridges were constructed over a century ago and were built to carry far 
1('SS loading than they arc subject to today. With the current tendency towards 
heavier vehicle weights, combined with the deterioration of the natural structural 
matcriRls from loading Rnci environmental effects, it eRn no longer be assumed that 
these bridges will remain capable of carrying all vehicles currently on the road 
network. It is estimated that there arc over forty thousand highway masonry arch 
bridges in the UK in need of reassessment due to recent and anticipated European 
('-ommunity Directives (Page, 1993). Consequently in recent years considerable 
effort has b<''Cll speut ill order to obtain a better understanding of the behaviour 
of masonry arch bridges. 
The aim of the work described in this thesis has been to improve current limit 
analysis assessment methods, and results from the model developed will be com-
pared with experimental data gleaned from carefully controlled laboratory tests. 
Conventional limit analysis (and many other) models often suffer from the fact 
1 
h IIHPr 1. introduction 2 
th \t th{' anticipated illfiuellC.'e of ba kfill generally ne d to be stipulated in ad-
\ \!It'l' of ,Ill Hnalysis; hellc' the soil-structure interaction model neces aril\' hill> to 
h( . illlplifil d. 
Capstone 
String course -+-+--.. 
Parapet 
Road surface 
+--Backfill 
'----Wing wall _ __ --Abutment 
• IGUIU; 1.1: Typical masonry arch bridge 
.- passive 
.- earth 
.- pressure 
.-
1- I a HE 1.:2: 'oil-::;trnctnrc interaction in masonry arch bridge 
t ric'1 Iv IH'Hkillg. s()il~st rue( I1n' illtcrnct iOll ( , 'I) is pH'S('nt to 'OIlle degree in ('\'-
pr\' pro!>l 11\ \\'111'1'(' n strnctural <'kllleut is in contact with the ground. Howey('r, in 
('UlT( lit pr.l( tin' ,\' 1 is oft ('11 11C'gkct< d or inappropriately modelled. In bOllle caM's. 
Ill' ·11 till' •• lIS qUltl' lI'a~()l1<lhk nud is justifi('d hy experiellce based on satifac-
t r' Jl '1 ~ mU'\I\('(' of t 11(' resulting design. EXHmples include a footing foundation 
fOI I IOW-l'L ' hllildiu).!. Hud silllplt' rigid retaining walls. nfortunatdy, there are 
" \\'11 n' !H'gl<'('\ illg ... I CHll no longer he jllstifie 1. In the case of masonry 
, lIlt' \0.1<1 ('nrryillg ('npacity can he strongly influenced b~' th(' presence 
f I H fill. I II ' 11111 '1' Sl r\'ill).!, hoI It 10 <lispers(' applied loads and to prm'id ' f(\ t mint 
, ,'of t}I\' lin It hnrn'l at th<' nltiIllHt<' limit stat('. However, to model the effect 
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of passive earth pr<'S8ure distribution, a reduced (empirically derived) factor of 1/3 
is typicall~' applied to the lateral earth pressure coefficient, Kp- In fact, passive 
eart h prl'SlSurcs arise from deformation of the soil mass (e.g. the movement of 
the arch barrel into the soil). Current assessment methods generally require that 
the form and intensity of the distribution of passive earth pressure are specified 
iii advance of the analysis, which is not ideal. Additionally, the dispersion of the 
applied load though the fill to the arch is also typically specified in advance. It 
is normal to assume a uniform distribution of live load, or alternatively a slightly 
more realistic tnmcated Boussincsq model. 
\\11ilst problems of this sort can for example be solved using non-linear finite el-
ement analysis. the problem tends to be computationally expensive to solve and 
d('mands that the user has appropriate expertise. Non-linear finite element meth-
odo; art' more suited to in-depth, spccializl--d assessments of major structures or for 
ocademic research, and this is not presently considered to be a practical option 
for usc in assessing large numbers of existing bridges. Also, the comprehensive 
medlanical characterization of materials that is required, the need for calibration 
and tll(~ requirement of adequate knowledge of sophisticated non-linear solution 
tcehniqucs still limit the attractiveness of the non-linear finite element method. 
In ('Ontrast to non-linear finite element methods, limit analysis methods are con-
('('ptually simple, easy to apply and allow quick estimates of the ultimate load to 
b(' made. Limit analysis is currently used to solve various practical engineering 
problems (e.g. geotechnical, concrete slab and metal forming problems). In this 
n~ardl. a holist.ic computational limit analysis procedure is developed which in-
voiR'S moddling both soil and masonry components explicitly. The aims of this 
rt'&'afch will be acllieved by carrying out the objectives, outlined in the following 
S('('tion. 
1.2 Objectives and methodology 
By thl' time tht' project started the coupled soil-structure limit analysis problem 
had n'('('ivt'<i the' attention of Italian rl-'SCarchers Cavicchi & Gambarotta (2005), 
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who also investigated the masonry arch bridge analysis problem. However only 
upper bound solutions were presented by them at that time ,no indication of 
the proximity of these to exact solutions was available. Results from their limit 
analysis model were not validated against bridge test data for which the constituent 
materials were well characterized. This made it difficult to draw firm conclusions. 
The aim was to address these issues in the present project. The main objective 
of this work is to investigate the performance of finite element limit analysis as a 
practical tool for the assessment of soil-arch interaction. In order to achieve this 
primary objective, the following tasks had to be undertaken: 
• developmcnt of a fillite clement limit analysis model for combined soil and 
masonry problems, and initial verification of this through application to a 
number of standard benchmark problems. 
• more in-depth verification of the model through application of this to a 
number of full scale bridge tests. 
• implementation of enhancements to the model as proves necessary. 
• consideration of other potential applications of the developed numerical 
model. 
1.3 Thesis layout 
Chapter I-Introduction: This chapter gives a brief outline of the contents of this 
thesis, together with a statement of the issues investigated. 
Chapter 2-Literature review: This chapter briefly reviews historical and current as-
SC'tISIllent methods applied to masonry arch bridges. Various methods of strength-
ening bridges arc also outlined. The fundamental theory of plasticity and the basis 
of limit analysis arc described and this chapter also looks at application of limit 
8Jlalysis to gcomcchanics and masonry problems, and contributions in these fields 
arc recognized and discUSS<.'<i. 
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Chapter 3-Numericallimit analysis model of masonry-soil interaction: This chap-
ter ffitablishes a mathematical formulation which can be applied to masonry arch 
bridge structures. Both lower bound and upper bound formulations for soil and 
masonry are presented in detail. Numerical solutions obtained from the soil model 
arc validated against benchmark literature solutions. 
Chapter 4-Application of numerical limit analysis model to soil structure inter-
action problems: the numerical model developed in the previous chapter is used 
to analyse a number of laboratory bridges tested recently at Salford University. 
Results from the model arc discussed and issues which arise arc emphasised at the 
(md of the chapter. An important conclusion is that soil strength mobilization is 
important when analysing masonry arch bridges. This chapter also identifies the 
need for an improved model. 
Chapter l>-Mobilized strength limit analysis of masonry arch bridges: In this chap-
ter the issUa:l raised in chapter 4 arc discussed and a new approach to solve the 
soil strength mobilization problem is introduced. The new approach is validated 
by comparing solutions with results from the literature. The new model is then 
used to rc-analysc Salford ta:lts. 
Chapter 6- Discussion: A number of issues relating to the finite element limit 
analysis models developed arc discussed. This chapter also includes consideration 
. 
of potential other applications of finite element limit analysis. In addition to 
finit(' clement limit analysis, the author's contribution to the development of the 
innovative new discontinuity layout optimization (DLO) method is also described 
in this chapter. 
Chapter 7- Conclusions and recommendations: In this chapter the main conclu-
sions arc drawn together and rl.'Commendations for future work arc outlined. 
Chapter 2 
Literature review 
2.1 Introduction 
It is not clear where and when the construction of arch bridges originated, but 
archaeologists believc that arches and vaults originated in Egypt and China about 
five thousand years ago CIRIA (2006). In Europe the establishment of masonry 
archC5 M part of the common European cultural heritage is a legacy of the Roman 
Empire. The devclopment of transport infrastructure for trade, communication 
and military activities was vital to the administration of the Empire. The Romans 
made great lISC of the arch. Figure 2.1 shows one of their largest stone arch bridges, 
built in 105AD at Alcantra in Spain. It has six arches, up to 30m in span and is 
probably the oldest stone arch of any significant size outside China still in existence 
(Page, 1993). 
Most Roman arches were semicircular in shape but some were segmental. Most 
bridgt-s \\'{'re constructed from cut stone voussoirs, usually without mortar. Re-
grettably there arc no Roman bridges still in ~stence in the United Kingdom. 
After the RomaruJ many arch bridges were build in Britain in medieval times, 
perhaps the most famous being London Bridge, begun in 1176 and completed in 
1209. Thc main period of arch bridge building in the United Kingdom began with 
the construction of the canals in the second half of the eighteenth century and 
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['J .1 HI~ 2.1: nOlllHll bridge at lcantcU'Ct, pain (built 103-106 AD) (source from 
wiki pcdia) 
I 11<11 I whl'll t ht' raih\'CI~ network wa~ ~ubstantially completed at the beginning of 
til(, t\\('111 il'l It ('('111111',\. \'NY few masonry arch bridges have been built since the 
fh.t \'\Irld \\'11 . It is <'slillll1l('<l lhell til re 8rt' about forty thousand masonry arch 
hi ,1m 1\' hrid '(':-> ill til(' L )", and thirty three t.housand railway masonry arch pan '. 
~ III t II"' IIltHkst st ru('\ \In'~ wit h ::;pa11S up to about ten metre's. There are only a 
111\\1 plOporti( II ",ilh sP'\lls gl'<'Htel' thHt twenty 111etres; the long't 'pan in the 
nil I \ 'i ll'dolll it'> thl' ~rosV(')lor ridge, Ch('~t('r, with a span of Glmctrc ' 
I \lilt from stOIH' W('1'(' pott'lltially very solid and durablc tructure. but 
I'! .11 I ' Oil Ill( qllillit~ of locally available materials and th(' skill of the ma-
ntil 1111 I lid l[' t hI' Middle Ages, brickwork \\'HS 1:)('('11 as inferior to stonc for 
( III tru ti Ill , 'lilt' ll1,ltl'l'i, lllsl'd to fill e\ll Hrch bridg often consist d of whatcwr 
\ 1 \ lih' 111 hl1l1d. ~ll('h as th(' lllat 'rinl ('xC'(lvat d during the building of th 
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fOllndation. . It lllay IH'Y<'rtheiC's::; have high strength a::; a result of its composi-
iOIl and till' 0 (,oll~()lidation and compaction over the years. Figure 1.1 shows 
t h( ha: k ~trl\dnral dC'llH'llt::; of a typical masonry arch bridge. The arch spans 
11 1\\ 11 TWO alHltnll'nt~. with haddill providing a transition between the arch and 
lIIP hriti!:!;l' urfnc'(' 'p,Ulclrd and wing walls retain the fill and carry the para-
\)(' I'\Ildrt'l walb al.o stiffC'll the arch ring at its edges and may sometimes also 
11, w ('on~idt'l'i\hl(' st rmgt IWlling effecl. Uany arch bridges have backing at their 
h(lUuch( . wi 1 h H C'ellH'utc'd lllel tC'rial to provide extra strength. 
2.2 Bridg bearing capacity analysis and assess-
m nt methods 
'I hel' n \IInny diff('l"<'llt clpproadl(' used by industry ·to as e s the load carrying 
capacity of l1la~onry arC'h bridge ' . They range from very simple models such as 
tIl{' ~lE:E IllC'thod. B 16 (1997), to ophisticated elasto-plastic finite element 
IlIode\. . \10\\,(,\' '1'. t IH' most frequmtly used method is probably still the ~1EXE 
llIC'thoc\ - c1' pitl' tIl(' fad that it appears inappropriate and often inaccurate. 
In i- lllpiri al 111 thad 
I h(' ~Il- I IIH'I hod i~ sl'llli-('mpirical, being originally based on an clastic anal-
\' ... i~ pwn dlln' (kn')olwd by Pippard et al. (1936). who modelled a linear-clastic 
para" )UC 111'('h han('l. pinlled at its supports and C'arrying a central point load. He 
III ull' 1 Jl\\luhn of ~illlplifyillg assllmptions and was thus able to formulate table 
for t ht tn ugt It of H p,i n'U bridge based. on limiting rompres 'ive stress crit('ria. 
A ... lI\11illp,.\ \Lutlly Imilt allclmaintaillccl parabolic arch with span: rise ratio of 
: I , tl\l' provisional n;'lc 10(\d PAL (in kN) is given by: 
PAL = [71O(d + 11)2]1 r}·3 or 70 whichever is less. (2.1) 
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ill which. t b th(' ~pall of the arch, d i the thickness of the arch barrel adja-
« II to th!' k('y~ton(' and II i' the <1vcrage uepth of fill, at the quarter points of 
th" tr n, \" l,P road profilC', between the road surface and the arch barrel at the 
croWIl. iJlcludiug r aei surfacing, This provisional assessment is then modified hy 
('l1Ipiri('al factol', which allow for deviation of the arch from the above 'benchmark' 
hrid r(' tnt tur '. IH' mcthod, however, has a number of disadvantages (Hughes 
• I31llc -In. 1 97): 
• I he only l'<'sbl iug llleChallhnm; considered arc the arch and the weight of the 
\1,\1 khll. 
• I hI' limiting load nitcrioll is not realistic, 
• III lppropriHtt' n.'isumpt iOlUi CU'C made about the geometry and load location, 
• \ \'hplI I\, cd. by iucxp 'riCll('cd enginccrs, some modifying factors can be dan-
• Ill' II, ,.,t':-,~('d capacity is widdy misull1cd to be conservative, but in fact can 
\)(' II lI,.,a fe. 
• 1 he (,tt! (I of:-;\ l'mgt h<'llillg lllC'ct 'ure cannot be con idered. 
illlit anal '1 (r M chanism') methods 
'} he' silllpl(,.,t 'YIl(' of limit HllHJysis procedure applied to arches is commonly rc-
fPIT I It f\ Itt' 'IlH'('ilHnis1l11lldilo 1'. This is an arguably more rational approach 
wll! fl' t I}(' arch hnrrd is HSSIlllH'O to collapse by thc formation of a mechanism; 
t he 'nil hUlli~IIl' 11H'1 hod has 1)( come synonymous with an assumed 1 hinge failure 
III< h \IIi. Ill. 'illlpk ('<lllilibrilllll calculalions can bc' used to evaluate the vehicle 
10ld II '<lui 10 prl'dpilnte ('ol1<lP::;(, for a giV<.'l1 postulated mechanism geometry. 
hi pI"! (,'(IIIH' i~ 1'('!H'<l\('tl with differcnt mechallism geometries until a minimum 
loa I i f( lind, II(' II \('('il an is III IUd hod has recently b('cn incorporated in modern 
ft\\ Il' lpplic,lt i()II~, ohvint ing the Dced for the user to manually iterate to find 
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th' \\ rst- n '" \lario. C\lrrl'ntl~' aWlilablc examples include a mechanibm analy-
pH' I hc(,t d,'\'\'\oi>l'd ilt Ccmliff Ll1iwrsit~· (Hughes et a1. 2002), and Archie-l\1 
(2 i). ~I dCnI f()rlll~ of tIl(' mechanism method (e.g. Crisfield & Packham (1987), 
Os {o I· irfidd (200 ») ('(\11 <lIso tak' a 'COtlllt the passive resistance when the arch 
I I I i" moving illt 0 t hl' fill. Thl' mcchcUlism mcthod is attractive not just be-
it i Illml' rigorolls than th(' l\IEXE method but also because formation of 
fi 111 ~·hf\lli. III nt flli\nrc \IHS 1)('('11 witnessed in many of the full-scale bridge tests 
cl\rri I Ollt 11 I1lHSOllrY (l1'('h hridges (sec e.g. Page 1993). However, the a' 'u111ed 
contrilllti 11 of till' soil to bridgl' capacity g('llerally has to be specified ill advallce 
. 'lIli.('l\lpiri( al l)Hsis; ('xt 'mling this simple model, e.g. so as to be able 
t 1 rid (-" l'olltaillill!!, n'in[orcl'c1 soil would be very challenging. 
Limit filll\l\'sb 1I11't Il(\d~ han' b(,(,11 developed [or masonry arches for many years. 
E,'l'ml'l(. lUI' tlw works of Kooharinn (1952), Heyman (19 2). Livesley (197 ) 
IIld n othby (19<) I). ,\ lillliL analysis softwcue package called Rli\G stemmed 
fre III n ~n h by ~ill){'rt \:' :\Idbourne (1994) and this software i' now widely 
used in iu<ill:-t I'\'. llo\\,{'wr. n dmwback with this software is that the perceived 
f~ t of tIlt' "oil. ratlwl' thall the soil itself, is modelled. i.e. thi is not a holistic 
lI10del il1\"olvin ' soil Hnd mllsonry. Recently, Cavicchi & Gambarotta (2005. 2007) 
h \'(' pH' Iltf'rl I\n \\1>1'('1', Hnd, more reccntly, lower bound finite clement limit 
uuol\' L lIlod,'\ of t II<' soil-nrC'll interaction problclll, which is also considered here. 
III t hi. 1Il0lh'l. II holist i(' lIlo(hol of soil-arch int('raction has been used. Howeyer. in 
t Il<'ir IlPI){'r hOllnd IlHHkl t h(' masonry was rcpn'scntcd using 1D beam clements 
(ruth( r th II IIsill' mon' l'('alistic 2D llHlsonry blocks), and relatiyely inaccurate 
con ... t lit -..t r tin l'h'lIH'llls \\'('n' l'lllploycd in thc finite clement model of the hoil. One 
ohj th' of t hb l'I'''('i\rch b to nddrcss both these shortcomings. and to also tightly 
I tlIul the trill' :-o\nt ion frolll bot 11 above anel below. Up until now limit analy ib 
1110(\(+' luI\'( '('II\'rally IW{'ll t\\'o dillH'Hsionni. Consequently when such models arc 
nplliC'd 10 1'1':11. I hn'('·dill\('llsiollnl bridg('s, ('('rtain a,o·;sumptions have to be made 
I tit t hI' third dilll('lIsion. 't Huclard prClctic<.' to date has been to as 'ume that 
11 flpplil'l Je Hi will lIlohiliz{' n fixed width strip of the hridge. Ho\yever. Harvey 
Ill. (2001':): II u'n'\' (20()(j) haw 1'('('('nt I)' qucstioned this assumption for \yide 
brid r( • proposill I itl:-t ('ad 1111 illtt'n'sting fan· like distribution model to simulate 
11 
h rli per al of nil IIppIkd load through the arch barrels. Further validation work 
i n~ 111111 11th I h {on' t hb modd CHn be used in practice. 
n t analy i m ethods 
'( h mit (')('1111'111 tlH't hod is it powrrful and wi(lrl~' n. rei nnmrrical discretization 
hue \pplil Ito 1l11\11Y practical engineering problems . 
• Il i Icriu' (011\'('111 iOllnl l'\ct.-.I o-pln~tie fillite clClllCllt allalysis (FEA). there are 
whe1' it--. lilllitnt iOIl!-i nrc hard to overcome. The analysis of masonry arch 
blid'p \I ill' this 1I11'lilod i:-. OIlC of them. Drawbacks of using FE analysis include: 
th input I'll' llll't('l's Hr' difficnlt to determine (e.g. the backfill properties. the 
III l: ollr\' s H'II"'t h, t 11<' propcrti('H of t he interface between different structural ele-
111 till' initial !-itl'<'S!-i :-.I<\t('). Al'o, as the complexity of the model increases 
( tIl<' I iu\(' n qlli\'('d to obtaiu r'sults. Moreover, results from FEA arc w'ry 
IIIl1 11 1('pI wit III Oil I ht' H('t'U1'HCY of the assumed material properties, which often 
If Iiffit ult (I) I v.liual!' h~' ('xpcrim ntal nnalye . Several authors haw' propoed 
illlplifi'd 1111 tlds 1'01' Ihl' HIlHlysis of arch-like structures, e.g. Choo & Gong (1990): 
13r(,11 i h 'fwJln's 0 (2001); Betti et a1. (200 ); Drosopoulo et a1. (2006). Al-
t hugh, il1lplifil d, t Il!'~(' lIlocl('\s st ill requirr t.he asseSSlllcnt of clastic and incla&tic 
J> 'I' III( 1('1''' lIt1d ;lbo in\'oJw a poteutially fragile non-linear solution procedure. 
h 0 • .011' (1 (1)0) dl'wlop('d FEA modC'ls for the arch using one dimen ional 
d, tic lll'lIl1 ('ll'Il\('llts. which WCH' m;sullled to have no t('usilc strength. Th(' hor-
1 oil pn "\lr«' Hr«' t nkillg into account by fixing horizontal clastic plastic 
, t I ut to tl\(' \H'II harn'!' rat hl'1' by lllUtldillg the backfill dircctly using clement . 
t a1. (1 «) dl'srril)('s nllHI~'sis of masonry arch bridges using gencral-purpo'e 
F b \ oft \\ n' (Ll '. \ ,') Hlld r('ports dose agreement bct",'cen predictions from 
I L \ 1\(\ tilt n slllt~ of 111<' fttll-s('Hk tests carried out by TRL (Page (1993)). 
Ho\ '\'('r. 1 COI1t'illsiOIl frolll this pap('r was thal FEA could model the load de-
(let,ti II IlllIH'j 1 \' .( It'IlI\'I\' \\'('\1 only in CHses WhNE' the material properties were 
\\{'II knowlI. ' lIfol'llulHt!'I.\' (his is Oft(,ll only the case for bridge ' wherr. for re-
o \I 11 plll'p S\'S. ('Sis 10 ('ollnps(' h<1\'(' becn undertaken, \\'ith as 'ociated material 
rcuiew 12 
tc ting. Th,'\\1tlingam C't al. (2001) compares different computational modelling ap-
proaC'itc for IlHt:-.onr~' mches, including discrete <.'lement modelling and non-linear 
l' EA. and cOIH'IIl<ies that the latter is preferable due to case of usc and ability to 
ohtaill l'onH'rg('cl ~ol\ltions. Two dimensional models arc included in the works of 
Loo • Y 11 T (19 1) Boothb rt a1. (1998), Owcn et al. (1998) Sicilia et a1. (2001), 
Ford l't \1. (2003), Hnd thn'e dimensional models by Fanning & Boothby (2001). 
1V lllo(il'h lu\\" prO\' '11 to be \ fficient' for assessment and design purposes. for 
both , inglP HUel 1lI11ltispan bridges, whilst 2D and 3D models may givc detailed 
inforlllation on local phenomena at the expense of high computation costs. 
2. tr ngthening techniques for bridges 
\ Irio" 1Il( thod~ have l'('('('utly been developed for strengthening masonry arch 
hI i<l (',. TIH':-I' "Hl')' ill cffcctiven ss and each has advantages and disadvantages. 
nd lin : casting a concrete saddle on the extrados is a popular method of 
t n ngllH'nillp, arches having low asse 'sed strength. It involves excavation of the 
fill 10 l'. 'po. (' I h<' l', '( mdo of the arch barrel. A reinforced or IllasS COllcrctc flat or 
('UI'\' d :-.Inl> is slli>scqu 'ntly cast in place over the original barrel. The advantage 
of thi. III '\ hod is that the work i8 invisible but it is expensive and ~'ill disrupt 
t r ffic How riuring construction. Figure 2.2 shows Woolbeding Bridge with the 
fill (' 'c'n rul pri )1' to im;tallation of a reinforced concrete saddle (Mabon (2002)). 
\\ hil t saddling ",ill Iludollbt '<lly increase the capacity of the bridge, with minimal 
dlHllgl' (ll I ht' t'xtt'l'llnl appearance of the bridge, it is expensive and will cause 
{'Oil , icil'I'Hhll' di~l'\Iplion 10 lmffic and buried services which may be located within 
till 111 ( n ~..;illg t ht' hriclp,t' . 
n r t : is widely uscd as a mcans of increasing arch ring thickne ' to 
111(' 1 ( I.: (' 10 H\ (,\\>acity, This nlHy bc uSNi in conjunction with a reinforcing me 'h. 
\pplvill T :-;pl'l\\'C d ('onne( (' C(\l1 cau ' , moisture to be locked into the barrel. which 
(' HIll .Ii to p1'llbh'I1ls ill the long t('rm. Another di 'advantage of the method is 
t hnt it n IUCl , IH'Hdroolll llllder the arch. 
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1'1 ,efn: '2,2: tn'llgthcning Woolbedillg Bridge (~labon 2002) 
f ,t 1: tlH'l'{' a 1'(' variomi 'ystcm::; availablc, For cxamplc a network of 
te( I 11 U', (' fill he inser«'d ill ::;lots ('ut into tIw intrados and bonded uingpccial 
fl Ih i\ 'lIcll sn;t 'lllS hltw 1)('('11 shown to increll 'c the trcngth of bridge ', 
\ Jill , tI\(' \ IUd 11mb will nIr('ct t.he' app<'arallce of the intrado " 
11 h r : 1I I o[)lIlnr ::;1 l'<'ngllwning mcthod is to insert anchors through the fill 
\lid ill I 1 hI' arch bll1"1'<'1. Th<' s~'st(,lll work::; by grouting a deformed tainkss tec! 
I 'in t rein r rod into hoi 's drilled into th(' arch. This adds internal reinforccment 
\I'( II 1 rid '(' M) t hH t it acts a::; a reinforC'u\ unit. 
t t on full scale masonry arch bridges, 
II p 
I ,it W:o- , .. \riolls (':"qwrillll'lltal iUY('::;tigatiom; which havc becn carried 
11 III )llIy.m h hridg('s, 'r hirt (ell load ('sts to collapsc on full scale bridge 
hdpkr 2. Lltrmtur' rev/cw 
I'IGt; HE :2 .3: Typical nuchor positions and iu tallation of reinforcement from 
the road surface (l\Iaboll 2002) 
AI'<' H'I ortl'd. tell of tlH'se being TRL organized tc::it· on redundant bridge~ and 
fllll c" It, llI<Hkb, nnd three' being undertakcn by Davey (1953) beforc thc 'ccond 
w)l'l<1 wU' (1lIllU1H'rs 10 to 13 in tll \ table). Brief dctails of these te ts arc hown 
Oil rnhk 2.1. Pngt' cnrrkd ont t('::ltt-; numbered 3 to on the table. and details 
of tIl< (' U\ lw fO\lnd ill Page (19 7, 19 ,19 9). However, at the time thce 
I( "W('I'I' «(lndllct I,d I he' :\1£ £ III ,thod wa.'> popular so only data nccessary for 
n ~Ib.· .. \ s ':-oSIll<'llt WH~ t<lkl'H. 1Iany material properties rcquired by marc ad-
\ U({'(\ III dv i. \('dllliq1l('~ were 110t made available. Prestwood bridge (number 
11I t hI t hie) i t hI' ()lll~ bridge where reHl>onably good information on matcrial 
I r ]> 'rti i l\'lIilnhk. IIow('\'( r. th<.' test loading arrangcment WHl) not ideal. etipc-
i tlly will'lI (' lIihrll t illg 1111 n~S('::lSllH\llt model that takes soil-arch interaction into 
n \lilt ( ( , (!tapti'!' 1 for IllOl'(' <ktails). 
2. h r of pIa ticity: historical remarks 
h hi t 1: llf plnslidly datI'S bnd~ to 1 61 whell n'c'ca published his ~'idd critc-
1 III \' . I H'l'illl('ut nl 1'< suit S Oil punching Huel extrusioll. intI.' then. trcmen-
h t:- bl I'll lllHlll' b) lllHlly l'C's('Hrchl.'rs, s11ch a dc aint-Venant (1 70). 
(ilL ), who hll\'(' ('st al>lisli('d SOllle of the key foundations 011 which plru-
1 • 110\' 1'< sis (I iI.1ll HUHng (199r.:)). It hough the "'ork by Tresca on 
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(l 13ricig(' pan Rise Width Ring Depth of Collapsc 
thickness fill at load 
(m) cwwn(m) (k:\") 
0.711 0.203 3100 
<) l3argoWl'r .6 0.558 1.2 5600 
3 Pr . tOil 5.1 5.7 0.36 0.3 2100 
Pn:-.tw od 6.55 1.13 3. 0.34 0.165 22 
Tork:-.('y 6.55 1.-13 3. 0.34 0.246 100 
. hillHfoot 6.16 1.1 7.02 0.365 0.215 2524 
7 . mthmHshi(' 9.12 2.99 5. 1 0.6 0.41 1325 
13m-lac .53 1.69 9.8 0.45 0.295 2900 
Illlcit,t, 1.0 2.0 6.0 0.25 0.2 10-10 
)Itoll 6.0 1.0 6.0 0.22 0.3 1170 
11 'roft Dn'm\:-.nll 6A5 2.06 5.11 0.356 0.254 7 3 
't ilrdk~ \\00<1 6.5 1.97 1.4 0.313 0.305 1230 
6.15 L.03 10.1 0.356 0.305 56 
.\ Bl . ... 2. 1: Thirteen full calC' bridge te ts to destruction 
till yidd (ritt'riou of III 'tal is widely r 'garded as the starting point of the clas-
~kal t hmry of plas( kity, fundnllle'lltal research on the failure or yielding of 'oils 
hnd b Il ulrriul Ollt llluch earlier by Coulomb (1773). and applied in practice by 
Rankin!' (1 )7) (0 sol\'(' carth pressure problems involving retaining walls. The 
fir:-t ,1\ll'II1\>\ to fOl"llllllnle (ill' s(n\S~H.,(,rail1 relatiollship for plastic deformation v,as 
1IlIHk \1\" d' nint-V('UHut (1 70). lIe worked on the plane plastic strain problem 
IlSIll fn ':-cH's criterion and m;suming zero work hardening. For the first time 
Il!' propo:- '<I t hn t t hc' principal ClX('S of the strain increment coincided the 8..."'Ccs of 
prill( ilMl stn'ss. 'I he dHstic ::;trHin f C was neglected so that the pIa tic train f.P 
\\ 1 ( ~qllnl to t ht' t 01 Hl strain (. Thc\ cO<Lxial assumption made by de Saint-Vcnant 
P1O\( d to 1)(' H fOlllldntioll for the classical theory of plasticity "ith regard to 
. tn· ... s-~trnin rdati IllS. nint- (\tUUlV' idea, was extended to the three-dimensional 
bv VOll ~d isl'''' (I( 13). he basic assumptions of the theory of plasticity can be 
~tnt! I I'" fol1o",:-;: 
• Tlj(' ('ln~1 it' s( rain « is so small as to be' negligible . 
• 'I \I!' ill('H ' lIl('llt of:.-;( rain (/(, or equivalc'lltiy the rate f., is coaxial with 'trc 's. 
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I he )('lll'mi lllat IH'lllat ical treatmcnt of thc constitutive cquation for plastic de'-
fOfm<ltioll of flo\\' "'Hi'> llwpo:;cd by Von Mi es (192 ). lIe noticed that in elasticity 
th«)ry tll(' :-;trnill tt'IlSor was related to the stre '" through an clastic potential 
fUllction. tIl(' (' llllpiellH'llt my st rain energy U. such that: 
aU 
(ij = --[)(Ji) (2.2) 
BYC1H'rnlizillg and Hl>pl~'illg this idt'Cl to plasticity theor;.', von ~Iie propo 'cd 
til t tht H' vistt'd H plastic potC'lltinl fUllction Q((J/j) and the pllllitic strain rate. 
(2.3) 
Wh('n 1) i. a prop rtional posit ivc scalar factor. To determine p. the yield criterion 
\\'(\ n. ell. 
• ,COlllct ric-ally this equa! ion lll('allH that the plastic strain rate \'cctor (p i 
1)( rp lIdkular to the surface. Therefor' i::, alo referred to a ' th' normality 
7 til ill plllstidly theory. 
• 1'(11' ,11\ i~()t mpir lllatt'rial, Q( (JiJ) is H function of the im'ariantH of the stress 
t ('1I. ( r, 
Yield surface 
Y(cr) = 0 
Strain increment normal 
to the yield surface 
Y(cr) < 0 
I' 1l~1 HE :2. I: Yidd surfH(,(' and normality condition 
h III ill I 111 1 "I' of II:-.illg t 1\(, pln:;! ic- pot mt inl theory is to dctcrminC' the pIa tic 
p t uti 11 , I II III t t ht' l'ff(,(·t j\"(' form of tIl(' function is Rn open que::;tion. 11 COTT/1II0Tl 
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aT,proodl m pia licity tlnory is to assume that the pla tic potential function Q(O"ij) 
i ill amt /l. the yield jUllction Y(Oij). Then the equation can be rewritten as: 
allCl tlH' plnti(' :-ttr'lin rate i Ji i ' normal to the yield :surface. This is called the 
n . ociat d flow Iltic On the othrL' hand, if Q(O"ij) =1= Y(O"ij) the ftow rule is called 
florlO .. ' . ociai! d. 
Von Mi ( (192) Hll<l IIill (191 ) proposed the maximum plastic work principle. 
11 tntl Ih It: If the yidd surface is strictly convex, the actual work done in a 
~i\" 11 pI 1 tic ... ttaill ml(' is gr{'cttC'r than the fi titious work done by an arbitrary 
~nt(' (If ~t n ... 110t ('XC( ('ding the 'kId limit. In short, the maximum plastic work 
pl'illcipl i, I lllll t h 11ml ical statelllent of the following two important ideas: 
• 11(' \'id<l !'>l\l'fH(,(' is convex. 
• Th(' pin"'l k straiu ral (' is normal to the yield surface. 
llm\'( \('1'. til<' 110\ Htioll:-; of lIoTynality and yield convexity mentioned above arc just 
111< I hl'lII t iCHI idl'H.--. In all attempt to provide a missing link between material 
IwlHl\'ioul' ilud t hl's(' lllHt h('Uwtical ideas, Drucker (1952) introduced a fundamental 
. tllhility po:-;rlllat('. III (,SHl'tH'(" Drud:cr's stability postulate is a generalization of 
illlph' filcb which art' valid for certain classes of materials. A material that is 
tnhk ill I nlck('l"s :-; 'll~(' would have the following propertic ': 
• III(' \'i('l<1 ~\lrfll(,(' UIlIS! be convex. 
• h pla~ti( !'>trnin 1'(lt(' must be normal to the yield surface (i.e. have an 
.. II ia\n\ Itow nlk) . 
• I ht' nllt' of st rain hardelling must be positive or zero (i.e. an additional 
tn!'>'" 1l1ll~1 ('''ll~(' ,HI additionnl strain). 
• ' III<' 1Il1.'i1l1l11ll plH~1 ie work principle is valid. 
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2. Lin it analysis: basic theory 
111 thl' t!worv of dm;tieit~', Wit' has to be made of the stress-strain relations to 
o!'t<'flllilH' WIH' hn- gin'll str<'~"" Hnd displacement states correspond and a unique 
)lutiOiI H.Ult:-;. In all da~tic-pIHstic material, however. there is as a rule a three-
dc,' lopnH'ut ill (\ solution (when the applied loads arc gradually increased 
ill lila uitudt, from z<'l'o). Thct:iC arc namely the initial elastic response stage, 
t III inter-medial (' (,(>lit nilled plastic flow stage and finally the unrestricted plastic 
flow ~t C. IH' cOlllpll'lt' ~olution by Lhis approach is likely to be cumbersome 
for ('\"('11 t hl' simpk .. t probl<'lllS. Therefore, methods arc needed to furnish the 
II, d earn'ill)!; ('npHril\' ill n mol'(' direct manncr . Limit analysis is a m'cthod which 
\I 1,11 Itt fillit!'. t 1\(,l11('Ut:-. to 1)(' llhtd about the collap e load (or load multiplier) 
without l'I'<'Our"'l' to n st('p-hy-::,t('p dastic-plat:it.ic analysis. Limit analysis considers 
till' 'n ... ·~t raill rC'lnt iOllSilip in an idealized manner as it is illustrates in 2.5: 
Peak 
_____ ~ ~~~ ~~f.:c~ly plastic 
r----------Residual 
Work softening 
TRAIN 
'Ita Ill' 2.G: trrss-strain relationship for ideal and real soils 
A ' \\Il1ill ' 1 rigid. Iwrrl'ctly-plast ic solid subject to a 8tatic load distribution. the 
probl'lll If limit l\lIal\'sis cOllsists of finding the minimum multiple' of this load 
dist l'ihut iOIl I hat will ('l\US(' t 11(' body to collapse. In order to mathematically model 
tid. tqH' oflllatt'rinL I\ll' ~·i<'lll fUllction, Y. is defined in such a way that for Y < 0 
thl' IIIltl·ri.l\ r{'jllaill~ rip,ill, for Y - 0, materials become plastic. and for Y > 0 the 
stn . I'Ill' i:-- illHdlllissihk. t the yield surface, material becomes plastic and it is 
m'n' ... uy III tldltH' I ht' flo\\" diredioll. The dassicallimit analysis theory assumed 
Ihnt thl tio\\' llin dioll i~ normal to til yield urface. Thi hypothesis, also called 
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normality condition, implies that this type of flow provides greatest resistance 
agaiw;t dcConuation and the ellergy dissipation by this flow is the maximum. 
A structul'(' is said to be in a 'statically admissible state' when the internal stresses 
arc ill lXluilibrium with the external forces and at no point in the structure is the 
yi('ld condition violated. Assuming that a proportional loading analysis will be 
p<'rformoo, it can be stated that if f is the base variable load and .x is the load 
factor (non-negative), then >./ is the load actually applied on the structure. The 
load factor can be increased from zero up to a limit for the structure to remain 
saW. The' 'cxact' load factor is the largest of all possible statically admissible load 
factors. Another possibility of classical limit analysis is the kinematic (upper-
bound) approach. The upper-bound theorem of classical limit analysis states that 
the '('xsct' load factor is the smallest of all possible kinematically admissible load 
factors. The plastic limit load factor is the same either obtained by the static 
or kinematic approaches. This means that the only way in which a structure 
in a statically admissible state can be unsafe is by reaching the yield surface in 
enough places so as to form a kinematically admissible mechanism. The uniqueness 
theorem establishes that the largest of all statically admissible load factors equals 
the smallest of all the kinematically admissible load factors and is the 'exact' 
plastic limit. load factor. In order to determine this there are three possible ways: 
• Static (equilibrium) approach: searching for the maximum statically admis-
sible load factor 
• Kinematic approach: searching for the minimum kinematically admissible 
load factor 
• By equating the load factors of both formulations determined. 
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2.7 Computational limit analysis 
2.7.1 Introduction 
Limit analysis plays a significant role in safety assessment and structural design, 
especially in civil engineering. Over the past few decades extensive research has 
been carried out on developing computational limit analysis approaches. Compu-
tationallimit analysis involvns two main aspects: (i) discretination e.g. by finite 
clement (FE) approach and (ii) mathematical programming to solve the formulated 
optimization problem. For an FE based approach, the former involves breaking 
th(' mntinuuID into a finite number of piece.s (elements); describing the behavior 
of eadi element by some suitable mathematical field equations; and then connect-
ing the clements together at nodes. This results in a set of algebraic equations 
that represent the behavior of the whole continuum under loading and bound-
ary conditions. For limit analysis, these equations may be static equilibrium or 
kinematic compatibility equations together with associated relations. Computa-
tional limit analysis can be established and modelled as optimization problems, 
in which a functional is maximized or minimized, subjcct to sets of equality and 
inequality constraints. The fCSulting optimization problems are then solved by 
WK'r developed or commercial optimization packages. 
2.7.2 Mathematical optimization 
Mathematical optimization or mathematical progx.amming is an operations re-
seMc.h technique designed to solve problems in which an optimal value is sought 
subject to specified constraints. Mathematical programming models include linear 
programming (LP) and non-linear programming (NLP). In a optimization prob-
lem, one seeks to minimize or maximize a real function of real or integer variables, 
subject to constraints on the variables. The term mathematical programming 
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t mh' of till :--l' prohkms: their mathematical properties, the deycl-
J\ I implemcntatioll of algorithm: to 'olve these problems. and the appli-
h( , \1 orit hlll~ to 1'('(\1 world problems. A mathematical optimization 
pi II m. r ju t optimizatioll problelll, has tIll' form 
III illimize 10 (. r) (2.4) 
"'\Ihjl't't to Ii(.r) ::; b,. i-=l, ... ,nl. 
1I1I th \ ~ r = (Xl."" ,I'll) ('ontaius the optimization variables of the prob-
i 11 fo i:- t 11(' 'o\)j('ct iw' fnuct ion, the fUllctions Ii with i = 1, ... , m 
II t r dill fllnd ions', and the ('()u::;t cUlts b1 \ ... ,bm are the limits, or 
.\ H'ctor.r is called optimal, or a solution of the 
])1'< II 'Ill 2. , if it hl1:O; t hl' ~lllllll('st objcctiw' value among all vectors that satisfy 
til II I lint : ~Ir IIIlV ... with fl(z) :$ hI .. ··, ftll(z) :$ blll we have Jo(z) ~ fo(x*). 
1 h r ptimizatiou prohklll characterized by particular forms of the objec-
n t runt flllHI ions. \ s all illlportant example. the optimization problem 
2. i r ~ 1"J('C1 II \ ... l\ ' lill('Hr prognulIllling' probkm if the objective and constraint 
ftlll til II fo •.. , fIR \1'(' lilll'aJ', i. ('. sHtisf~' 
J~((\.r + {i.ll) = nIi(:r) + d./i(Y) (2.5) 
~ r 11 J'" E nil lid ,\11 n , j l R . 'ollv(,l'sdy if the functions arc not linear. the 
n'~'rr( rt to as n 'llonlitH'<U' programming' problem. 
h l\\ .111 (' "ample- of 1\ lin('n!' prognnnming problem, where fo is the 
bj( I h ' fun lillll, J1- .. m(' t 11<' ('Onstrnillts, <lnd th(' optimum solution will lie 
ill. i I th hud I Ut'll ... 'hurt (ktails of llHtlh<'lllatical programming can be found 
\ . It .11 ... I pl'llvi(II':O; detHil::; of the duality concept of linear optimiza-
\ l\1I Ihlt' fill' lIlod('lling l1l<lsonry structure" and will be di 'Cussed in 
till 11111 i II mitt 1t('lllH t icnl programming tC'dmiquc i ' linrar program-
mill \I fit I hI ' Ilpt illliz('1' :-.of\wnrc which will be used (~ losck , 2006) can also 
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x 
). I a In. 2, G: lim'ar programming problellls wi th the feasible olu tion 
II 1Il-1ilH'Ht' probkllls, LP has bccll used in limit analY 'is for many 
ill(,(' loud LI pHckngt's were available before the development of XLP, III 
limi III Iv is. t 11(' Ib(' of lim'Hl' programming requires the usc of piecewi 'C linear 
(P\\ L) lPPro, -illH\( ion of ~'idd Slll'f,H'(", Generally. usc of Pv\ L yield surfaces 
t hl' .... izt, of t \1(' lllodd (increa 'ing the number of con 'traints and vari-
110\ \ (", I his ('all 1)(' Illo(krateci by using some type of adaptive procedure, 
th" colltrilmtiolls han' becn madc' by Anderhcggcn & Knopfel (1972): 
'Il (1991): An<i('l'S('1l (' hristiansen (1995)' Krabbenhoft & Damkildc 
IlIll' , pl'cinl (,lIS('S snell a~ 11'(sc<\ yidd condition in the principal stress 
'). \lid h 1\('(' II \ LP prohkm is arrived at when a limit analysis model is for-
111\11 I. ~r U\\' ,1111 hoI's ha\'(' 1)('('11 Ilsing LP in their model, representative work:; 
,nscini (19 2); Ciria &, Peraire (2004); ~lakrodi-
, • 1 utili (200»): Andersen ct aI. (199 ): Zouain & Her 'kovit (1993): 
11 ' \ 1I11I'N'1l (1 ( ( ( ): ~Im'till ,;r 1akrodimopoulo (200), Eo·wevcI'. 
tJ'lHk-nfl1H'tw('('1l tlH' s])('('d of LP with P\YL yiC'ld surfaces and XLP 
"it h Ii illui IIlltl1ill<'Hr vi('ld slIl'fn('('s ill limit analysis, 
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2. pH ation of computational limit analysis 
. I pJi of limit IIl1l I\':-.b can be found in various aspects of practical civil 
Ollt(' of the wicful applications can be found in the anal- . 
1Il t. 1 ~ 1'I11in " pillt (':-. Hnd :-.hclls and gcomechanics. There arc two useful 
ti n. r I iug tot hb res('arch will be reviewed in the following sections. 
p li ut i n t III oory tructures 
2) U1c1lh '111(\11 (1966) W('f(' amongst th(' first to consider (vaulted) 
III . t met I m'~ ill the cont ('xt of t 11(' plastic limit analY'is theoreIIlli 
"hi h III 'r ('d durin T till' PH'('('ding century. Their model was based on three key 
• lIlIll ill"': 
• Jid.rH Ia,/u7 e<lllllot on' II I' 
• 10 unJ 1 Cl. 110 il 11 ~ '/1 sf I'CI/gth 
• \fa "", Il( tnl i1l}l/Iill (Olllpl'('s8iu( iitl'(,lIgth 
It III \\' I ' \PII(~I til 1\ IlIn:-,oIH,v is britt k <Iud t h('rcfor(' cannot deform plastically. 
II W('\ I. it isl ('rfl: t Iv po:-.:-.ihlt' to (Teate H ductile structure from a brittle material. 
JlI\\'i Ill' Ill' til(' Hl'('h b wdl ('xpla.ilH'd Harvey (2006) a' belo,,'. 
on .d "'1 an 01 'Il l' 'ubjlc/ni to a ~lIffi('l( fitly large cOllccntr'ated live load. it 
tJ II ('m~. 1)nJl('olly. tJ 111 II ill be al/ illitial rmck ncar the crown of the arch 
ul t 1, f oftl U t moil fll III /'isibh'. 111 thot circmllstanc('. the emck will migrate 
II m tJ N tI rI tOtl a1Yi~ till' load alld only breomc I isiblc as the load inc7'ea es 
tit!' /iff/9 Jill' nllf'ltn/ Ih(' load point. tlte rotation ther'c will grow 
UltJ, III I a if/a 1 uf. but /',Iholll .~uf>!it(lllt/(li chang( of gromet7'Y of thc strllct1l7'e. 
17, 
III ti, 
m t Ionn l.<i( cI n alld Illl.lll'lltc 101l'(I/'ds stable posztions. Each hinge rotate, 
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fi II/ a a () " tont mom! nt until a fOU7,th hinge forms and the tructure becomes 
(1 m "aJU~m. Tili i, /1I,.,i(' pillst/(' b hallior . . , 
f till (' as:-.Uillptiom; is that they enable the bounding theorems 
. din'd h' nppli<-<l to the determination of a collapse load for a 
III Ill' AI' I 1\1\1 \c\ttlt. 
• I .l'UE 2. ( 
2 
N 
+---
3 
3 
I 
I 
N 
+---
4 
N 
+---
01111111 for('t' H('I ing H t variouH position acros a masonry crOS8-
sect ion 
111 rei 'f to 1 \Iii~( t 11(' ('011:-.( <j\l('Il<'('S of this hypo the 'is, consider a cross-section 
r< I-like till Ime' ill two dilll<'llSiollS as in figure 2.7, Since shear failure is 
III 'Ih\ lIurmal (,OlllPOllt'uts of til<' stresses arc considered, The resultant 
IIIlls t h(' 1I ('ollllH'('ssivc force and must act inside the cross 'ection 
, tI'lIsil<' :-.t r('SS('~ \\.'ollld hc gcncrated, Any of thc fir.t three positions 
c·: ~Ii '1\ 11 thl' fi '\lit' nm 1)(' ('ollsi(h'rt'd to he safe. 'When N acts at position 
11 , tl\l' tradilioJl.d ('o\ls('rvcltiV<' rule that requires the normal force to 
n'm UII \'ithiu llH' lIIiddh' third is hrmdH'd (seC' Heyman (19 2)). However. if the 
JlorlU J f, r 'nd bcyolld posi t iOll :l !Iud st ill tics within the \'ollssoir \ the maonry 
r 11 will Il( t (11 ,\>:-(', 'litis ('(llI('\\l:,.io!l is supported by Pippard & Chitty (1952) 
,f 'r f \1 \ fill l 'X}H'rilll('ut s ou the Hlwlysis and design of a vous oir arch. 
\ th II 1111\1 fllll(' 1'l,Illtllllt npproadl('s the ('dg(' of the section, a large ~tre's 
II 'lltnti 11 1>1>1' \IS 'lIl1ll'1llshiug or spnlling is likely to occur. But bccau~c of 
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mpH i\'t' s{n'lI~th n:-;~ll111ption, the resultant is alla-wed to reach the 
thb sl,l fl' till' s('dion i' fully crHcked and free to rotate around the 
hin I' ( 1\ form Ht t hil:i point. Extmding this idea further for every 
II rdl l(\lli:-. to (he conclusion that if a stress state can be found 
tioll b "nf(' HlId the ('xternal and internal forces arc in equilibrium, 
tun is iLdf in H s!\ft' state. This matches the first theorem of limit 
ll':-. that ('ollHps(' will not occur if at each tage of loading, a 
Illy Illli.sihll' S( lit (' ('Hn be found. The line connecting all the stress 
\'( r,' ('('t iOIl of <In mell is calhl thrust line, and an arch i' safe under 
IIdit iOll if H (hrns( lill(' that lies totally inside the structure can be 
, }oj lIf('~. shows nn arch ill a state of collapse under loading P and with 
t hru t Iill whit It t olldH's t h ' extrados and intrados at the vicinity of points 
1 ul 
B~ __ 
D 
Fl(;I'1\1:. :2. ': An arch in the state of collapse 
II(' pi II l' nf II, illg llI11d(,rtl cOlll]>uta t iOllal methods to determine the coHap 'e 
r III l: my m\'i \' st rill'! \11'('S \: H!> Livesley (197 ), -who posed a 100\'cr bound 
fc ruJtllnt i 11 \ 'hie 11 e ulthl lw :-.oln'd Ilsing !iuear programming. In this formulation 
h pI'< hi III im'olws nuvilllizat ion of t he' collaps(' load factor, 'ubjcct to cqui-
Jibl iUJII lIIeI yield nl\lstrnil\t~. In his pnp('l', Livesley shows that the adoption of 
fri t illn knd~ t () an incorrect collapse lllcchani'lll. 110rc importantly 
it 1lI own'st iIlUlt<' of the' true collapse load. \Vhcn using linear 
pi solw limit analysis problems, flow will alwcWs occur normal to 
tit 1< .he I \Irf\( (Lt', HITorclillg to the so-calkd 'normality rule'). It should 
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III 'II i ll< I t lint for c('rtaill clat-lsc ' of problems the assumption of as-
ri ti n h S h (11 found to pro\'ide numerical prediction ' \\-hich are in 
r lIll11 wit h ('. 'p('rim 'utaHy ob::icrved results. For example, in a study 
h h vi ur of III lilt i-rill!!; lIl'dl('::' ?\Iclbourne & Gilbert (1995) ob 'erved that 
flie i 11 sullll ions Hpp('an'd to agree reasonably well with experimental 
II ~·1I1 Ul I I\( I Lin sl('/::, works, a number of related investigations have 
Uo )\ hby (199·1) consider 'd t he failure between blocks at the 
hot It :-.Iidillp; Hnd hinging. everal attempts havc been made 
ci \tin' (low problem r('cently, for example: Ferris & Tin-
11s 1"1 t <,II til' Wi(' of ?\Iixed Complementary Programming (~IPC) 
1 Program wit h Equilibrium COllt-ltraints (MPEC) algorithms. 
11 hlt'lll quil k\y h( (,OllH'S difficult to solv(' , aml hence unsuitable 
B('gg c' Fishwick (1995) introduced an automatic 
IlH fill' limit HUC11ysis problems involving rigid block structures and 
II 11- i \1 iv' fl'i< t iou. Orouna • Lourenco (2003) presented a model that can 
)\I Iv I ukl' I\( n)llllt of 1 Ill' limited compressive capacity of masonry and 
II 11- i t I fli( I ion. i<'nding 10 H llonlillear optimization problem. Gilbert ct al. 
( I \II ikratin' pwct'dHl'(" ill which the 110hr-Coulomb failure surface 
I t< I \t {,\('h it('\'atioll \llltil ~l converged 1:)olution is obtained. However, in 
of IIlU h n 'arch, t 11(' dmlkngc of rdil:1bly computing the collapse load of 
ploll 111 ill\'ol\,ill 1I1l1I-I\S:-.ocilltiv(' fllnction remains. 
2. ' .. om chanics 
11 1\11 \ 'U lhnt lilllit Hnal.\'::>i::> is n powerful tool for analyzing the stability 
III II\('( halli(:-.. The plastic limit theorem of Drucker (1954) can 
u ni lit 1" hI' l'lIlpiuYl'd (0 oj (Hill Ilpp<'r and lower bounds on the collap 'e load 
for ( 1I11C'dUlllirS prohkms. The theory assume' 1:1 perfectly plastic 
'ith 1\lII\,~(\(iat('(l flow rule- ,\lid statc- ' that any statically admissible 
h will (t IIl'SPOUt! ( ) n luw('l' hound 011 the true limit load. Howeyer, it 
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ult to applY tIl(' tlH'Ol'C'lll to practical problems involving complicated 
din nd 111 'IIY. All alt<'l'lwtin' method of computing lower bounds, which 
u. III 'Ilh And lilll'cU' programming wa' originally presented by Lysmer 
(1 ;0). L~ III I' pwpo~l'd n t<'Chlliqu(' for computing lower bound limit loads in soil 
il1\' h'in dbcr('tizing tIH' soilmatiti into a number of 3-nodcd triangular 
, 1 h" n dill \'lIrinhl{':-; \\'C1'e t he unknowns cUld statically admissible stresses 
\\'('r(' \\( 1 I ((,('\II' at I h<' sitart'd cdg<' between adjacent triangles. In contrast to 
t nd I I mitl'd 1111 lit fmamln! iOllS. each node was unique to a particular element 
nd ilion thall 0111' Ilolk could ~harc the same co-ordinates. 
API Ii It i< II Ifl Ilndmy condit i()ll~, equilibrium equation and yield criterion leads 
i 11 fllr the ('oIlHpM' load which is ma.ximized subject to a set of 
I 11 I Ill' ~I re,,~('s. In 01'<1('1' to avoid nonlinear constraints occurring in 
11 truin! lIlat ri,'. I he yi('ld nitcrion must be expressed as a linear function 
of the IInkn \\,11 ~tn'''''<'s. For t 11(' Tn.'sca and 1Iohr-Coulomb yield criteria. this i~ 
~Ii('\ lb' IlIployillg a pol;\'gollHl approximation of the yield surface. 
< I\Il III dealt with. 1\ 101'eov('r. inhomogencous soil properties can be 
1111 1(,11 xl. IImn'\I'\'. H major drawbaek is the large amount of computer time 
t /lti tlh' r plin I to :-'01\'(' I he r('::;ulting linear programming problem. This is 
\\1 'llll' Iille u'izl d yil'ld criterion typically generates a very large number of 
in IIUl1it v { Hlst ruillt:-. 011 t hI' nodal stresses. Lyslllcr attempted to overcome this 
pi lit 111 1 \' 'llIphl\'iug Hll il Nllt ive technique which used a small subset of the total 
Illllllhf'r 0 yi 1d I ( 11:-.1 mints. ~\lthough t hit> approach reduced the computational 
i 'llilk Illtly it Wil~ ('O\lw!. ill ~OlllC t'<ISCti, to tc uusictble. This i becau c 
th III "'UIIlI'!1 thai t11<' path followed by cach nodal strcsti during the op-
lill HI']n "wl11mill 1 prohklll Illay b('comc nnbounded. OlUe of the most actiyc 
r 'I cit(' ill t hb hl'ld OWl' I he past two dccades have been Sloan and his col-
1111 :lll\tOl t I hl' t Ili\'('r:-.it~· of N<'\\THstle, Au~tralia: Sloan (19 . 19 9); Sloan 
n (l( <)r) I. Yll l't ill. (1991); l\Icrifield et a1. (2001). Lincar programming 
nn I. III 11 ' n' I'llt Iy. 110ll-li 1\('1Il" proAnullllling upper and lower bound formulation ' 
2 
II \\ bccn cOII ... idl'r L Lymllill &: ~loall (2002a,b). In Sloan (1989), an upper 
hOllud III d I lI~ing (Oll~t Hut st raill triangles is applied to geotechnical problems. 
II \\'( \. r t h III h h \l- III 1)(' nrmllged in a specific manner to avoid yolumetric 
I kill I robl Ill~. III (It'dl'l' 10 O\'('l,(,Ol1H' this, Yu et a1. (1994) used linear strain 
tri with lmi 'ht :-oid('s and mid-sick nodes. Howcver, in this paper, the shear-
in dir ti n hetwccn 1'11'11H'1IIs has to be pecified in advance; Sloan & Kleeman 
(1 I 1\ 11l'\\' formulat ion to overcome this. Solutions for bearing capac-
it\' I rohl III ill\'olvillg r(''''p('('1 in'ly two-layer clay and sand over clay are provided 
b ' M ,rih 'Id ,t ll. (1 {(); 'hiau et a1. (2003). Thc solutions compare well with 
fi mlin 
,I to-ph ... tic :lnal\'sb solutions. With the u c of numerical limit analysis, 
• 1\18n yijit (2003) computed values for the bearing capacity factor .V'}. 
d \ 'I" 1111 lit with 'xistillg results. Chen et a1. (2004) used FELA to 
)lr hlel1l:-O iu\'oh'ing pore water pressure. \Vith the usc of the interior 
ptillliz I ion 1\1('1 hod, Pastor et a1. (2003) investigated the maximum height 
rti \1 Ie p «('ul ') probkm, For soil with cohesion c, the given solution for 
"1 11 / \ 1: ~ 1I11d to hI' Iwtwl'('!l 3.767 Hnel 3.7 2. The bearing capacity of various 
1\'1 f [! ill' ill "'nlld ill :~D have rccC'l1tly been investigated by Lyamin et a1. 
1 It .:--hc \lId II\' llllt{'d lhl\t the lll<'sh was carefully refined, making use of 
I 11U'1\t IT \1lJ.!,1'1lI1'1It:-. t n Hvoicllocking. Loukidis et a1. (2003) invcstigated 
f l' EL \ t () ass( "':-0 I hl' sl H bility of slopes subjected to seismic loading. con-
hit f LLI\ b 1\ \'l'lMtik 1001 for the determination of rigorous lower and 
uPI und Oil lit I !'It'mlioll which will trigger failure. Other investigators who 
h \" t udi I tilt' c\ IIIPllt at iolt of Imwl' h()Ulld limit load by finite clements and 
lin nr PI' 'fnllllllill ~ ill('IIlI\(o An<i('rhcggm Knopfcl (1972), Bottero et al. (1980). 
'III Wlll'k has nlso l)(,C11 undertaken by Andersen et aI. (199 ). who 
II ) t lIP PI' Ihh'l11 tlf lllillimizi lIg H sllm of Euclidean vector norms. Recent de-
\ ,) pili "Il . in IIInt hl'llIll t icn I progrnlllll1ing allows the ~Iohr-Coulomb constraints 
t h t ckh I din tk III a :-oilllilar lllHlllH'r r..lakrodimopoulos & Martin (2005)ap-
Iii I till tc hniqllt' of SI'l'lmd Orcl<'1' COile' Prognunming (SCOP) to limit analysis 
I r< hI! III , II \\'e\I'1' thl' IIpplictll iOIl of this mdhod is rrstricted to yield functions 
th 
III 
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I in (\ ('ollie form. 
apsolli . Corradi (1997) proposed a 'mixed' finite ele-
11111 ion ui>tlliu('d b ucither a true lower-bound nor a true upper-
p 'hlcHt R(,(,e'lltl:v, a Be'W numerical procedure for lower-bound 
j.. W s Pl'l'''('lltl'd b~' Chen cl al. (200 ). In the paper, a self-equilibrium 
t cHch ~nu:--si(\n point is computed using the element-free 
illl ltl' (.1f tlt(' limit load [m'tor can bc obtained when the discretisation 
i .um hilly fill , At till' snu\(' limp, the EFG method has been used to obtain 
UPI n th(' limit loads of platt'S by Canh et al. (2008). The upper and 
I \ Illtioll~ oi>tllitll'd hy this approach ar(' promising. Although, the 
I 
(II I»pli( cl Stll'('('ss[ully to obtain highly accurate solutions for 
st n. s <iiswut iuuiti('s and/or for problems prone to volumetric 
Hllil ' df'Jlll'llt method (Bclytschko et a1. (1994); Dolbow & 
): A:--k's l't al. (1999)), both Chen et a1. and Canh et al. have 
I thi. IH'\\' lI»pl'Ottdl to problems involving strong singularities and 
'pluu'stlClinor3 , 
)\1\""(' \If l hb H'sl'nrdl, H llovd computational limit analysis method 
II 1: 1 ( 'II d \'ph P d in- 'mit It " Tilhert (2007). This method overcomes both the 
king .Hld st n'ss/vl'lo<"ity singularity problem a ociated with finite 
('), 11\ nt limit \lllh·sis. TlI(' tll<,thod is ealkd Discontinuity Layout Optimization 
(I LO) \II I ill\·olw,.., dl't('l'Il1inillg th(' critical layout of discontinuities, and assa-
i t I UPI '1-1 ( lIlId limit load, for plaut' plasticity problems. This method has 
Ir \d' I II 11('\'\ 10\>( I illt 0 H ('OlllUl('lTicll software application for geotechnical 
2. III I It at i 11 1 111 chanics issues 
~" m' im'( t i rHt ion:- ha\" hV('lI ('Hl'l'il'd ont to provide more robu t and efficient 
pH luI' t I J\\' prncl it'al {'ugillCcring problclll·. There arc tv;o well-known 
i. tl( i 11\ h (' }. l ... (li~( rl'l iZ1I1 ion and tiWS(' will be discussed below. 
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L kin in th fully plastic range 
'111<' "'U-(' lkd 'lo('king' problclll was first pointed out by Nagtegaal et al. (1974). 
'I hi n :-'l\lt~ fWIll the c.Tcs::.iV{' number of kinematic constraints imposed on an 
iuCn'lIH'l1tal dbplac('lumt Jield Hl> collapse is approached. This may make certain 
plant' ~t I Hill and t h1'(,(, dimensional limit analysis problems impossible to solve. 
hi, problem st ('IllS from the fact that the deformed state of an clastic-perfectly 
plfl: Ii mah'rial is highl:v constraincd at the limit load; with a standard material 
it\('ll\iz tiOll, deformation incremcnts at the limit load will be strictly incompress-
iblt'. In 1 ~tmldard HIlit(' dClllent formulation, posed in terms of kinematically 
a<illli. ... ihh' dbplaG('tlH'llt fi('lds, the same condition will have to be satisfied. T\lany 
Illl'thocb han' h{('ll propoticd to overcome this problem. These include: the use 
(If higll<'l" ()l"(kr ('\('lll('nts ( loan & Randolph, 1982); the use of a mesh of crossed 
lillC',\l' trianglliar ell-llwn!::; (Nagtegaal et al. , 1974). The' most robust and dfcctive' 
lI\l't hod it) lise higher order ekmcnts; however this leads to increased problem 
:-h~('. H('n'nt1~', in-Loi . go (2003) demonstrated that the locking problem can 
bt' O\"\'ITOlllt' h~ using p-versioll fillite element.s. In contrast to a model involv-
ill!!, traditional h-wr:-iOll clements. where solution errors are reduced by refining 
til<' IIll ~h ~i?t'. in n lllodd involving p-version clements the error is reduced by 
ilIC'H'l! i1P I h(' dcgn'(' p of the polynomials used. Intere'stingly Tin-Loi & Ngo 
(2 O:l) <'.'Il(' tt'd thHt this work could potC'l1tially be applied to 3D problems (as 
,t\l'It J>rnhll'lll~ an' wry difficult to solve (Sloan & Randolph, 1982)). IIoweycr, 
11 J)l'ovid( d ('. "ample s iu\'o\w plaIlt' ::;train problems. In terms of FEA analysis, 
vmklll~ Illt t h()d~ III\\'(' 1)('('11 d('v<'lop('d to overcome this issue. For instance the 
rc H«~I·illt<'gnlti()ll llH'thod Zienkiewicz et al. (1971, 1976) hru> been used to cir-
(1l1llWlll thl' problt'lll of iU('olllprcs~ibilily constraint. in finite clement schemes. 
'I he idc' \ of thi:; 1<'t'hlliqlH' is to \1St' a limiting l1lullbcr of sampling points in evalu-
~I ill ' tIll' l'!t'IlU'llt tllat lH' ':-' aHel load n~cton). Olle lllCtjor ('ffeet of this method is to 
dec:'I' n. ' til(' llllllll)('t' of im'olllpressihility constraints on the nodal vdocitiC's. Yu 
t 1. (1 (( I) prop(lsed (l ll('W (li::;placclllC'nt interpolation function for a six-noded 
t rian tlar d(,lll!'lIt to OH'l,(,Olll(' loekillg in axisymmetric problems. 
\d'\ptiv' III ~h r 'fill III ut 
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• I h d "P Uciell(" b n \wll known problem which affects the finite clement method. 
\ uio\t \(1 \llli\"{' lllc:-.h rdilll'lllt'llt strategies have uecll developed over the years to 
m'Cl" JlUl' t hi~ bHltl'. In Hoilmcchnuics problem, the role of discontinuities between 
C'lclll lit eal\ 1)(' ('rlleial ~ill(,c thcir arrangement and distribution has a dramatic 
infhlllH on til{' IH'('1U'rH.:y of tIll' lower bound olution (Chen, 1975). In the lower 
bound I ly i this n'~triction means that the geometry of the mesh needs to be 
rl'fined ill \ :-p('cific lllaUll('r (i.e. it i not ufficient simply to reduce the size of 
clem nt .. .). TII\l~ Hll adapt('d llH.'Hh might have a maximum density of disconti-
1I11itic in IH' ([il"('( lioll of the maximum rate of change in the stress fidel. \York 
t HI. (19 7) and Borges (2001) has provided solutions which address 
thi 1 lriction. Following the work of Peraire, the creation of fan-like zones in 
tIlt' n' iOIl of . illp,ularity points can be gcnerated automatically in the rc-mcshing 
pre ( dun'. lImH'wi" I h<' origin of tIl(' singularity, the density of the clement fan 
wi th <lL' IlIn' till t tIl(' ftUl will C'xt('lld mu t be pecifi d. Borges pre 'cnted 
11 IIi. ropk llH':-h adaptation 'trategy for a mixed limit analysis formulation 
whit-II ~ ('1\ ('d Oil til<' IlSt' of H directional error estimator. Combining the e works. 
L mill (t (1. (2005) (,OIlS(l'\Ictcd. a 111Ullb r of suitable adaptive meshes for var-
)Ulcdldlli('~ prohklll (e.g. rigid strip footing and vertical cut problems). 
hd ti 11"(' 11, ' P({1('l':O;('11 (2001) propo!;lcd a technique based on the deformations 
nml the 1 k ill th(' yield condition to obtain improved rcsults for classical limit 
nllnl . i pl'ohlt,IUs. Ilsing their (cchnique, clements should not be refined if they 
, to ~'kld (10\\'('1' bOllud) or if they have a zero strain tensor. 
2, r 1 tural layout optimization 
2. . tr u t i n 
Oil' nlion II ell sip,n pro('('<iIlH's aim to identify an acceptable or adequate design 
whi( h 1ll r I\' ~ t i"ft(,~ t hI' f1lllct 10llal Hnd ot h('1' ),<''lUir(,ll1('nts of the problem. In 
('11 'wi tIl< \1' will II(' 1110['(' (hlln one c\('('('ptablc design. The purpose of design 
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. ynthcsis. or optimization. is therefore to choose the best one of the many accept-
abk d 'sign~ ,wHilablc. To allow this to happen a criterion ha' to be cho::;cn for 
t omparing t h(> dift"c'rcllt alternative acceptable design and for ::;clecting the best 
Oll('. lib criterion, when expressed as a function of the design variables. is known 
c\. the obj<'ctin' function and its choice is governed by the nature of probkm. In 
trtl('tural uc·;ign. tll(' objective function is mmally taken as the minimization of 
({. t. often l'('IH'('S('ntt'd by tIl(' minimization of material volume, with the \'ariables 
b 'ing <,l('lll nt fm('(' '. The restrictions that mu t be satisfied to produce an accept-
ahk d('sinn <11'(' coll('ctiv( ly calIco design constraints. Optimization may therefore 
1)( clC'fiw'(l as: 
tl/( pron '. of g(!ne rating a str'Uchlml arrangement that achieves the most de imble 
mlw 0/ a gil'('l/ cilaT'(lct(''I'i. tic objective function by altering one or more de ign 
rariabll~. whll.,t complying with a given et of geometrical and/or behaviomllimi-
/rlti01I ron. fnllllf~. 
i 11 III IH I (2()OO) t' utlueu'd a comprehellsive reVIew Oll the different form. that 
ctmdUl tl (il-sip;u llplilllizettiOll problellls can take and his findings arc summarized 
ht'lo\\': 
iziu imiza i 11 : Illvolyc~ the optimal sizing of members within a tructurc 
It:p 
of n,'( d nt'tlllH'try and topology. Tn n sizing optimization problem, the layout 
1'1<,1 HI:. :.?( 'Izinp, oplimization of a trus, ::.tructurc ( igmund 2000) 
,f h Inll Illn' is pre~(Til)('d. Figul'(' 2.9 ~ho\Vs H tnls' structure optimized 
b . III difyill 1 til(' (T()SS-S('t'I iOllnl CU'('H ... <; of the individual elcment~. huch that 
til · tiflllt,,,:-, lillI\(, llll:-.:-. sll'Hdnl't' is lIleLximi:M'd for a given total wcight. 
: hwol\t's th(' opt illlal sizing and geometry of a known 
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l x,XX'!.=t>!XXl i Xl 
' 1m HE 2.10: hapc optimization of a beam with circular hole (Sigmund 2000) 
stn'ss (and possibly a l '0 increasing it in areas of high strc' '). Figure 2.10 
hows H healll containing holes to reduce its self-weight; howc\u, if the holes 
an Ill 'Hie t ) big, tll( structure may be unsafe when subjected to load. u~ing 
. "ape optimization, the ~trudun' is modified such that it just carries the load 
using tll ' low('st alllount of material pos ·iblc. 
p ptimizati 11 : Iuvolves detNmination of the optimal layout of a 
... t rII t Ill'l'. \\ 'it 11 topological optimization, the general form of the "tructure 
T' 1(;1 IH. :2 . 11: Topology optimization of a beam for maximum stiffue s ( ig-
llllllld 2000) 
L IInknowll iwfol'(, t he optimization takes place. In the simple t of prob-
1<'111 .... t II(' only \l\'('s{,l'ii> ,({ aspects of the structure arc the loading condition " 
... upport position HlId materin l properties. The objecti\'c function, such a 
III 'illlizill 1 til(' sl i!fll('ss nr minimizing the volume, is chosen and thc op-
timulll topololv is H{'{'or<iingly found. The topology optimization problem 
111 I ( lik\'lwd to titnt of sizillg optimization, but where clement size can be 
c IUl 1 t () ZI'I'll. 
p hnization of gridlike structures 
In hi I. i 111111111 (:2000) ill'< St'lll<'d H Humber of optimization examples using 
II (I tic' 1 illih' b!t-t\\('lIt \ llHlysis (FEA) approach. Ilo\\,('ycr, FEA i~ not the 
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only popular method for Htructural optimization. In this thesis. thc layout opti-
lllization of gridlike ,'tructure ' using plastic theory is of interest, and traditional 
finitC' l'iPlllPut lllcthod ' are not applicable. In tead, a linear programming (LP) 
tl dllliqlll' i. adoptc'd. 
ht' , tl'lIcturnl layout problem was originally cast as a (linear) mathematical pro-
lrHlll1lling algorithm in thc 1960's by Dorn et al. (1964) and Hemp & Chan (1966), 
prohahlya H dir 'et 1'< snIt of thc' availability of the Simplex optimization technique, 
pioll( '1"\ I h ' Dantzig (1963). In these, the problem is posed as a haYing 'ground-
. trnnnr". \\'11('rt, tlw domain is fill d with a finite number of node ' coincide with 
til<' po itioll~ of ~Ilpports, points loads and structural joints. A set of potential 
III mhl1'. 'OlllH ding all the nonC's to each other and the optimum layout is some 
III 1'1 of tIH~l\ which tile optimization looks to identify. 
tlOlllHI-. t mctnH hn '('d lllethods producc solutions that are optimal for the 'peci-
fled r HlP of pntC'lltinlllH'llllH'r . However, the globally optimum solution can oftm 
I ( pPI'll \ hl d ",IH'U t 1)(' number of nodes and potential members are sufficiently 
II 
ill 
J I .L Rt . 1. 12: ' . "mple of 1\ la~' lit optillli:altion l)robkm (Gilbert 8.: Tya.-, 2003) 
r t h . I Ii l\l1'11 '('S wit It t hI' ground btructUl'{' approach lies in the fact that a 
(' \\I Ill' (,olllp\ltntiollHll~' <'xpcllsivc. For a 'tructure that hel..'> II 
ht 1I\IIIlllli lIfPlItl'lItial111t'!lllwl's will be 11(11-1)/2. Tim, for examplC' , an 
II t III to \lOdl' probl('lll with a fully cOllllected gronndtructme 
nodI'" II\( I 0\'('1' Olll' million potent inl mcmbers, which equate ' to 
llli LP I ()1\"'ll'llil1t~ nlld we'll 0\'('1' 2 million LP problem variable . To 
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OWITOIlH' this issue, it would seem sC'llsible to start with a smaller structure and 
slli>sCqU 'ntl~" cldcling uew potential members. However, a comprehensive review by 
Topping (19 ·1) pointed out that thC're 'were no rigorous methods of introducing 
ll(,W lll( ml)('l's during optimization proe 'dure'. Subsequently, Rozvany et a1. (1995) 
indkat('<i that '110 Silllpk mdhods arc available at present for finding the optimal 
po itioll of additionalm 'mbC'l's'. Thankfully, Gilbert & Tyas (2003) proved that 
thi:- i" \l(' 'till On'lTOlllC by starting with a reduced ground structure. \\'here not 
all pO\('lltiHI llH'mlwr::i nrc pH'scnt, then aclaptivcly adding selected member by 
dll king. agninst a crit ('rion associated to their virtual strain. This procedure 
(,lIlI he lu'd to \t\ckl(' problellls with several billions of potential11lember~. :'I10rc 
dl,tail. und applil Ht ions of 1 he method, normally referred to a5 the member adding 
II :il7liqu , 1'1111 1)(' fonlHl in Pritchard (2004). 
Allot III r dmlkngl' \vi t h t 11<' layout optimization is the stability problem of resulting 
opt illllllll stnl( t lire ...... Figur(' 2.12 shows an optimum structure that contain~ many 
II wier ol1lpn' sion 11 H'lllbers, which would be at risk of buckling if con tructcd. 
In luc j J\ of huck ling iwlH\\"ior would result in a non-linear optimization problem 
Ild t pn. Ilt, t hpJ'(' i::- 110 efficient met hod to overcome this bsue. 
2. ntinuity layout optimization 
\ in jllC\"i< II" cctioll:-;. FEL \ is cOllccnH'cl with approximating the undcrl:ving 
('outlf/lIum I Whit-ill, 110\\"('\"('1' it is alternatively possible to formulate the problem 
in (l1lI of he di'("(ITltltlll(/ which fonns at collaps('. Previous workers (c.g. Alwis 
rll1l 
» II WI' lind 1I1I1\' IlHHitornt(' S\H"("('SS with this ctpproach. fiudiug that solutions 
I b\- tltt' illilinl llH'slt of rigid ('1l'Ulcnts defined. In fact a succesful 
Ii lIIi t nl\n I n,is pro('('<Jure HUlst 1)(' able to idcntify the cri tical ar-
lis('ollt illllith's ill H probklll from a wick, prderably near infinite, 
numl r r I "ihilit ii'''' Th(' prohklll is thns becallle similar to the problem of 
id optillllllll 111\"0111 of gl'idlik<' structure's. The DLO procedure wm; 
I 1)\" SllIit h ,. iillH'rt (2007) following identification of the similar-
n I \'( lit pt i lIliz:I I illll or gridlik<' st rncturc with finding of slip-lines in 
Literature review 
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( .) Til InYv1l1 1'".1>1<"1: I\"~III'~ ,I.: "'pporh. 1(1'0111111 (b) Optimnl layuut uf trl1~~ h.~ fur prvhl\1lI ;\ 
tau 1111 ~ ucl h>(" lion ... vi pn. ~·xi ... tin~ llar:-. (Ht y =..t) 
I 'ullt 1 ..hohlt Ita 11111'0 ...... 1 di"'pilH'l'llU'llt 
1'1 'ptllllllll~\\tttt t.I ... lip IlIh' .... 10. u" (h) 
1· 1(.1 In, 2.1 :~: .\ nalo!!,.y hC'LW'C'll truss and discontinuity layout optimization 
( mith & Gilbert 2007) 
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n pl.l!til' plalH,-.train problem. Figure 2.13 shows the similarit~· of a truss layout 
0) t illliz It iotl wit h H !:it ri p foot iug l)('arillg .apacity problem in geomechanics. Re-
nl in r opt i 1111 1111 har~ (\1'(' perfectly matched with slip lines of a strip footing. A 
DLO pro1>11 III b fOl'lllltlated in term' of potential di 'continuitie' (lines) intercon-
II( ·tin no<i(s laid 0111 t\noss the 1 ody under com;ideration, rather than in terms 
llid) (11 11\('111 . fhb 111('(\l1S that cliScolltinuitie' can be allowed to freely eros '-
0\'( r (11\ ,\lIot 11 'I, ('ollsi<krnbly incrt'Hsing til<' search space and hence the ability 
dlln' to id< llt if,v ('olllpkx f<lilur' mC'chanisms. Bendit. of thi~ arc that 
U' i(iPntifil cl without difficulty (ensuring that high accuracy upper 
I lind ,lilt ions ,\1'(' oht nilH'd) nnel, n::; f1lilnre lllechanisms are explicitly identified. 
uutpu i. f' )\. tll illtl'lpn'l tiS ill fignH' 2.13. It !:ihould be noted that the DLO 
\\ uld n t 111' I sll('('(':-'Sflll with HlI the l1Innbcr' adding technique de cribcd in the 
litlll. 1\'1'11,,\>:-.. t11(' DLO is ('wn morc u:cful in engineering practical 
I illt f d W (IIllIpan'd toll\(' laY<Hl t opt illlizntion of gridlike ~tructure::,. Apart 
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from application in goomcchanics problems, the DLO is also suitable for various 
C'nginC<'ring problems, such as the determination of yield lines in a concrete slab, 
slip lines in a metal forming process. 
Chapter 3 
Numerical limit analysis model of 
masonry-soil interaction 
3.1 Preface 
In this chapter, a numerical limit analysis which can subsequently be applied to 
masonry arch bridge structures is presented in detail. Solutions obtained from the 
soil model developed are also validated against benchmark literature solutions. 
Furthermore, in this chapter a mathematical formulation which can be applied to 
the layout optimization of grid-like structures is established. 
3.2 Model of masonry elements 
The low tensile strength of masonry makes it prone to crack at or prior to fail-
ure. Masonry joints arc planes of weakness, and cracks arc often focussed here. 
This means that at the limit state a masonry structure can bc considered as an 
88HCtublagc of clearly defined blocks, with rocking or sliding at cracked joints lying 
between them. In a rigid-perfectly plastic model, this means that there arc dis-
pl8CC.'mcnt (or 'velocity') jumps located at cracks whilst the masonry betwccn them 
38 
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n'lllailll> rigid. This scrtioll deah> with general limit analysis formulations, useful 
for Hlly rigid block a 'scmblag " in contra 't to those applicable only for arch-like 
trncmn'~ or sp('cially simplified to make hand calculations easier. These fornlU-
latioll. nr' a1::; suitable for computer implementation. As the sppcific bonding 
pnttt'rIl of masonry slructurC'. often influences the failure mode and load factor , 
. 0 t hel"(' i ccrtailli' some ju ,tification for modelling masonry structure as as-
. ('milia '('S of discrete blocks. Thc limit analysi ' formulation for a rigid block 
. . 'lllhiagl' presl'Bt(t! hcrr as ' UlllCS IIeyman's hypothcses, but sliding failures arc 
HI. () allowcd. The ('OIlS tit uC'nt IllH 'omy blocks arc assumed to be rigid, \vith failure 
(hillgin . 'uHl/ or ~liding) 0 'C'UlTillg only in the joints between units; no tension may 
he t nll1:-.mit t ('d a(TOSs i11t ('daces. 
, 
on, 
i -------------------------
FIGURE 3.1: Block illterface 
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1'1(;\ 1m :3.2: Block drgn'(s of freedom and loads 
11 (' :i.l . hows tit(' ~tt'('ss l'l'SUltHllts or forces acting at an interface i; these 
[\I th ' II 1'111.11 [01(,(' II • • the sh(,II1' forc(, 8, c\1ld the' moment mi, all acting at the 
i I {I t hI' illt ('rfan'. rll(' ('Ol'l'<'t-ipondillg displact'lllent jumps arc the rclati"e 
1 di pi \( I IIH lit (\' '' 1 ' t aup; '11t inl disphlcellH.'nt 6,~, and angular diplacclllt'nt 
Ill, til illtllf Ct' (l'lIll ' \'. Endt hlock noS ShOWll on figure 3.2 has three degrccs of 
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frt'Cdom, namely Uzj. UlJj and WZj, which are the displacements in the X, y direction 
and the angular rotation of the block respectively. Similarly, the external loads 
applied at the centroid of block arc denoted fZj, flJj and mzj. 
Yield condition 
The yield condition is imposed on every interface where there is contact between 
adjacent blocks. The relevant yield conditions correspond to: (i) hinging and (ii) 
sliding failure modes. The hinging condition can be enforced by ensuring that 
the eccentricity of the normal force at interface i cannot be greater than half the 
length ti of the interface. The sliding condition requires that the shear force cannot 
be larger than tan 4> times the normal compressive force, where 4> is the angle of 
friction of the interface. Thus for each interface i, the yield conditions can be 
formulated as: 
Y;"q;" ~ 0 (3.1) 
where 
- tan <I> 1 0 
yi = - tan <I> -1 0 (3.2) m 
-ti 0 1 
-t, 0 -1 
and ~={ ni } oS, (3.3) 
mi 
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I'(Cl'IH. ;~.;~: Diock aml interface equilibrium 
uili1 riUlll ~ rInulc tion 
h IH HY (qllilibri1ll11 t'OIHlitiOll::; can b' cstablished by formulating free-body 
r I ti \I hil fl r I' wit hlo('k. Tlm:-. a' ~h()Wll 011 figurc 3.3. the equilibrium rda-
ti n hip ~ l' bioI'· j (nil \)(' formulated H!-i: 
'h r 
II I 
(3..1) 
'", q '", Af' - f ' 
'Ill. mD (3.5) 
:-;ill e, cos ()i ~ j 1/1 [ ('0" e, - sin ()i 
- dJ Sill j. dj ('0::; J) J 
(3.6) 
(3.7) 
h di t lllu' rrolll hlo('k cClltroid 0 to mid-point I of interfac(' i. 0, i 
, III III lIHHk to til(' .1'-(\ 'is, (\11<1 f 1J is defincd a~ shown on figur> 3.3. 
fml• JruD nrc th' e.·tcrnalliyc and dcad loads rcspectively .. 
1 w rul and compatibility conditions 
bl k} 
bl k} 
, 
t 
om 
_ - t 
block k 
. lei In; :3. 1: Failure mode and yield conditions 
4.2 
h di pi \( Ill! lit jump at interfHC(' i produced by thc displacement' of block j is 
'(I ill ('qllat iOIl:~ ,whilst <'quation 3,11 defines the compatibility matrix 
I lind hlo('k j. 
", _ E Ti j 
Urn 'II U n, (3. ) 
\ h r 
J:" - { 
6n, } 6s, 15m, (3.9) 
u:" - { 
11.1"./ } !III} 
w_} 
(3.10) 
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-dj sin/3j ] 
d·cos,Q· J ~~J 
1 
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(3.11) 
The normality condition for displacement jumps on interface i as shown on figure 
3.4 can be stated as: 
fi = yTipi 
. m m m (3.12) . 
where [ -T¢ - tanq) -ti ~4 ] yTi= 
-1 0 m 
0 1 -1 
(3.13) 
Pi! 
p!n = Pi2 (3.14) 
Pia 
Pi4 
where P!n is the plastic multiplier vcctor. This condition implies the adoption of 
an associated material so that <Po = <p and .,po =.,p. Substituting equation 3.8 into 
equation 3.12, leads to the following associated flow rule condition for interface i: 
ETil1i _ yTipi = 0 
m-m m m (3.15) 
Mathematical programming formulations 
With the basic relationships already established, it is possible to formulate the 
limit analysis problem for problems involving asscmblages of rigid blocks scpa-
rated by frictional interfaces. This is achieved by simply imposing all necessary 
conditions (static equilibrium, kinematic, constitutive relations, and positivity of 
dilldpated work) that describe the collapse of such systems. Thus, from the rela-
tions developed in the previous section, after some rearrangement, the following 
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rclat iou. hip ('an be <'stablishcd: 
//I 
Y lll 
nnd 
' J' 
f lllf 
E!1I y T 1/1 
Pm 
Pili 20 and 820 
1 
0 
= 
fmD 
(3.16) 
-8 0 
(3.17) 
in ",hi( II s is a Yt'dor of shwk variablc~ that can be used to tran&form the inequal-
into ('qIlHlit~· ('ollstrnints. When the above static equilibrium and 
'1111'111 ti \'lU'iabk~ Ht'(' Illlconpled, a LP problem can be recognized as being the 
11 n I :-u([h it'll! optilllalit~· Karush-Kuhn-Tucker conditions of a pair of 
du 1 LP probll'llh \\'it 11 unique optimal values of a >... ~Iechanically, the LP' are 
\\ II-known t' 'pn'~:-i()llS of t h(' hound theorellll:l of plasticity. The LP related to the 
tntic the ll"\ 1lI b rj\"l'll h~' th(' following section. 
.2.1 ( quilibrium) formulation 
1;1 L---_J_·~_____,I ~ 
I· ICUllL :Ui: Typical block Il!->s(,lllblagc 
'1 h (llilihrillll\) '\PIH'oHl'h of dH.'isi' limit allHlysi~ theory requires that 
1 th lIiIi' IiuIII ,\lId "kid 1'1111('\ ion {,Ollst mints \)(' met. Within thi' framework 
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the variables are the stress resultants and the load factor. Contact and block 
furces, dimcnsions and frictional propertics are shown on figure 3.5. The problem 
variables arc the contact forces:ni, Si, mi (where ni ~ 0; Si, mi are unrestricted 
-frcc." variables), and the unknown collapse load factor >.. Assuming there are b 
blocks and c contact surfaces, the equilibrium and yield constraint equations may 
be stat.ed for the problem as follows: 
(3.18) 
and 
(3.19) 
where Em is a suitable (3b x 3c) equilibrium mat.rix for the masonry containing 
direction cosines and can be worked out from equation 3.6. qm and fm are respec-
tively vectors of contact forces and block loads, qm = {n1' Sl, m1, ... , ne , Se, meV 
and fm = fmD + >'fmL where fmD and fmL are respectively vectors of dead and 
live loads, which applied at the block centroid. Y m is a suitable yield constraint 
matrix that can be derived from equation 3.1. 
3.2.2 Kinematic formulation 
In the kinematic approach, compatibility and flow rule constraints need to be set 
up. The kinematic formulation can be derived using duality principles and can be 
stated as 
E~llm - Y~Pm = 0 
Pm ;:::0 
(3.20) 
(3.21) 
(3.22) 
where \1m is a 3b-vector of nodal unconstrained displacements corresponding to 
the nodal loads fm and Pm is plastic multiplier vector. 
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3.2.3 Extension of masonry model for crushing failure 
This model is introduced by Orduna (2003) and it takes into account crushing 
failure betW4:'ell blocks. In figure 3.7, ti is half the length of a interface i and 
Wi is the width of the joint normal to the plane of the model. The stress value 
Yc: given in equation 3.23 is the compressive strength of material, a = 0.67 is 
the factor allows from the difference between the bending strength and the cube 
crushing strength of concrete (sec e.g Mosley et al. (1999». The constant stress 
distribution hypothesis leads to a hinge yield function given by equations: 
(3.23) 
However, the constraints in equation 3.23 are non-linear; thus if a LP solver is 
still to be used to obtain a solution to the global problem, then these constraints 
nlm to be approximated as a series of linear constraints. In order to minimise the 
number of constraints in the problem (and to maximise computational efficiency) 
au itl~rative solution algorithm which involves only refining the reprcscntation of 
the failure envelope where required is used. The algorithm of the adaptive lin-
earization of masonry crushing yield surface is described as below: 
1. For each contact i, initially add three linear constraints (i.e. OA, OB and 
AB on figure 3.6) 
2. Obtain a solution to the global LP problem 
3. For each contact i, calculate the violation factor Vi as 
4. For each contact with Vi > 1 (i.e. violation), add an additional linear con-
straint (e.g. in the case of point Xo on figure 3.6, introduce a new linear 
constraint tangential to the true non-linear constraint at Xd. 
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m New constraint 
o 
n j 
1· IGt In 3.6: Adaptive liucarization of lllasonry eru hing yield urface 
\J. R('p at from ~tC'p (2) until the ma.ximum value of /I, < 1 + tal, where tal is 
tllkm tiS H suitably small value. 
hp kit1l'1llntil' forlllulatioll n'quirC's that flow COlTC' ponding to hinging atisfi 
the' nonnniity rule .. Thus from figure' 3.7, tIl(' flow rnlC' can 1)(' state'd ill : 
[1«1+10;:',) 1,(1 ~~;:") 1 { :: } (3.2-1) 
rmulation of strengthening element 
~Il' llli< n illfllleillj.!. ('/('IllCllts H1"(' often uscd to strengthen ancient masonry truc-
t ur . 1 It. . 1 l'Il( t mnl t'kUH'llt s endow parts of the struct nrc , .. ,ith temdle capacity. 
1U1. Ill' to 1 hl'ir hij.!.\t skn(it-nH'ss. have low compressive strength. Tic clement arc 
h 'f( f< r 1\ tllIlh' n. SIIIll(' 1 t () hay' tellsik strengt h but zero compres 'iye trength. 
h( , II. il< fon (' provided by H tit' clement resists the crack opC'ning between 
hnpt('l' 3 . .\UIII('llca/ model of masonry- oil interaction 
m 
/. 
Yc 
I 
I 
/ 
/ / 'infinite material strength 
, // ~-r-;..,..., __ 
4 
--n 
[~l a HE 3.7: [odd of crushing failure and the yield surface 
I, IlIl HI:': 3.8: 'trengthening dement geometry 
hi 1 ( lIot illg t 11<, yield sin'SH of ~ tic dement i as Ysii, the yidd function is 
d \1\' IIIl t iUlI :~,2r:. 
(3.25) 
(3.26) 
ill II He' I\H'1ll1wr forc(, q'/I+ is a LP variable and Qi is the cros '-~('ctional 
r 'It'IIl' lIt i. Itl t h(' kim'lIlat ic formulation, the ~train rate elk of bar k in figure 
n I til (1lII\pJV wit It t Itt' llOl'lIlHlity ('ollditioll. For a tiC' bar k, connecting block 
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i and j at point Ki and Kj , the compatibility condition can be established as: 
{3.27} 
where 
and 
. { Uxi } 
u
i 
= u~ 
W,Ia 
and the flow rule 
{3.28} 
3.4 Model of soil 
3.4.1 Static (equilibrium) formulation 
Following the approach of Sloan (1988), here the soil is discretized using three-
nodcd linear-stress elements separated by discontinuities. Each node in a triangu-
lar element therefore has three unknown stresses, which are constrained so as to 
satisfy (linear) equilibrium and (non-linear) yield constraints. Linear programming 
(LP) can however be applied if the Mohr-Coulomb failure envelope is approximated 
by a polygon. Unlike Sloan, here the yield surface is instead approximated with 
all exterior polygon and then adaptively refined using all efficient iterative LP 
solution scheme which terminates when no stresses violate yield, thereby ensuring 
the true 'nonlinear' yield surface is enforced. 
The assumed stress field 
The soil is discretizcd into a number of triangular clements and separated by 
discontinuities. The variation of the stress throughout each element is linear and 
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x 
1'1(.\ In, :U): LitH HI' .. tn's .. triangle with discontinuity and nodal ~trc 
h II unknown 'tresses (Jx, (Jy and Txy ' trc,' ·cs vary 
Ill( Ilt l\C'nmiing to: 
:1 :3 3 
\,lTn ; lTy - L N;(Jyi ; TJ:y = L SjTxyi (3.29) 
1- ;=1 
\Ild TxlI• an' tilt' nodell st ross('s and 'i arc linear shape functions. 
'11'1' ly)/'2t1: \2 ((2 + 1}2,C + ('2.11)/2, 1; '3 -= (6 + '71.'C + (ly}/2A 
(3.30) 
I = .1"2 //:1 - ,l'a.IJ'2 '11 = .11'2 - .113 (1 = X3 - :f2 
2 - 1';1 1/1 - .1'1.//:1 1}2 Ya - Yl '2 = :l'l - ·&3 (3.31) 
= ·l'lY'2 - .1'2.'/1 rIa ./JI - .11'2 (3 = X2 - ·1.'1 
I'll 2 - 1/2 II b t wil (' tIll' d<'llH'ut Hl'('H. 
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Element equilibrium 
In order to satisfy equilibrium, the stresses throughout each triangular element 
must obey the equation: 
8(1x + 8Txy = 0 
. 8x 8y 
8(1y 8Txy 
-+-=, 8y 8x (3.32) 
where compressive strcsses are taken 88 positive, , is the soil unit weight and a left-
handed Cartesian co-ordinate system is adopted. From equations (3.29),(3.30) and 
(3.31), and substituting into equation (3.32) we have the equilibrium constraints 
on the nodal stresses 88: 
(1x1 
(1yl 
TX1Jl 
~[ q, 0 (1 0 (2 0 ~l (1x2 -[~l f/2 T}3 (3.33) 2.4 0 (1 0 (2 0 (3 (1y2 1h f/2 
TX1J2 
(1x3 
(1y3 
Txy3 
or in short, for each clement i, the equilibrium can be written 88 
(3.34) 
Th«.'refort', the equilibrium condition for each triangular clement generates two 
equality constraints on the nodal strcsscs. 
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, a y 
~ 
'txy 
a 't ~ ~ y. ~ 
ax 
x 
r 1(:\ In. :3 .10: ,'lal irall~' CI<imis. ibk stress discontinuity between triangles 
lil i rium at d i ntinuiti 
It i III ny to impo!'i(, additional ('on!'itraints on the nodal 'tres at the edge ' 
of ldjn I nt I dangle., ill Ordl'1' to permit ·tatically admissible di 'continuities. The 
nditi 11 1< quin.., th<' (·()ntilluit~· of the corresponding shear and normal strc scs 
t b III inl illl d . '11)(' 11 mllal and shear strcHHC:S acting on a plane inclined at an 
11 1(' t) till' .T-l .b (ant ido('kwis(' positive) arc given by: 
• 'J 0 .) (T,. = sm- (T.r + ('08- O(T IJ sin 2 t11'.l' !I (3.35) 
T = - ~ sin '20(T.r + ~ !'iin 2()o-y + cos 2()1'xy 
il\lI!'ill'.lk!'i Iwo triangles, a and b, which 'hare a :side i defined by the 
(1 2) \lld (;~.I). l:..quilihrimn at th(' di::; ontinuity [equir . that at every 
i: 
II b 
(1" = (Til 
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Sin('(' thr strC8.'K'S vary linearly along each element edge, this condition is equivalent 
to enforcing the constraints: 
Thl' above equation can be expressed in a matrix form as: 
D~.O"!. = 0 (3.36) 
where 
in which 
[ 
sin2 8 cos2 8 - sin 28 1 T= 
-0.5 sin 28 0.5 sin 28 cos 28 
and 
Boundary conditions 
In order to enforce prescribed boundary conditions, it is necessary to impose ad-
ditional constraints on the nodal stresses at boundaries. For each element on the 
boundary, the equilibrium necessary constraint is: 
where n" n2. tlo t2 are the external normal and shear stresses acting on the bound-
ary at node 1,2. In a matrix form, the boundary condition for boundary i can be 
stated as: 
(3.37) 
where 
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Ill< I 
Hb = [T 0 1 with T = [ sin2 e cos2 e - sin 2e 1 
() 'f -0.5 sin 2(1 0.5 sin 211 cos 2e 
1 Id llditi n 
(J 
1'1. HI'; ;~,l 1 \fn!tr-('o\1lomb yield criterion with a ten ion cut-off 
, lr in ~l\lhr- ()U)Olllb lTit('rioll can he modified by introducing a tension 
h' \Iohr- '(11)01111> ndlllissibk domain is cxpre sed by the inequality: 
(3.3 ) 
III l.'1\ i II ('U\- If (a,) i1dlllissihk dOllll\in is ('xpn.'ss('d by tlH' inequality 
(3.39) 
ill b to \)(' ('lllployed, it is 11(,(,(' 'sary to approximate the 
111\ lIlI' In" n picc('\\'is<' linear yield surface. By ktting x = (T:r -
(fTJ.' + (T,,) Sill c,'>, the I\lohr-Coulol1lb criterion may he 
oil interaction 
k 'J 
Linear approximation 
1-00II11---
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hr ul 111 
t 1 '2: Lill('ar nppro. 'illlation of the ~Iohr-Coulomb yield fUllction 
:r. y2 = z"!. which i~ tIl' t'quation of a circle. The ~Iohr-Coulomb 
it Hili!' rih( (1 \w nn <'xt 'rior polygon veith p sides and p ycrtice ' . The 
nd ~ ( rdill"t ~ of tll<' ~·th <Iud (k + 1)th vertices are 
.r" = ~(lI~(nk - 1)/('os3 Yk = zsin(Qk - t3)/co '3 
;1' 1- w:-(nk+ )/('osrJ YH1=Z 'in(Ok+;3)/co 'B 
'h - Ti /1) nllt! Ok 2k 1. I lms for the kth lilH'arized plane, the yield function 
II b 
(3.40) 
ill ; lh - ..,ill ~1 t'osok;(\,-2::;inok;k = 1.2 .... ,p (3.11) 
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The yield condition can be expressed in a matrix (.'quation as 
Al Hl (\ 2ccos¢ 
A2 B2 C2 { }~ 2ccos¢ Ux Ak Bk Ck ull 2ccos¢ (3.42) 
'TxlI 
Ap Bp Cp 2ccos¢ 
or in a more general form, for each stress point i, the yield condition is imposed 
as: 
(3.43) 
The linearized yield condition imposes p inequality constraints on the stresses 
at each node. However, in order to reduce the number of constraints p (and 
hence also tht' total number of constraints in the LP problem), the yield surface 
can bt' approximated using 8. small number for p and by then adaptively refining 
the yield surface using an efficient iterative LP solution scheme which terminates 
when no stresses violate yield, thereby ensuring the true (nonlinear) yield surface 
is enforced. The algorithm of the adaptive linearization of the Mohr-Coulomb 
yield criterion is described as below: 
1. For each stress point i, initially add three linear constraints (Le. OA, OB 
and AB on figure 3.13) 
2. Obtain a solution to the global LP problem 
3. For each stress point i, calcula.te the viola.tion factor Vi as 
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ew constrainst 
I') .1 RI", :tl :l: l\dl1ptiw lin('arization of the :Mohr-Coulomb yield criterion 
L hI' \ 11 Ire:.:" }>Oillt with Vi > 1 (Le. violation), for example point :>Co in 
1 ur ' 3, l ~1. \\urk 011t the angle us 
Ild hu I uillt (,lIll \)(' det ermined. Introduce a ne'w linear constraint 
fr 1\1 Il P (:2) 1lnlil Ih<' maximum value of Vi < 1 + tol, where tol is 
hly :-Iludl \ 'ahl('. 
£ rlnulati n 
lI~lIl' si. - l1o(\('d lin(,ar strain dements with straight sides . 
• \1 h tr i III '\l11l1' {'\('1lH'1l1 is a~sociH.t('d with a specified number of 
I , I his .tll(l\\"~ I Itt' ~oil l>duwior to be modelled morc accuratdy 
1 )\ \('1 nnk!" ('11-111('111:-;, <,.g. til(' thn'('-llOded C'onbtant strain de-
l i \ . ; \luh Iwt t n (2005) . It abo avoids the locking problem 
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discussed by Nagtegaal et al. (1974) without the need to resort to special ar-
rangements of clements within the mesh. Each node is unique to its clement 
permitting displacement (velocity) jumps to be modelled at inter-clement bound-
arif'S. A kinf'maticRlly admissible displacement field will be obtained provided the 
associath-e How rule is enforced both within elements and along discontinuities 
Makrodimopoulos & Martin (2006); the displacement boundary condition should 
also be ('nforcro. The upper bound collapse loacl can then be obtained by mini-
mizing the internal energy dissipation, set to be equal the work done by external 
appliro loads. For a 6-node triangular clement, the displacement field is given by 
(3.44) 
This means that any strain component varies according to 
(3.45) 
and thus the strain at any point within the area of the clement can be expressed as 
a linear combination of the strains at the three vertices. If the sides are straight, 
tht- strains at auy point in the triangle can be defined by the strain tensors at the 
vt'rti('('S. Moreover, the strains of an interior point is a convex combination of the 
strains at the vertices. Therefore, it is then sufficient to enforce the flow rule at the 
vcrtica; only, since for a eonvex yield function, the corresponding set of plastically 
adnililsibl(' strains is also convex. Considering the side i, k, j of clement shown in 
• • 
• 
• • • 
• 
• • 
. ..... 
• • " 
j 
(I) (b) 
FIGURE 3.14: {a)Gcneral 6-node clement. (b)6-node clement with straight 
sides 
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t}lI sicil
' 
is stra.ight if the following condition is atisfied 
(3.46) 
\. umill the n'[('[('11(,<' coordinates where - 1 < £, S 1: the coordinates along 
th' ide' U' 'in'll hy: 
(3.47) 
\'h f'( 
1 \ ' - -((( - 1) 
• I - :2' .... . \ 7 _ 1 (:2 ·k- -" . (3.4 ) 
hi ){'\ .., to 
(3.19) 
(h'. r that <'<tllntioll 3.16 lllllSt hold in order for the quadratic term 
II ....... lI11 d di. pla III llt fi ld 
hn 
I Ill' ..,j-Ulldl'd Jill 'm ~trHill triangles for upper bound limit anal-
y~is 
III lit (\llo\ itil'S) are i\sSUIll'd to vary throughout each triangle ac-
h {i 
L \';uy; 
I 1 
(3.50) 
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where U,n and Uvi are the nodal velocities in the x and y directions respectively 
and Ni arl' quadratic shape functions. The latter are de~ncd as: 
Nl = (1 - r - s)(1 - 2,· - 2.'1) N2 = r(2r - 1) 
N4 = 4r(1 - r - s) Ns = 4rs 
N3 = 8{28 - 1) 
N6 = 4s(1 - r - s) 
in which rand s are reference coordinates as shown on figure 3.15. 
Flow rule constraints in triangles 
(3.51) 
In the upper bound theorem, a rigid-perfectly plastic material model with an 
8SSOCiated flow rule is 8SSumed. The plastic strain varies linearly throughout each 
triangle. It can be shown that the plastic flow rule will be satisfied everywhere 
within an element if the flow rule is applied at each apex of the element. The 
plastic flow rule at each apex i can be written as: 
( 8u:r ay) f:i.:I: = -a ), = p{-{) , 
x U:r 
(3.52) 
(3.53) 
(3.54) 
and 
p~O (3.55) 
wh('rc p is a non-negative plastic multiplier associated with the corner node i. Y 
is the yield function and similar to 3.40 we have 
(3.56) 
Thus, from equations 3.56 to 3.53, the plastic strain can be expressed as 
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where Pill: is the plastic multiplier of node i and kth side of the yield surface. By 
using the displacement interpolation and differentiating the shape functions, the 
flow rule call be formed as a set of equality constraints of the form: 
(3.57) 
where 
(3.58) 
and 
aNj Nj 8r Nj as 
-=--+--
az ar ax as ax 
aN· N· 8r N· as 
__ J = -2._ +-2._ 
a" 8r 8y as 8y 
with i = 1 - 3.j = 1 - 6 . The flow rule imposes nine equality constraints 011 the 
nodal vt'ioC'itit'S and plastic multiplier for each triangle. Each plastic multiplier is 
al"iO 8ubj('('t to non-negativity constraints. 
Flow rule constraint in discontinuities 
As shown on figure 3.16, at the interface betwoon clements a and b, the displace-
m<'nt jump at node (3,3') can be expressed as: 
~t'n3:f = (11.113 - Uz3' ) cos (J + (U,3 - U,3') sin (J 
h 
in hi I 
nd 
62 
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---~------------------
1· leI HI-: ;L W: Velocity discontinuity 
lit I' - (lIx:1 - /lJ':I') Sill () + (U y3 - Uy3') cos e 
lit 1.1' III'<' displacelllcnt jumps, e is the angle of discontinuity 
IIl1il inti " lIml\' (3,3') C(111 be expressed as: 
lilt iJlllit~· i ("ill 1w ('xprrssed as 
[
('os () sin e - cos e - sin e 1 
\\' 11('\'(' 'f' = 
sin () ('os e - sin e - cos e 
(3.59) 
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[ T] [1 -1 1 T where T = T tan¢ tan¢ 
p!. = {Pl,Pl', .. "P3,P31 } 
. Since th(' displacement jumps vary quadratically in a discontinuity, the flow-rule 
condition may not be satisfied everywhere along the discontinuity. Therefore, an 
additional constraint is introduced to enforce the flow condition by forcing the 
displaccm('nt jumps to vary linearly. 
(3.60) 
This condition can simply reduce to: 
or in a matrix form, it can be written as: 
(3.61) 
Boundary conditions 
To h(' kinrmati('Ally admissible, the computed velocity field must satisfy the pre-
scribed boundary conditions. Consider a node i on a boundary which is inclined at 
an angl(' 6 to th(' x-axis, where the boundary is subject to a prescribed tangential 
velocity Ii and nonnal velocity ii; the condition can be expressed as: 
[ ~ 6 sin 8] { U:n } = { ~ } 
- sm 6 cos 6 Uvi u71 
(3.62) 
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Thus in a general matrix form, the boundary conditions can be stated as: 
(3.63) 
Power dissipations 
Plastic ftow may occur in both the continuum and at discontinuities. The to-
tal po"'l'r dissipated constitutes the objective function. The power dissipated by 
plMtic deformation throughout each triangle i may be written as: 
(3.64) 
where .4 is clt'ment area. After substituting equations 3.52,3.53 and 3.54, the 
di$iipation can be expressed as: 
~ 
w: = 2Accosr,t> LPIc (3.65) 
Ie=l 
Similarly, th(' power dissipated by plastic shearing along a discontinuity i is given 
by: 
w~ = 1 cu!dl (3.66) 
in whit'h 
I is the length of discontinuity and c is soil ~hcsion. 
3.5 Model of soil-masonry interface 
3.5.1 Static formulation 
GiVl'n that the aforementioned soil model is most conveniently formulated in terms 
of stmtltl'S whcroas the masonry block model is most conveniently formulated in 
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tenns of strCSS-fCSultants (i.e. forces), all that remains is to define a suitable 
<'quilibriuDl relationship to impose at the soil-masonry interface. For each soil 
to masonry interface i, with length 1, the requisite equilibrium constraint can be 
written as: p !i. 0 i] Unil -{ }=o} 2 ~ 0 t Uni2 Si I' I' 0 Til ~ ~ mi 12 12 
Ti2 
or in more general form: 
D' u' - 'I!m = 0 am .m '. (3.67) 
For each soil to masonry contact i, the requisite yield constraint can be written 
as: 
where ('" and 4>. arc cohesion and friction of the interface, ~,Si, mi are stress 
f{'Sultants ftIld Unill U,.i2, 'Til, 'Ti2 arc normal and shear stress acting on the interface. 
ThlL'i in a matrix form, the yield constraint for the interface can be written as 
(3.68) 
3.5.2 Kinematic formulation 
Flow rule constraints for displacement jumps of a masonry block and a soil element 
at the iJlterfacc i can be defined as: 
ei' Hi' K'i 0 mtl;n - .mu"m - amPam = (3.69) 
(3.70) 
n 
th eli 
66 
Soil element 
e 
2 
--------
~L 1;: ~(lil~llllb()mV discontinuity (kincmatic approach) 
{ } 7' 1 _ { }T d i _ { }T UZ ' '", "" • U 1/1 - /I.rl, 11.'11' 1I.r:.!. U1l2, H.r3. Hy3 an P srn - Pl. P2· P3. P ... · P5· P6 . 
ntinuit\' \11·h' lllntk to the .r-axis and ,3 is defined as on figure 3.17. 
H im = 
l'in (} (,0:-' e -~ + di cos j3 
- co:-,(} sin e di sin j3 
l'ill e (·os () & + d1 cos J 
-
'" - ('Os () Sill () di sin [j 
Sill () ('os e £I, cos 3 
l'O::; 0 sin e di sin tl 
[ '[ 1 [ ('os e r Wh<'rl' r = . slll e 
'/' 
- sin e 1 
('os e 
11 UI{ th it t lit' f1()\\'~mh' condition i:-, satisfied e\'crywherc along the 
" \II ullit jOlln I ( Ollst raillt is impost'd to eusure the displacement jump 
lill 1h', imil \\' to t'qllHtiollS 3.61, the ('ondition can be stated as 
(3.71) 
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The power dissipated by plastic shearing along a discontinuity i has been defined 
pre\iously as in equation 3.66. 
3.6 Solution 
3.6.1 Static (equilibrium) formulation 
All of the steps that arc ncccssary to formulate the lower bound theorem as a 
linear programming problem have now been covered. For a soil-structure interac-
tion (SSl) problem, assume that the masonry parts are discretized into m rigid 
block clements with n contact interfaces, and there are 8m soil-masonry interface 
C'1C'mcnts. Now assume that the soil mass is discretizcd into s finite elements with 
d discontinuities. The problem has b boundary conditions and y stress evalua-
tion points in the soil mass. Application of the requisite yield conditions, clement 
equilibrium, dhlcontinuity equilibrium and boundary conditions will lead to the 
formulation of a LP problem. Thus the load factor ,\ can be found when the 
following LP problem is solved: 
max A {3.72} 
subject to: 
E,u, = be 
Y,u, :5 b" 
D"u" = 0 
D""u,m - Clam = 0 
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In th(' aboV{' equation, Em. Qm, Y m have been defined in section 3.2.1, where Em is 
a suitabl(' (3m x 3n) equilibrium matrix of the masonry, qm is a vector of contact 
foren; and qm = {ni' 81, ml! ... ,?In, Sm 11lnV· E., is a (9s x 2s) equilibrium matrix 
of soil elew('nts, obtained from equation 3.34. Ya, Yam are yield matrices for stress 
evaluation points and soil-masonry interfaces respectively, and can be derived from 
equations, 3.43, 3.68. D, is a suitable (12d x 4d) compatibility matrix of soil-soil 
discontinuities. The boundary conditions are applied using equation 3.37, where 
B. is a (6b x 4b) matrix, and U."U,,,Uam are (3 x y), (12 x d), (4 x 8m) vectors of 
stmK~ rCtipretivcly. Q.m is a (3 x 8m) vector of stress resultants at soil-masonry 
int.erfaces and be, b" b. are vectors of constants which depend on the prescribed 
material properties and boundary conditions of the soil. 
3.6.2 Kinematic formulation 
All the <'quations ncccssary to fonnulate an upper bound limit finite element limit 
analysis problem which can be solved using linear programming have been devel-
opl'd in the preceding sections. For a given SSI problem the upper bound LP 
problem ean be formulated as: 
min (3.73) 
subject to: 
flmUm = 1 
E!: Om - Y!:Pm = 0 
H"u" - K,.,p,., = 0 
Qp,., = 0 
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In thl' above Connulation, We is the total power of dissipation of soil elements, 
whl'rc'.as W d is the total dissipated power within all discontinuities. W t , W d can 
n'Spretivcly bl' obtained from equations 3.65 and 3.66. K"" and K 8m are flow 
matrices rcpmlCnting tiOil-80il and soil-masonry discontinuities. H"m,H88 and em 
arc compatibility matrices connecting the displacements with displacement jumps. 
G" is also a compatibility matrix that connects the displacements with strain-like 
quantitifS and is defint'd in equation 3.58. Pm, Pam, Pa, P88 are one-dimensional 
vt'{'torg oC plastic multipliers. Finally,Q is a constraint matrix that ensures linear 
variation of the <lli;placement jumps. 
3.7 Layout optimization of grid-like stru<;ture: 
mathematical formulation 
To date the (ocus h8S been on (onnulating suitable analysis problems. Now con-
sider thl' tJ"WjS design problem, and in particular a potential planar design domain 
whim is discrctizcd using n nodes and m potential connections. The classical 'equi-
librium' plastic layout optimization formulation for a single load case is defined in 
the following equation: 
minV = cTqr 
8U b jret to: 
Erqr=f (3.74) 
Whe ..... V is the total volume of the structure, n T - {q+. q- . q+' q- q-}' 
..... ". - ,.1,,.1' ,.2, ,.2'" ,.m , 
~ and q;; arc the tensile and compressive internal forces in bar i(i = 1 ... m); 
cT = {/1I(l1././(I,,/2/(l2" .lm/(lm} where li and (Ii are respectively the length 
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and yield strt'tiS of bar i. E,. is a suitable 2n x 2m equilibrium matrix and 
fT = {/i.Jr, ft. Il·· ·f:} where If and J] are the x and y componcnts of the 
cxWrnaJ load applied to node j(j = 1 ... n). Thc presence of supports at nodes 
can b(' ft('('Ounted for by omitting the relevant terms from f , together with the 
corresponding rows from E,.. This problem is in a form which can be solved using 
lin('ar programming (LP), with the member forces in q,. being the LP variables. 
3. T.l Formulation of the problem of identifying optimal ar-
rangements of reinforcement in masonry structures 
Block'i 
FIGURE 3.18: Design reinforcement for masonry structures 
Figure 3.18 shows a potential bar j is connected to block j across joint k. Potential 
bar j can provide either compressive or tensile force, q;;, q;j. This magnitude of 
this force is unknown and will contribute to the equilibrium of block j. Thus 
equilibrium matrix 3.6 can be modified to take into account the presence of bar j 
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• leading to the following block equilibrium relationship: 
[ COfj Bj -~ej 1 _ { f.j } BinBj -BinB· (3.75) 
- cos{9j + ~ile)dile - fui cos(9j + Qik)elslc + mzi qri 
q;j 
In the above formulation (Jj is the angle potential bar j makes to the x-axis, (.tile 
is the anglc of line Ok to the x-axis, elsie is the distance from block centroid 0 to 
joint k. Now the key parts of the formulation needed to design reinforcement in 
a masonry structure havc been derived. This is potentially very useful as after a 
standard limit analysis has been performed, the structure may well be found to 
lX' under stl'('ngth. This allows the additional reinforcement required to be deter-
mined. The goal is to determine the least volume of material needed to strengthen 
the structure. The full mathematical formulation for this problem requires that 
equations 3.75,3.74 and 3.72 are used in combination, though noting that the ob-
jective function is to minimize the volume of the reinforcing bars. The constraints 
in equati~n 3.72 apply with the exception of the equilibrium relationship now 
govcmoo by equation 3.75. 
3.8 Comparison and validation 
3.8.1 Strip footing bearing capacity on single layered soil 
Generally speaking, foundation bearing capacity problems pose a difficult test 
for finite ~Jement methods because of the singularities that exist at the edges of 
the footing. In order to obtain good lower bound solutionS, particularly with a 
piecewise lin~.8r stress field, it is desirable to have a very fine fan of elements 
around the singularity point. Also, the accuracy of the solution obtained depends 
on the !j()i1 frictional strength. Due to complex nature of the backfill material in 
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masonry arch bridge, an additional test has been carried out on a multi-layered 
soil problem. 
Considering a weightless Mohr-Coulomb soil {c ~ 0, rP ~ 0, 'Y = O} and without 
surcharge, the bearing capacity of a rigid footing of width B is given by: 
Q 
-=cNc B {3.76} 
where Q is the limit load and Nc is a dimensionless bearing capacity factor and it 
depends on ~. The exact value of Nc is given by Prandtl (1921): 
(3.77) 
thus Ne = 2+1r for weightless cohesive soil. For a cohesionless soil with selfweight, 
c = 0, ~ > 0, 'Y > 0 with no surcharge, the bearing capacity is traditionally 
e,xpl'C88Cd as: Q 1 
- = -'YBN.., B 2 (3.78) 
where N., is a dimensionlC68 factor that depends on~. At present, there is no 
cloacd-form analytical solution for N..,i however it can be evaluated by number of 
numerical methods. The benchmark N.., using in this study are from Martin (2003), 
which reports highly accurate solutions based on the method of characteristics 
(Sokolovskii, 1965). In the initial set of analyses documented in table 3.1, mesh. 
1 - 3 were used to determine lower and upper bound solutions (denoted LB, VB 
respectively) for the bearing capacity factors Nc (c = 10kPa, rP = 0), N., (c = 0, 
~ = 35°). All analyses were run on a Dell desktop computer equipped with Intel 
Core 2 Quad-core 2.4 GHz processor and 2GB of memory. In order to obtain a 
good solution for N., in table 3.2, a fine mesh of 20126 elements (not shown) with 
a manual fan zone contained 80 discontinuity was used. The latter analyses were 
run on a machine with a 2.4 GHz AMD Opteron (PC technology) processor and 
4Gb of memory and rumling 64-bit Scientific Linux. Table 3.1 shows that close 
bounds on the exact solution were obtained for a cohesive soil, with the difference 
between lower and upper bound solutions being generally less than 2%. In the 
case of a purely frictional soil, the bounds on the exact solution tend to widen as 
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).Icsh 
i\ 0 clements 
1 
1057 
2t 
1327 
3 
021 
LB (s) 
error% 
5.10 (63) 
0.65 
5.117(217) 
0.47 
5.132(3 9) 
0.22 
DB (s) 
error% 
5.201(65) 
1.15 
5.183(202) 
0.8 
5.170(352) 
0.55 
LB (s) 
error% 
15.5(71) 
11.8 
16.57(232) 
5.71 
17.01( 461) 
3.24 
DB (s) 
error% 
19.7(73) 
12.05 
19.34 (223) 
10.01 
18.53 (421) 
5.4 
t t'(' Figure 3.19 
TABLE 3.1: Bearing capacity factors NCl N"I with different meshes 
1)0 mooth Rough 
LB )'Ialtin (2003) DB LB Martin (2003) GB 
( rror<7< error% error% error% 
15 0.692 0.699 0.712 1.15 1.1 2 1.2 
1.05 1.7 2.57 1.57 
25 3.395 3.161 3.5 6.29 6.4909 6.71 
1. 9 1.1 3.01 2.86 
3r: ;) 17.30 17.5 17.92 33.6 34.47 35.37 
1 r.:"" 
. I 1.9 2.51 2.34 
10 1:2.'19 13.20 14.37 2.64 5.569 9.65 
1.61 2.7 3.42 ·1.75 
15 115.:22 117.59 120.9 226.0 234.3 247.59 
2.01 2. 1 3.51 5.67 
TABLE 3.2: Bearing capacity N-y with fine mesh 
73 
111\' Hngk of [riel inn of the ::;oil illcrea es. \\Th n a vcry fine mesh is adopted. the 
bOllnd, an' wit hill lOo/t of c(\eh other provided the angle of friction is less than 
1")°. 'I II(' (\\' 't'Hg' Pt'lTt'lltHge error in bracketing the exact solution is calculated 
~ fulh w: 
UB-LB 
error = x 100 UB+LB (3.79) 
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Free surface 
Fixed 
• IGl ' RE 3.19: trip footing bearing capacity: mesh 2 with 4327 clements 
----v >0 .98 v=O .59 v<O .14 
.t In. :L20: Proxillli(~' to .vi Ill: half strip f oting rc~ting on a coh sivc ~oil 
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FIG RE 3.23: Velocity field for half . trip footing for frictional oil with rough 
footing (¢ = 35, 'Y = 5) 
- t--
~ 1 RE 3.24: Veloity field for half strip footing for frictional oil with smooth 
footing (¢ = 35, 'Y = 5) 
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Figure 3.20 shows the proximity to yield v for a half strip footing resting on a 
cohe 'ive 'oil with (' = 10kPa, where v is defined as: 
V((Jx - (J1/)2 + (2Txy)2 
V = 2 c cos q) + ((J x + (J y) sin q) (3 .80) 
Howey r it 'hould be noted that many points which arc outside the plastic zone 
are almo t on the yield surface, especially for conical yield critoria (soc e.g Lyamin 
et al. (2005)). Figure 3.21 shows the maximum compressive principal stress under 
the strip footing resting on a purely cohesive soil. It can be seen that the direction 
of the principal tress is rotating around the singularity from vertical to horizontal. 
Figure ' 3.22 to 3.24 ::;how the velocity fields for a strip footing resting on a purely 
coilc 'ivc soil and purely frictional soil. Com;idering the caso of frictional soil, the 
vdocity field i. ' deeper emu wider for footing with rough interface compared to 
footing 'mooth interface. 
3.8.2 Strip footing bearing capacity on two layered soil 
and lay r over clay soils 
TIl<' need to (lc-termine the bearing capacity of a foundation bearing on a com-
pacted salle! or gravel layer overlying a soft clay arises frequently in foundation 
(,Jlgin('('rinp;. III this S('('tiOll the finite' demrnt limit analysis formulation is used 
to obtain rigorous plasticit.y solutions for this problem. The upper and lower 
b01lnd ~ol1ltiolls bracket the true solution from above and below. Results arc 
('olllIHU'('d with upper-bound limit analysis solutions given by Michalowski & Shi 
(1995). Their model consider::; variou::; rigid block mechanisms that, at the point 
of ('ollap, (" aSSUllle power is dissipated solely at the interfaces between adjacent 
blocks. After optimi:r.ing the geometry to furnish the minimum di sipated power, 
th(' Illcciullli::>m that giv<.'s the lowest value is us'd to compute the best upper 
bOllud on tIl' limit load. The' 111esh shown in Figure 3.25 is used for all lower 
hound Hud upper bOllnd analyses. The mesh comprises 4192 dement .. with a fan-
Hk<' ZOlH' nt the :-;ingularity. The 'rough footing' case is modelled in all case:,. The 
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llol'1llaiiz(' i lwaring capacity ~ is plotted against the 'shear strength' of clay "YeB 
l .hO\\,l1 ill Figure 3.26. Figure 3.26 indicates that the obtained lower and upper 
1 o\lud ~oil1tion~ agree well with results from Michalowski & Shi. It is also worth 
at () (,011l1llI'ntlllp' 011 tIl(' ('ffrct of foot. ing ronghness. As disrussed by Chen (1975), 
c ppw.'imatc ('stilllatcs for the frictional bearing capacity factor '''Y are reduced by 
a fl1ctor of around two when the footing is taken as smooth instead of rough. For 
the prohklll IIlId<'l' iU\'l'stigation. it is expected that this parameter will have the 
III ) t iufhlt'll( C \vh 11 most of the failure mechanism lies inside the sand layer and 
th<,r<' L IlO s\1l'('harg<'. Whc11 the anglc of friction is largc (e.g. 40° or 45°). thc 
f Hun' 11l (hnubm j)('(,OllWS deeper cUld wider and the effect of the footing rough-
II . (lil\lilli~h('s a:-, t \)(' lufill(,llC(, of th(' day domi11at('s. For the results presented 
It Ie, t h(' COllling roUglllH'SS has a negligible influence on the strip footing bearing 
l l)l ldty. 1· i '\ll'('S 3.27 to 3.30 show the velocity field for a sand layer over clay 
Vilh c1ifr!'lpllt "I ll'llgl h5. As ('('Ill hr seen in the. e figures . the deformation of the 
lid In- 'r ill<'1'('(\S('S Whl'll the shear strength of the clay increases. 
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Inparis 11 b tw n constant strain element and lin-
1 111 nt for the upper-bound solution 
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I 1 
I 1 
I 1 
1 I _______ ~ 
---- ___________________ J 
I [C.l l" .L27: .mll OIl day wlndty field (Sand ¢ = 400 " = 20, Clay: c = 
30" = 20) 
1111 ri ill I (5000 d('IlH'ut:-; <tu<l discontinuities. As illustrated in table 3.3. 
\ ith h II 'of 1-llo(kd d(\IlH'llt s, t h(' us of LST leads to much improved results. 
. ~ r = :PiO • t i\(' , r \'lmH'llt ('rror is over 1 7<.'. while the error \vhen LST 
d U' \I. d is It ss t hun 7V<. 
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.\lId on day wlodty field ( and ¢ = 45°" = 20, Clay: c = 
2()" - 20) 
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, , 
• , • , I 
FI URE 3.30: and on clay velocity field (Sand ¢ = 45°, 'Y = 20, Clay: c= 
40, 'Y = 20) 
cpo CST LST Martin (2003) 
'1'1'or% error% 
25 3.652 3.58 3.461 
5.23% 3.4.% 
35 21.5 18.75 17.5 
1 .23% 6.65% 
40 55.7 47.3 43.19 
22.57% 9.51% 
ABLE 3.3: olllpal'isOll of upper bound solutions for CST and LST clement 
. .4 inlpl r taining wall problem 
on. idt'l tIl£' ~illlpi rrtaining wall probl m shown in figure 3.31a. A weightless 
ollC'si\' \ • oil with ru - lOkPn is subject to a pressure loading O'v. The weight of 
wall. \ i lOr:k. and the int crface roughness between wall A and the foundation is 
ht\ \\'!lll lwight is 1m. The adhesion between the soil and wall A is assumed to 
1)(' r. , = O. f::( . Ill' prohlC'lll is to find the (Iv that causes the structure to collapse. 
nhl{' 3. 1 h(}w~ til(' n sUltH of (I" for various ¢ a.nd CWo Analytical results obtained 
m,illg n limit {'<jllilihriulll method arc provided by Powric (1997). The active limit 
I) tIl(' horizontal tolal stress for a live retaining wall with oil-wall adhesion is 
'1 
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, , , , , , , , , b 
, i 
wall c = lOkPa 
, ' 
, • 
¢> = 10 ° 
d 
, ' 
\ 
; 
, 
" 
\ 
; 
>( , 
/ ' , ' 
FIGl'HE :3.31: imple retaining wall problem 
h 'JI I \': 
lIll 
h 
(3.81) 
(3.82) 
will II soil-wall nelhe'ion is not takcu into account. Figure 3.31b c,d 
11 P I' JIH'chnnislll for Cl1se' </> = 10, 0, 30° respectively. In the ca e 
O. CU - 0 \pp\ying ('<[lint iou 3. 2 with O'/t = 0 gives 0'1' = 20. In the case 
J(. 'U - D. til(' IlH'chnuislll involves the sliding of wall A on the interface. 
rri t i 11 II illtl rfm I' \H'\ \\'('1'11 wall A Hnd the foundation provides horizontal 
\II ' \ 'hid, will III t to n'sist ('ollapse. T he magnitude of horizontal pressure is 
t UJ(IO) = ll.ll'k:.J/m:2 so that 0'1' = O'h + 2clI = 3 .1 k~/m2. For 
n. Co • = () fir'". nppl~'illg equation 3. 1 with O'h = 0 and Cll' = 5, the 
1112. Figun' 3.31cl shows the mechanism which involve' 
• )it on"'- I t is i Ildc('d no.'> t'. 'p<'ctecl sinct' the horizontal pressure is 
n 1I h to n.ist Ihl' lond thnt ('I\U::'('8 the soil failure . 
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<t> Cw Lower-bound Upper-bound Analytical 
0 kPa kN/m2 kN/m2 kN/m2 
0 0 20 20 20 
10 0 38.48 38.48 38.48 
30 0 47.13 55.15 
0 0.5eu 24.1 25 24.5 
10 0.5eu 41.7 42.6 
30 0.5eu 47.14 55.9 
TABLE 3.4: Surcharge pressures for various interface properties 
3.8.5 Adaptive pieces wise linearized of the yield surface 
As previously mentioned, instead of using a large number of linearized surfaces to 
model the non-linear Mohr-Coulomb yield condition, a heuristic numerical proce-
dure is adopted. This is described below: 
• Input problem data 
• Solve problem using very low number of linearized surfaces p = 3 
• Check the yield condition. 
• Add additional constraint if the stress point lies outside the true yield surface. 
• Terminate if the yield is satisfied everywhere in the domain. 
Table 3.5 shows the ultimate surcharge pressure obtained for a frictionless soil with 
a finite element mesh comprising 4327 linear stress elements (as in figure 3.19). 
As shown in the table, when using the procedure the total number of constraints 
at iteration 10 is about 60% less than the number of constraints when p = 15, and 
80% less when T' = 32. When 11 = 48, the number of linearized surface is so great 
that there is not enough memory to solve the LP problem. Table 3.5 also shows 
that adaptive result was closer to the exact value ((2 + 1r)c) compared to the case 
when p = 32. This clearly demonstrates that this heuristic approach allows much 
larg<'r problems to be solved. However, the time taken to solve a problem using 
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Adaptive 'fraditional 
approach approach 
Iter Surcharge No of added cons Total p Surcharge No of 
kN/m2 (No of constraints) time(s) kN/m2 constraints 
1 69.2953 - (73559) 22.87 15 44.372 229331 
2 51.70.95 7966 (81525) 46.38 18 46.589 268274 
3 50.4409 1587(83112) 68.94 24 48.53 346160 
4 50.4295 782 (83894) 91.47 32 50.01 450008 
5 50.4291 411 (84305) 114.48 48 
6 50.4289 235 (84540) 138.05 
7 50.4288 59 (84599) 160.65 
8 50.4288 13 (84612) 183.35 
9 50.4288 o (84612) 205.77 
TABLE 3.5: Comparing adaptive approach to traditional approach for a fric-
tionless soil 
thc adaptive approach might be longer than when using the traditional approach. 
Figure 3.32 shows the ultimate surcharge pressure for 1m footing width obtained 
whm using t.he adaptive procedure for different soil types. The results indicate 
that the final solution is obtained very quickly, but that more iterations are needed 
to &;Surc that there is no stress point that violates yield. 
3.9 Conclusions 
In this chapter, a two-dimensional computational limit analysis procedure has 
been developed for soil-arch interaction problems. Use of quadratic displacement 
clements with discontinuities to model the soil improves upper bound predictions, 
and reasonably close bounds on the theoretical 'exact' collapse load have been 
obtainro. The adaptive piecewise linearization of the yield surface is found to 
b<' capable of reducing the size of the underlying LP problem, thus permitting 
larger problems to be solved. For the simple retaining wall problem considered, 
results from the numerical method developed were found to be in good agreement 
with available analytical solutions. The ahove upper and lower hound model will 
Total 
time(s) 
37.18 
30.87 
35.81 
41.85 
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Adapt iw approach: Load converge v iteration for different type 
of iioil for 1m footing width 
st'rics of bridge's recently load tested to collapse at Salford 
Chapter 4 
Application of numerical limit 
analysis model to soil-structure 
interaction problems 
4.1 Introduction 
Finite clement limit analysis is becoming an established computational means by 
which upper and lower-bound strength estimates can be rapidly obtained for prob-
lems with complex geometry and/or loading and boundary conditions. Advantages 
art' that only soil strength parameters and details of the mesh geometry are re-
quired in order to obtain solutions, which also have clear status (in contrast to the 
solutions obtained using incremental elastic-plastic methods for example). Whilst 
several finite element limit analysis studies of soil-structure interaction problems 
art' alrl'ady described in the literature (e.g. for bearing capacity and anchor pullout 
problems), interest has typically focussed on soil performance only. For particular 
cl~ of problems it is desirable to perform a coupled analysis of the soil and 
adjacent structural clcmcnts. This study describes how such problems can be for-
mulatl-d tUld explores somc of thc challcnges and issues involved, including that 
of relative soil and structure strength mobilization. Illustrative example problems 
86 
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Soil 
Masonry 
Soil-Masonry 
5 
o 
o 
<P (degrees) 
40 
31 
20 
TABLE 4.1: Material properties 
14 
20 
arc dcscribt.'<i, including backfilled masonry arch bridge and retaining wall prob-
lems, and results are compared with those from simple analyses and large scale 
experiments. 
Theoretical developments presented in Chapter 3 have been implemented in com-
puter software fern to carry out the lower and upper-bound limit analysis. fern 
was written using the well known C++ object oriented language; further details 
can be found in Appendix B. With the aim that the developed numerical model 
eould be used in future commercial software, C++ seems to be an obvious choice 
rather than Matlab. However, it means that the level of understanding of the 
C++ language must be high to be able to work in a software development team. 
Unlike the usual finite element method, where many free C++ libraries can be 
incorporated, there is no C++ library for FELA. The author has therefore spent 
a significant period of time developing fern. 
The basic procedure is briefly described as follows: Finite element meshes are 
generated using a third party mesh generator, Gid9. Mesh data from Gid9 is 
output to a text file and then read into fern. In fern boundary, equilibrium, 
yield or flow rule conditions are imposed, leading to a mathematical programming 
problem formulation. The optimization problem is then solved by using a third 
party LP solver, Mosek. Finally the solution is interpreted using software such as 
AutoCad and Microsoft Excel. 
a 
.... 
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b 
1. 1: Hdaiuing wall geometry (a) and Maximum comprcs iyc stre s 
v('ctor:> (b) 
.lIiI windt\, Mdtl Hnd wall deformation (a) and Variation in 
..,1 n'~sl ~ ill n'lat iOll to the yield stres (b) 
brickwork retaining wall 
I hi JII I I illu trill' appliciltioll of the modd to the analysis of a masonry block 
jilin" ..,oil wit 11 a rlbcrcte ~nrface load. ~Iaterial properties are 
.1 \1\(1 t ht' n('OlIl('(r~' is ::;hOWll in figure 4.1a. Lower and upper-
f t hl' ~l\I'f;\('(' load rcquired to cause collapse were 5 .6kN 1m 
\ ti\(' l~·. To ohtaiu these "nlues the mesh was manually refined 
r (IH' "'llIfac(' snrdwrge, t hongh further improved predictions 
1 \ 'i I h \ fi 111'1' lI1l':"h (for t hb ('xRlllple R single relatively coarse mesh 
1 ( I ' lJl Ills \\'IIS \ls('1i for both lower and upper bound analy ·es) . 
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o 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 200 
o ----~~--~----~--~----~----~--~----~----~--~ 
E ·1 
om ) 
Prcssurc: kPa 
II '- IU. I.:J: V(,t'li('al ~tn'~~('s Ul(,Hsured aL various offsets from the front of the 
wall 
!'i \lr' 1.2\ how .... how I Ill' computed stresses vary in relation to the yield stress 
1 pill C!cN'..;t to ~·i('ld). The velocity field obtained from the upper 
11 h' i. hllwl\ ill (ig,Ul'(' ·1.2a indicates the presence of a crack between the 
il md .tl .... u thai the' wall fails by rotating ncar its base. In figure 4.3 the 
(I 1 r 
I 
\ 1 t i al st l'l'SS('S GllI behind the wall vary approximately linearly with 
I ] t h. t h ' \ \\tw. h illp, dost' t () I h as ('xp('cted. In contrast, the vertical stre 'se . 
illllll i t('\ . l)('h111.\ t III' wall nrC' sip,nificantly aboY(' this kvel below a depth of 
11. 
Ill\\, hlllizont HI s( 1'('sses 1m behind the wall in figure 4.4 indicate 
'lln' of (Tucking down to H depth of ;::::: 1.6m. The wall fails 
f til il1('l'(',\sillg horizontal stresses below this depth, acting to overturn 
Ill}) \l lhk h('lldllllnrk:i nrc available in the literature for this type of 
\ 1'1' t hI' horizonl al s( l'('sS dist ribntion 011 the wall due to the surface 
d . n I (IIIP \r( c\ wit It that (kri\"('<1 m;ing H procedure due to Pappin et al. 
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Co 
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Illllttul994 ~ • 
Pressure: kPa 
Hori:WlltaI sir 'ss S Illt'asUfC'cl at various offs t from the front of 
the wall 
(l ) nd I tt (Il ( 1). 11 is ('vidpllt from figure 4.4 that the results do not cor-
In (ilrU!'l' 1.2. Ill(' critical plane predicted by the upper bound method 
't 1 l \IIlP In d ",it h 59.1 U suggested by Motta. This is probably rea-
in ?-.Int t ,'s model t IH' ",all i::; assumed rigid and thc critical plane 
III thl' hot tom right of the wall. Note that for this example it has 
n illl) Ii -itlv.1 HII\( d I hilt p('uk soil Hnd structural strength will be mobilized 
not n1\\'(\:'I"s hold true, as will be demonstrated in the 
. ullph . 
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4.3 Prestwood bridge 
In this 'cction, the load test to collapse on Prestwood bridge is investigated (Page 
(19 7)). Figur 4.5 depicts the Prestwood bridge geometry. It had a brick segmen-
tal ar h only 200mm thick and was in poor condition, with parapets removed and 
a di'torted arch. The bridge span was 6.55m with a rise at mid-span of 1.428m. 
Th d pth of fill above the crown wa 0.165m and the width of bridge was 3.8m. 
The live load was O.3m wide and was applied at road surface level at the quarter 
point. PI' ·twood bridge collapsed as a 'four hinged mechanism' after a maximum 
load of 22 kN vvas applied. The mechanism developed with negligible material 
cru~hing. Figure 4.6 shows Llw backfill and masonry materia1 properties. Table 
1.2 ~h W~ th' parameters used in the numerical analysis. 
2.0 
0.3 
0.165 
, 
'\ 0.22 
6.55 
FIGURE 4.5: PI' stwood bridge geometry 
oil 7 
Ia 'omy 0 
¢ (0) 
37 
31 
20 
20 
ULE 4.2: Mat rial properties of Prestwood bridge 
1.428 
2.0 
Figure 1.7 h ,v:; the finite cl ment mesh used for the numerical analysis. The 
1lH'~h omprist'd 5096 trhmgular lcmcnts and 42 rigid-block clements. The same 
Ill<'.h \Vas t1S( d for both upper and lower bound analyses. In this test, there is 
al. ) IlO information Oll 8oil-<U'ch interface properties, however, taking fJ / ¢ = 2/3, 
the prt'dkl<'d {'ollnp,'C'd load given by tht' lower and upper bound solutions are 
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TABLE. 
P •• twood bridge: measurwmentl on ard1 and fillllmples 
SemDIe MeMu~ ReNt 
fII tram welt MexImum dry dInIIty (Ftom compaction tests 1.78 Mg/m' 
IbulmIm on I'8COI1Idtu18d 
__ 11 
Opdmum mor.ture conI8nt ..... 1 13" 
IHiIu maIItIn contw\t 1.0" 
FIItram_ MaImum dry danIIty (From compecdon ..- 1.80Mg/"" 
....... on reoonIdluuId 
__ 21 
Opdmum moIIture conc.nt umpIes) 11.'" 
IrHItu ~ con1IInt 10.&'WI 
UquId ImIt 23" 
PIIIda ImIt 14'W1 
PIIIdaIty Index 
." 
C· (StIeIr .vength PII/'IIMtM from conaoIId*d undnlined triaxial 7 kN/m2 
-
~1II11H\ ~ (multll1agel with ~ of pore sn-urel 
D' -no 
IIIIct from IrCfI ........ dInIIty. ..",pIe 1 3)10 Kg/mI 
2 1940 
3 
,_ 
4 2D7O 
5 1170 
SpecIfIc pvIly (umple 1) 
2._ 
Secent modulus (From 54.5 mm 22DO N/mfTIZ 
dlemeter end 121.2 mm 
CruIhIng enncrth long COle' 7.7 N/rrmI 
IIItck end hoInt mocIuI .. 41.-0 N/.,."a 
morw bIocII 12 
IIrIcb mortINd CruIhIng enngth 4.1IN/IIIm' 
.... on 
....... 
boaDm--
FIGURE 4.6: Prestwood bridge material properties (Page 1987) 
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Free urface 
Fixed 
1· let HE 4. 'i': Finite clement mesh of Prestwood bridge 
I 
v>O 98 v=O.59 v<O.14 
Pn'. !wood ridge: variation ili maximum hear stress relative to 
the yield tress 
l. : I n,.,1 wood Drid!!,(': maximum compressive principal tress "cctor 
l"l'. IW(t i\"('l~·. TIl(' modd predicted the arch will fail in a four 
showll Ill) fignn' ·1.11, and the predicted hinge locations arc 
til t hns(' ohs('\"wd in the test ( ee figure 4.10). Figure 4.12 
II ( r t it(' slH'Hr strain rate predicted by the upper bound. In this 
IiI I d htds provide' 'good' bounds on the actual collapse load 
hOllld 1)(' lIot<'d that kC'lltlcdge used a' part of the collapse 
III \\'('n' not llloddl«l. Figure 4.13 shows that the kcntlcdge 
\lh- IhuY<' t I\(' ar(,h springing!:> and this may have influenced 
h 1 rid '('. Thn(' is nbo ullC'ertainty about material properties 
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• IGt RE .10: Pre:stwood bridge immediately before collapse (Page 19 7) 
Flct It E 1. 11 : Pre sh ood BridgC': d form cl shape of soil and arch 
h P ' I" I. . il/plication of n urn c'T"ical model to soil-structure problems 
Y ./0-3 ._. Y .... , 10 - 5 
I ' lbl HE l. U: Pr('::.twood Bridgc: variation in shear strain rate 
L 
See onlarged v,ew '\0. 
I . 
I 
I 
I I 
f-1500mm +l I--I 300mm 
Water lewl 
- r -
----.. ~j ... ----4000mm ----< .... , 
I I. RI' . l:l : Pn':-.twood Bridgc: loading sy::;tCl1l (Page 19 7) 
95 
96 
IIS( d ill t h(' (\)H\l~':;,i~. For example, in Cavicchi & Gambarotta (2005, 2007), the 
< lo~' bOllnds (21Ok~ and 250kN) on the test load are only obtained when the 
, oil ~trt'llgth is c = 13. ¢ = 37° and the crushing strength of the masonry is low 
(lTc = u~rr(\). 110\\,('\"('1'. it has been mentioned in Page (1987) that masonry 
{l'1l~hil\g failure \\"a~ 'negligible'. With the assumption of high masonry crushing 
"tnngth. til(' (1\'icchi model gives collapse loads of 230kN and 280kN for the 
}m\'l'r hOllnd lind upper bound l' 'spectively. In Cavicchi's model, the influence of 
the }il-l1lasour~ iut 'rf(\c(' properties was not incorporated so that it is difficult to 
Illake <lir d {'ompnrisoll with n'l:mlts from the present model. Furthermore, here it 
\\' l~ fonnel thHt the FELA solution was vcry sensitive to mesh refinement, whilst 
ill ,Ivin'hi', pnprrs. a \'(.'1'.\' coaroe mesh was uoed in the analysis. Therefore, it 
i" (',Jlwluckd IltHt it is Hot at pre cut pos ible to make definitive statements about 
till' pn did iw c(\pHbility of FELA, based on the work of Cavicchi and the use of 
Pn twood bridgt, as a cUi(' sludy. 
Lo d t t to collapse of back-filled brickwork 
Ina onry arch bridges at Salford University 
III l>.lrallc'l wit h t hc' ('\\lTt'ut v,'ork, a series of physical model tests on full-scale 3m 
. p 1\ oil-h\lu\ lIll\''''Oury arch bridges \Va carried out at Salford University. These 
t< WI n' ('olllmissiollC'd b~' Ess<'x County Council as part of a programme of 
\\ rk t ) II! It> mo!'(' rdinhly dde'rmiuc the load carrying capacity of Essex County 
'ollndl 1\1 t:-.Ol\t'" a1'('h bridge::;. The te::;ts w're designed by researchers from the 
t lIin I iii\' ... of . lH'fli('l<l ,Uld <lIfOI'd. }'Iore detail' of these tests can be found 
in . \pp '1HIi: I . h.('v h('lI('h ts of nsing trst. data from t h(', r bridge'. to ve'rify the 
JlUIl\( rical mudd ,\l'(' that: (i) the characteristics of the constituent materials are 
knowlI (ii) till' bridges are heing l (' '('d under effectively plane strain conditions, 
f 'plit'ltin IhllS(' ill tIl(' llIodd. 
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B Back-filled Reinforcement Abutment 
( Ill) (111) (Yes/No) (Fixed/Free) 
0.;3 :3.92 Limestone No Free 
1.93 '2.7'2 Limcstolle' / Clay ~o Free 
0.;3 3.( '2 Limestone :.Jo Fixed 
1'1 
l.~i I 3.31 Lilllcstone/Hoggin :.Jo Free 
.. 31 LilllclSt one Yes Free 
3.:31 Limestone/ Clay Yes Free 
T,\BI.E 1.:3: Detail::; of Salford bridge geometry 
111 try 
'rnnj('tl'~· b shmm ill figure 4.14 and specific details for each test 
.:~. '1 \\'0 hridges had ncar-road surface reinforcement comprising 
() 50 x Ilhlllll , 275 parallel flange steel channels placed acro s 
. tll\' loading lH'Hlll was always located at the quarter span point. 
'r' b \l kfilit'd wit 11 t'il h('r limt> 'tOllC, limestone over clay, or limestone 
. r h in II h 1 1 it her fix('d or free abutments. 
A 
2 
3.00m / 
~ 
Q.22m 
O.75m 
021 
O.iSm 
3.00m 
tee I beam reinforcement 
Abutmcnt 
S.30m O.32m 
Lime stone 
ClayJHoggin 
" 
I· H.\ HI. 1.11: 'nlfoi'd BridgC':=;: gC'olllctry 
O.30m 
B 
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:-'latt'rial Compressive Nominal Density 
Strength Dimensions (kg/m3 ) 
(N/mm2 ) (mm) 
Class A 154 215 x 102 x 2370 
cngin('crillg 65 
brick 
~lortHr 1.9 1470-
1570 
TJ\BLI:'~ 4.4: Masonry properties 
4.4.2 Materials 
Bri k ' and mortar 
Propl'rti(':> of brkkH used ill the construction of the arch barrels are shown in table 
.1. The mort Hl' 1 : 2 : 9 (cel1lellt:lime:sand) mix by volume was used throughout 
t lH' an h barn'I. The lllP<Ul properties as determined from five 100mm cubes are 
pH .... l'llt{,d in t<lblc ,lAo The cubes were cured under the same conditions as the 
HrC'h Imrr<'l. 
r 1 h d lim ' ton 
III tilt' mil tests the lilll('HtOll' wa' compacted to a typical density of 19.1kI'\/m3 . 
. \ . l'ril':> of 300mm shear box te ·ts on compacted limestone were carried out at 
110rlllal ~t n's, ... (' .... of 25kPa, lOOkPa and 175kPa, employing 3 repeat tests for each 
n . It'\' '\. Fi '\ll'(' 1.15 shows the shear stress against horizontal displacement 
ohttlilll I fwm tltl' ~heHr box test, The shear box results indicated an average 
t !'('lI'ft h Ill' (' = ;t3kPa and ~~ = 51.5° .. 
11\ tl\l' arch tl':-.b. the' day wa." compacted at an average moisture content of 12%. 
in«' tOlIt wi 0\'('1' tht' moiH(,urt' content uniformity was challenging for this type 
It 
ApplimtlOl/ of r/II7/1c1'ical model to soil- tructure problems 
200 
• - 25kPa 
& - 175kPa 
- 100kPa 
10 12 14 16 18 20 
HOrizontal displacement (mm) 
I I .( R ... 1.1 I: 'rtI~I\('d liUl('~tOll(, shear box test: shear stress against horizontal 
displacement 
99 
t 11 plan'd moist \11"(' ('ontmt varied rv ±2% leading to a variation in 
hlll'I!'>l\l'('d Oll illdiyidual tube samples taken after the test. Figure 4.16 
I nill 1(' of trinxinl test data obtained. The clay was compacted to 
. / 1ll:1. 
------------::: 
---.-
.... ... :- : :-:-~..-.-.-----
- : "' -: :. . . -----.. ...----------
. .... ,. .. .. 
.. --- . 
. . 
02 025 0.3 
la~' triaxinl t('st: shear stress against strain 
l. .lppll('(ltion of numerical model to soil-structure problems 100 
H gin 
110 ill b 1 mix of ~alld~, day and grawl. ~Iaterial characteristic of hoggin used 
ill til!' An'hO 1 was 110t available at the time of writing. 
.. 3 Finit 1 m ent meshes 
he iJ1fhl~n('~ f the 11105h 
f inil {I 1I1l111 limit Hllnl:vsis :,uffcl's from the fact that the solutions are quite 
I'll i in to I Ill' l('ollldry of the lllcsh. This may be illustrated by examining 
III h II, P lIdl'1I1 Y \\'hl'lI moddling a strip footing. From figures 4.17 and 4.18 , it is 
(,,,ill 11\ that ~ol\ltions obtairH'd using the lower bound mesh without configuring 
\lnt for I II(' :;ingulnritks pre-sent at the edges of the surface load are far 
frolll til( P.· III ~oluti()Jl. 'los(' proximity to the exact solution is only achieved 
wh II n1£'",11I' m' hoI h suffkimtly fine and incorporate a manually constructed fan-
like ZOIl(' It litl' sin).!,ulnrity. \ \ ithout the fan-like zone, mesh refinement does not 
i niH 'Hul!\' illlpron' t itl' ImH'l' boulHJ ~olutiol1. Upper bound solutions are much 
1\ iti\',> tn tlH' 1lI1'sh though refining the mesh will improve the solution. 
sho\\'~ t hI' mfhwl\('l' of me-sh dlOic(' on the' solutions for ArchOl. This 
l'('<ill(,( d s('llsith'it~, to the pn.'scnce of singularities compared to the 
till prnhll'Ill.'( his is rC'nsollable ince stress 'flow' tends to be downward 
fOl t h r 1 pruhklll rat 11<'1' than latcral in the strip footing problem. Refining the 
lit ly itllpro\'I'~ t 11(' solntioll up to around 5000 eIcments. 
~1 11 ll~( i in til ~ 'm ul ' j ' 
I'illil ('I IlWlIt llH'sl\1~'" 1\:-'1'( 1 ill Ill<' analysis a1'(, shown in figure'S 4.20 to 4.24. The 
11m: lIl( ;h '" \ \'11' 11"'1'<1 for til(' U\>I><'1' hound and low('r bound analyses. For bridges 
~'ilh lit II ill I I ({'Ill( lit llt(' 11\(':-.11(':'; W('l'(' manually refined around the base of the 
\II [ t' I \ I III I Il'i.lt in'lv fiw' llI('sh Wcl5 llsC'ci around the arch barrel to capture 
th . ( Ilti .1 f(' II \II :-. I If t hI' :->lli I-!Il'('h illt cmet ion. All lllcshe' contain 1 rigid block 
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4000 
umber of elements 
~LB: Mesh without singularity 
UB: Me!lh \\ithout singularity 
LB: Mesh "\th singularity 
UB: Mesh with singularity 
--- Exact 
5000 6000 7000 
F I .ll f. 1.17: l 'It illl. It' limit 10<1<1 of C1 strip footing on cohesivc soil for various 
type of llle:,;hes 
4000 
umber (If c1cmcnts 
-...-. LB: Mesh without singularity 
--UB: Mesh wIthout slngulanty 
LB: Mesh \I nh s,"gularit~ 
UB: Mesh with singulanty 
--- FX3Ct 
-
5000 6000 
: I 
• 
7000 
1.1 It illl t< Iilllil l!lad of H ~trip footing on cohesh'c-frictional oil 
1'111' \ ,\rio\l~ type of llleshe~ 
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JII I I (h 
I. . i 
I-
4000 5000 
'umber ofckmcnts 
• 
• • 
=l= LB: Mesh without singularity 
UB: Mesh without singularity 
LB: Mesh with singularity 
UB: Mesh with singularity 
6000 7000 
I L .11 : l It illla\!' limit loau of ArchOl for variou type of meshes 
. 
• 
I ' I Il \'lIt t IH' arch barrel. The number of trianglc clemcnts used to 
kfill \ !llil'd for ('Hch t(':-;t Hnd is Ii ted in table 4.5. 
Free surface 
Fi J In:' ablllmCt1l~ __ ~ 
Fixed 
. ~() : \ 1"('1101 nlld Arch03: Finite clement mesh 
1111111'lIda! iOIl of t<lldng 2/3 ¢cv for the interface between 
t (1l1H n'k. wh(,1"<' 4~(' t. is the tritical state angle of friction 
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Free abutments -----II!:. 
hed Fixed 
'1m IU: 1.21: Areh02: Finite clement mesh 
l.oading beam 
• ____ Frce abutments ____ -. 
II 
Fixed 
,(t.l'It!:. 1.22: AIThO-1: Fiuite clement mesh 
In tcel beam rei nforcemen t Free surface 
e abutments ----'-:I!!c 
II Fixed 
l' (t.1 HI<. l.:n: Arch05: Fiuite clement mesh 
Free surface 
for· • anutmcnts ----t 
Fixed 
1'1 \ III 1,2 I: An'hOG: Fiuitc dClllcnt lllesh 
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BridgC' 
An'hOI and Arch03 
1'c1102 
Arrh01 
Ar h05 
Number of triangle clements 
5895 
5957 
5974 
5417 
5390 
T.\Iit.E 1.5: • \uuhl'r of (ricUlglc clelllcnts for the hack-fillcd 
I r thl"' '" il. .\Ithoup,h nitical ~tat(' values were not available from the shear box 
t t. th ' mi!?,ht Iw l'Xlwdccl to he significantly lower than the peak strength. 
lu-- IlIlllll rknl ltlOdd d('scriuC'd in previous chapters was used to analysis the Sal-
Bridges Arrh01 and Arch03 have the same geometry, the 
onl\' di ('l't 11('1' 1:-. that tIll' abutments in Arch03 were fixed whereas in Arch01, 
h limt 111\ lit-. \\'(l\'(' fn'<' to slide. The experimental collapse loads arc 12 kN and 
11 k.· rot \1'1'1101 <Iud A1'('h03 respcctivdy. llowever, when the peak soil strength 
(i. '. (' = ~L~kPt\ \lid ¢J = r: 1. r:U) was usC'd in the analysis, the predicted collapse 
It r' the. 1I1lC for tlm·;(' bridges as it is illustrated in table 4.6. Furthermore, 
11U' 'i I ~tl'l'. s (liAm(' 1.29). tIl<' shear strain rate' (figure 4.30) and the dcfor-
\\11 l:t2) 11\'(' IIh110~t id('lltirHl. Thus the numerical predictions indicate 
th t UlIII! lit ft. 'ity t\cw:o; not al1('I bridge capacity nor deformation for this config-
11, I hi ('i<'I1r\\' ('llIltmsts with th(' C'xperimcntal evidence, where the bridge 
p ity \\ hi lH'1' ill t h(' t<'st with fix d abutment, and collapsed in a 4-hingc 
h IIi III ",hib! An·ltO 1 ('oll(\p~('d ill a mode that also involved abutment slid-
ill \ Ill} ld"'OI\ of \'\'ludt~· fidcb giV<'ll hy PlV (Particle image vcloeimetry) 
\ ill 1~l\n' 1.:~3, ~how~ that 011 the passivC' side of the arch, the slope of 
it\ \1 II I. pro\ idillg, h~' Ihc' PlV (at the collapse state) are generally at 45°. 
th t W,ill' pt'Hk :-,oil strength and/or an associated flow model may not 
b 'PI ri pri Ip. 
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For Ardl03. ill both model and experimmt, the arch collapsed in a classical 4 
hillgt' 111('( hCllli~lll. ctS ~hO\yll ill figure 4.32 (though it is evident that in some areas 
'diffu:->t d' hingrs form). Figure 4.29 indicates the presence of yielding soil (red 
hnckd an Hl:». both und r the load and in the soil around the 'passive' right hand 
ide' of the curh. wh r' the arch barrel sways into the soil mass. Figure 4.31 
indicat('. that the' 't resse - 'flow' in two' treams', the right hand (short) stream 
~ >C1L sing load directly onto the arch extrados, just to the right of the loading 
heam. Hnd. the left hand. 'stream' taking the stresses almost parallel to the arch 
('xtrnd toward. tht' abutments. The position of the thrust line in figure 4.31 
(i.t'. ,,It{'rnatd~ touching the intrados and extrados) indicates that the arch is at 
tIl<' point of ('oIl"p::;('. The initial predicted lower-bound and upper-bound load 
carrying cnpacitie we[e 170kN and 231kN respectively, significantly greater than 
til!' e:q>t'rilJl('llt ally r 'corded peak load. Three main factors can be considered as 
C ontrihllting to this grm;s over-prediction: 
• oil/nrdl int('rfnce properties were estimated rather than measured. 
• 'I he loading bcam friction was assumed to be smooth as a measured value 
\\'I\S ImaYHill-\ bk. 
• Lar 1(' dis pia ('lllt'llt:; of eUl arch cause it to lose streng,ih (see e.g Gilbert 
( I 9;)). \\'11('1'('n:-, cOllversely significant oil strength is only mobilized once 
sll'lIrtnrnl clisplacclllcut:; bccome large. 
'r I illt III it\- till' rl'lnt iy' ~igllifi(,(Ulce of ach of Lhe first two parameters, a para-
1m hi!' :-.1 IIIh' \\,H~ l)(ll'fol'lued. Taking the parameter set described previously as 
t IH' hI III hill Ilk, I hI' inHlH'llCl' of varying individual parameters was investigated. 
Th' "HI l "r (1)(' ratto (51¢> (plotted as F in figure 4.25) where {) is the soil-arch 
illll'dm (' ft irLillll cnll 1)(' ~t'('ll to have a very 'igllificClni effect on predicted load 
(' U'lyjll cnplIcit., .\ dO:;(1 lllatch between experiment and model is only achieved if 
all IIlI)s P 'I"f( ct ly :-.tll lOth interfaC'c is a::; 'lUned, which docs not seem reasonable. 
011\'('1. k takillg F - 0.33 givc' H high predicted capacity for full soil mobiliza-
tiOll. It \\' 1:-. fOlllld t hnt th(' soil-loading b am interface friction has a negligible 
ill 
))1 
] 
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Brielg(' Lo\\"('r-bound Upper-bound Experiment 
\1'rhO 1 170 231 128 
\1'l'h02 0 98 90 
\rl'hll:3 170 231 145 
.\1'dlO;) 62·1 42 360 
• \rl'hOG 271 2 7 280 
r\III.E .h: Predicted collapse loads (kN) of Salford bridge tests 
tl t lap I I't die tt'd ilri(lp,(' mpnci tv, in ('ontra.c;t to thE' considerable influencE' 
fri t i 11 in till' ('ast' of ordinary fonndation footings. This appears logical 
h 
hi III r 
450 
00 
350 
300 
50 
200 
50 
00 
50 
0 
0 
I I 
h 
it 1ll00'('1l1l'llt and transfer of load is directly downwards in the arch 
r Ih HI lat('rally ill the casc of a foundation footing problem. 
\ ;1rI.ltlon \\ ith urch/soil interface 
" u hn~".'" 
0.2 0.4 
!'ncllon ratio F 
0.6 
upperbound 
solution 
solution 
0.8 
\1 1I(l'l: \1I\'intinll ill ('ollaps(' load with different soil/arch inter-
fan' properties 
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Bridg 
D<'t<' r1nilling til<' ~h ar strength of the clay is rather difficult since the data obtained 
from lriaxiHl t{':-,t~ W{,rt' quite variable, as shown on figure 4.16. In order to evaluate 
th(' 'tfl (' t of the da' 'hear trength 011 predicted behaviour , various clay shear 
. tn'l1gt h~ . l'Hllging from c = 30 to c = lOOkPa have been used in the model. Table 
.7 Lho\\' .... til(' predicted bridge bearing capacity, illustrating that with a cohesion 
:30kPn. til<' prcdictl'd collapse load is closed to that observed experimentally (80kN 
Hnd 9 k for the lower and upper-bound analyses respectively). However, as can 
1)(' :-;('( ' 1\ on fip,nr(' 4.32. the numerical model predicted a localized failure in the 
oil ouh'. Figure ,1.29 also !:Ihows that the soil within the top layer appears to be 
yilldillg almost <'\'erywlH're, an unexpected result. This indicates that the loading 
lWCIln will silllpl~' 't->ink' into the soil mass and cause failure of the soil around it. For 
nil clu\' .... h<.'<u· strength ' given in table 4.7, it was predicted that a local soil failure 
wO\l)d 0('( ' \11'. This preciicted behaviour might be partly reasonable in that it has 
h('( 11 O\bl'l'\'ui l'xperim<'lltally that vertical displacement of the loading beam is 
('Oil. i(il'rnbl ' during tll(' teHt (larger than movement of the underlying arch barrel). 
fmt IH' l'mol'l'. there a1' ullcertainties as to what soil strength is actually mobilized 
in It gin'll l'('gi)Jl of the bridge - and this makes numerical analysis difficult. i.e. 
tllp 1 . .... t1lllptiOll tIl"t constant I:)trcngth is mobilized across the whole soil mass 
III \ " not he "nlid cmd it will be dil:)cusscd in the following chapter. This example 
d rly t!,'lllOIl:-;t rH t (':-5 t IH' difficulty in applying the current model to the analysis 
of a ('omplt'. ' soil-:-;tructnrc interaction problem. 
Grid'" 
iuC'(' tht' IIlHtl'rinl dmrnd('ris(ics of the 'hoggin' fill material was not available, a 
p U\ 1Ill't ric :-;t neiy on t he contribution of the I:)oil friction and cohesion on bridge 
(' rrvill I cnpacit~" waH nndert akl'll. Table 1.8 and 4.9 show the predicted collapse 
1m d . fol' \ lriou:-> soil nngles of friet ion Hnd cohesion. It is found that when <P = 48°, 
Ih pn <lh i('<\ {'ollaps(' load it; dOHl' to the experiment. Table 4.9 shows that when 
= <lOkI'a. t h(' (Una PH!' load givl'll by the lower bound and upper bound analyses 
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Cohesion (kPa) Lower-bound Upper-bound Experiment 
30 80 98 
40 96 118 
50 110 140 
60 123 159 90 
70 136 178 
80 148 195 
90 159 212 
100 170 230 
TABLE 4.7: Predicted collapse loads of Arch02 for various clay shear strengths 
cPO Lower-bound Upper-bound Experiment 
20 54 63 
25 65 77 
30 74 86 
35 90 104 
40 108 127 
45 126 149 
48 139 165 145 
50 148 178 
55 171 210 
TABLE 4.8: Predicted collapse loads (kN) of Arcb04 for various angles of soil 
friction 
arc 131kN and 176kN, which are quite close to the test load. However, as for 
Arch02, the FELA model predicted local footing failure when purely cohesive soil 
was present. 
Bridges Arch05 and Arch06 
The Arch05 and Arch06 tests in Salford University are a back-filled crushed lime-
stone and limestone over clay with near-road surface reinforcement as described 
in S(.'Ction 4.4.1. It was originally envisaged that the reinforced concrete beam 
model developed in Chapter 3 would be used for these tests; however in the event 
a steel beam was used in the experiments. However, it can be argued that the 
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Cohesion (kPa) Lower-bound Upper-bound Experiment 
30 82 107 
35 92 120 
40 101 133 
50 116.7 157 
60 131 176 145 
70 144 190 
80 157 210 
TABLE 4.9: Predicted collapse loads (kN) of Arch04 for various soil cohesion 
values 
t/>0 Lower-bound Upper-bound Experiment 
20 179 
25 200 
30 232 
35 272 
40 335 
45 420 
50 510 
54.5 624 
214.8 
240 
278 
354 
436 
567 
689 
842 
375 
TABLE 4.10: Predicted collapse loads (kN) of Arch05 for various limestone 
angles of friction 
Cohesion (kPa) 
30 
35 
40 
50 
60 
70 
80 
Lower-bound 
271 
292 
313 
355 
395 
435 
473 
Upper-bound 
287 
309 
335 
375 
427 
465 
502 
Experiment 
280 
TABLE 4.11: Predicted collapse loads (kN) of Arch06 for various clay strengths 
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Arch05 Arch06 
~1i> Lm\"('l'-hOlluct U ppC1'-bound Lower-bound Upper-bound 
3.n 5101 691 233 247 
1.0 570 770 253 268 
I. 62·1 12 271 287 
5 .• :) 6-<) I ~ 907 286 303 
1).0 ,OG 953 297 315 
'I A III.E I. 12: PH'dirt ('<1 collapse loads (kN) of Arch05 and Arch06 for various 
heam plastic moments 
llUlIlC'ri nl 1110(\(-1 dc\"('lop('d in haptrr 3 can still be applied. The appropriateness 
f u ill thb ll1octl,1 is \'('riti('d in Appendix C. As can be seen in figure 4.31, the 
lUlgl(\ (If \ .\ \ pn "ding b wider ill the case of bridges with reinforcement. This 
~i Jlli ( Iltly lWlldkiHI rffeet 011 bridge capacity. Figure 4 .30 indicates that 
th ri ht-hnnd /lbnt lIll'nb c\l"(' moving into the soil and causing a large shear band 
to h ri hl of til(' nre'h. Fignre 4.32 shows that the failure mechanism is not a 
I-hill '(' lIil h 11Ii:-1Il. Th' ddorHl<1 tiOll of the arch is very similar to that observed 
in I h Ii til \\ tit. t. \\'\1('n' H huge movement of the abutment was seen. For Arch05, 
th' PI' Ii h 1 ((Ill(\}l~(' \OIl<lH \\'('1"e 621k J and Sc12kN respectively for the lower and 
upper hOltn I .lpproadl<'s. which i!:> H gro!:>s over-estimate (by approximately a fac-
t r f 2). ( llllIHU'l'd to tlw ndtlHI hridge test collapse load of 375kN. In order 
tilll If' illftllt 1\('(' of tIl(' rlll).!,lr. of friction of thr soil, a pmamctric study was 
and 136kN for the lower bound and upper bound analyses 
rl Jl ti' 'h'). Ilhlt' 1.11 shows the predicted collapse loads of Arch06 for various 
H'Il I hs II "'<IS found tllllt. when (' = 30kPa. the predicted collapse loads are 
271k.' mul 2 " . whidl is dOSl' to bridge test collapse load of 2 OkN. However, 
of 
11 1 1\ !t01\l fi 'UIt'S 1.35 to 1.3 ,for both Arch05 and Arch06, the slopes 
\( IlIl'lIt \ '('c( ors i neliea ted by PlV on thc passive side of thc arch are 
II pn <lil t <,<1 h~' H~LA. 
·tilll II' (Ill' ill !l\1l'1l('(' of (he lH.'ar roau-smfacc steel beam on bridge car-
ryin \1 \ 'ily \ \rioll!'t pillst k 1lI01lH'llt \l\lu('s (1Ip) for the beam werc examined, 
U 2. 1 (Ill I hl' lll'l'<iict l'd ('oUnps(' loads it can be seen that increasing the 
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- 2: I unifonn distribution 
40% 50% 60% 
30% 70% 
20% 80% 
lO'~o 90% \ 
100% 
rlel 'HE 1.26: A 2:1 uniform distribution by BD21/01 
pI "Ii III IIlt'lIt n[ til<' bcam will result in a greater bridge capacity. For Arch05, 
doubling tilt' Ill'HIll plnst ic lllOlllent will increase the capacity by approx. 15%, 
whibt for \r('h06. thl' corresponding increase is approx. 12%. 
L '\d spr 'ading ill ma' n ry arch bridges 
The hility of th' hackfill to spr('ad th(' load has long been considered to be impor-
tnnt ( t '('. '\11 \\\"ny (2007)). Figure 4.26 shows a 2:1 uniform stress distribution 
(_ \ rtiwl. 1 horizontal) gi\'Cll by BD21 (2001). In this case the load spreads from 
l-S'< t ~ o/c of t Itt' (', "tmdos. IIow('v('r, it i evident from figure 4.27 that in reality 
Ih I I I b likllv III \)(' SiglliIi 'Hully more font ed than predicted by the simple 2:1 
lilt (\p1. In t hi!" fig,nn'. t 11(, st rC'~s is cOllcentrated from 30% to 40% of the extrados. 
}oj nil{ .27 ab\l indicatl's that the load 'prcading is quite insensitive to ¢. The 
1\ fill 11 t \'l "lid illg Ol\ the ('xt rad08 of ArchOl and Arch05 are plotted in figure 
1.2 , '1 hi:-> lp,lIn' 1i('lIIOllst rat ('s t hn,\. t 11<' load is spn'ad ov('r a much wider range 
\'1\('1\ Ih' IWH'- rond :-Olll'fH(,(' bt'mn::; are present (from 30% to 45% of the extrados). 
'} hp 10 \d b IIbl) 11-,,:-, l'Oll('l'lItratt'd, kading to an increase in bridge strength. 
600 
500 
200 
00 
<t> = 45 
<t> = 50 
-+- <t> = 55 
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o~=-~--~--~~--~~±±~~~~ ~~~~----~--~ 
o 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 
I ~)CamlO (circumferential distance along extrados, %) 
1.17: \rdlOl :1101l11nl str(-'ss on the extrados for various of ¢ 
,.) 11 In i n 
In II \ 1,1 ... 1 \ 11101 Il-l dcwloped ill Chapter 3 has been used to analyze 
• 
tl sh H'('('nlly ('onducted at alford University. Through a 
• t Itl rlll\llwillp, conclusions ('Hll be dmwn: 
, {,II' illitiallv ('xpl'ri('lH'('d when attempting to apply the 
I'.l (In' lI'sl hridgt,. Although high quality 'oil strength data 
III . \\ iI. "k, sinn' soil strength requires significant trains before 
1lI 1'1. 'hl'lI also 11111t large arch deformations reduce its load 
it . I'url hl'I' \llOH' t h(' soil-arch interface friction heu; not yet 
) III I illt II <\1\( ill' fml lit'l' llJlcnl aillty, 
1000 
900 
o 10 
113 
ArchOI 
~Arch05 
20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 
L~\.:ation (circumfercntial distance along extrados, %) 
,2 \rl'illli and Ar('h05:110l'lnal ~trcs Oll thc extrados 
r ults illdil'nll' thM the nature of the surface load (smooth or 
II rli il k dil'l't 011 tlll' arch load capacity. whilst in contrast the 
a significant influE'ncE' on the predicted 
,uTvill I (';lJ><ldly, 
r ill\('st i 'at ion::> nrc warrallteo. it is now clcar that neglecting 
h III hili?lt ion and/ or gross ciisplaccmmt strength reduction may 
1 mlfi \lit \)\'('l-]ll('dictioll of the ultimate collapse load, 
• IIUlIIl'l i< II 1I\01l1'i in SOllH' (,R!-I('S, predicts local soil failure rather 
1 it I f iltll (' of 1\1(' m('11, depending on the nature of backfilled 
• I HI itkl'l d. t IH' modd ino.ientcd that the applied load i ' more 
2:1 llllifc.lI'll\ sl l'l'ss dbtrilmtion given in BD21 (2001), 
114 
v-O 59 v<O 14 
i \ il)1l ill til \ ' illlll1l\ ::.bcm· str('ss rdativc to the yield stress 
115 
I 1(,1 HI l.:W: \ll1intioll ill l'lhcar strain rate 
hapt('l" 1. l1pplirotlO/1 of numerical model to oil-structure problems 
I Ie ( H L l.:H: \I1Villllllll ( omprcs ivc) principal stress vectors 
116 
.~ 
:,"-,'-1 
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haptt'l" 1. Application of numerical model to soil-structure problems 117 
FIt:, HI- l.:t2: Drforlll('d Hhnpc of soil and 8J.·ch 
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Section B 
II 
ompari 'on of velocity field given by PlV and FELA 
80° 
j 
VI'Jo('ity fi<'lrl given by PlV ( ection A) and FELA 
( ('dion B) 
\ it It 1ll',lr-rond i:illrfHCC reinforcement (beams) the load is more 
d I t hl\n b t ht' cas' for similar bridges without reinforcement. 
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Section B /' ' : 
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1'1 .l HE .: ~ i: AI'C'hO:i : O111j)misOll of vC'locity field given by PlV and FELA 
\do('ity ficld givC'n by PlV (Section A) and FELA 
( ('dion B) 
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Section a/ 
• 
HE ., ,: \rdIO() : COlllparison of vdodty fi('ld giv('n by PIV and FELA 
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h pt r 5 
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III 
hll 
iliz d strength limit analysis 
onry arch bridges 
utI' du tion 
-
.. 
Passivc sidc 
Flt.l'Hb f).1: D('fonneel shape of soil anel arch 
f tltl' hand of HII nrch bridge \vith the 'UlTonnding arc-a.'> of backfill 
II olllld to oftI'll lH' of grcc\t significance. Considering the mecha-
.1, \\ hl'lI t Ill' arch is loaded the arch barrel under the load moves 
kfiJl adit'l ('ollditi()lI), whibt the arch barrel on the right moves 
tc (1II1diti\Hl), \\'h('11 H s('dioll of the arch barrel moves into the 
These restraining pressures will be especially 
121 
122 
illl i i ll th ' ... p If dl'I'}) arches. The beneficial effects of horizontal backfill 
p 
I 
u 
III 
- ). will) illl hHh'd this effect in the analysis of an arch bridge. Many 
Iud, I hnrizolltal haddm prf'ssnn's in thf'ir analysis methods, and, 
1'))( iOIl. han' nSl'o the equations of classical passive pressure 
( pi t I' t hI I d issilllilari tics between the shape of an arch barrel and 
II. H \llkilll"~ passin' pressure de\'cloped for a vertical \\'all have been 
n llv in llmSllllry (\1"('h bridgc's (Crisfield & Packham (1987). Choo & 
h ' r lilt b that on'restimates of the passiYC resistance attainable 
I uul ~ t lw pas...,iw pn'ssmc coefficient are empirically scaled down. 
rk I \' Burwn lis d Hl. (2002) ('onfirms that fnll passive preSSllr(, limits 
h I \lid tilt'\' sll Ig(lst t he applied pressures arc scaled down towards 
iut. Illd\1dill~ ba(,kfill pn'ssures in arch bridge analysis is however 
[! r \Il ! l\I'r n'(I~OIl. 
UI\\'I'l"s('ly lIll arch barrd is lIlO ·t able to carry applied loads 
t lip - larg(1 1lI0n'lllents of the barrd significantly reduce the 
t I\ \ny load. In Hll clastic arch bridge analysis, (e.g. Choo 
rb wi I • 1 I\('khmll (19 7)) t h(' failure of a bridge is likely to 
h'I' Jesist :\)\('(' is tlulik(lly to he mobilized at the point of 
1I1 1kl 'S it b !liUienlt I () pn'<iict the amount ofrestraint which 
\\ \11 Illul\':-.b. the ('OIlC('pt of mobilized strength appears to be 
1 ~ lmill I H :-.oil-ar('h Hl1Hl~·~is. The strength of a backfilled arch 
1 lI ll t hI' lII:\solll'V st met nrc itself and partly from the backfill. How-
l n fth f (',wit (,OIll)HllH'nt b not typically mobilized simultaneously. 
i llit i \11\ st :u'b to d({Ortll, its full strength will be mobilized, but 
h>fl 1'11111 iOll 1l11l(lifks its g('ometr~'. i1ll1.lItalleousl~'. the de-
1 t ( • hI U' :-.tr:,ins within the soil; however a moderate amount 
Il III ill d hdol{1 t h(,s(' shear strains mobilize full soil strength. 
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Somcwhere between these two stages, the combined soil-arch system will generate 
its P('ak load capacity. Implicit in the model presented in the previous chapter 
is the 8..'lSumption that soil and arch will mobilize their peak strength simultane-
ously; this docs not always hold true as indicated by the over-estimated predicted 
bridge load carrying capacities obtained. In the first section of this chapter, a 
mobilization factor is applied to the passive side of the arch to study its effect on 
bridge capacity, thereby informing the needs of an improved model. 
5.2 Simple mobilized strength analysis 
5.2.1 The influence of mobilized soil strength 
In this S(.'Ction, ArchOl and Arch02 are revisited, with a mobilization factor applied 
to the passive side of the arch. It is assumed that the soil on the active side is 
fully mobilized with c = 3.3, (j) = 54.5 and that the soil on the passive side has 
strength C'TfWb, <Pmob. The soil-arch interface friction is assumed to be (j)/3. Table 
5.1 shows the variation of collapse load with mobilization factor for Arch~1. The 
rt'Sults suggest that with a mobilization factor of approximately 0.33, the predicted 
collapst' load by the lower and upper bound analysis would be close to the actual 
test coilapst' load of 128kN. Table 5.2 shows the variation of collapse load with 
mobilization factor for Arch02 in which * denotes a local footing failure. The full 
mobilized shear strength was taken as c = 80kPa and the soil-arch interface as 
ie. It is interesting to note that the arch fails when there is a low mobilization 
factor on the passive side, whereas for a higher mobilisation factor, a local footing 
failure is predicted. In figure 5.2, the soil is yielding under the load and on the 
passive side of the arch when the mobilization factor is 0.01, indicating arch failure. 
The arch barrel on the passive side pushes the soil upwards causing yield of the 
HOil. From this simple analysis, it can be concluded that it is important to use soil 
mohili7.ro str<'ngth whC'.n using finite ('lcmcnt limit analysis; ignoring soil mobilized 
strength could lead to an over prediction and may even predict an incorrect failure 
mechanism. 
~Illhi1iz"ti()n factor Lowcr-bound Upper-bound 
(un 79.4. 105.4 
() .1 4- 115.3 
0.25 95.6 127.1 
0.33 100.2 135.2 
0.15 106 142.3 
n.G 111.3 151.53 
O.oT 127 172.4 
n. 112.4 195.1 
l.() 175 228.5 
m t: . 1: \n ItO 1: 'oUapsC' load (kl ) with various mobilization factors 
Lo\\u'bound Uppcrbound 
69.6 106 
0.1 90.2 118.2 
0.2 10 .1 124.5 
O.G 122.7* 141.5* 
1.0 11 * 200* 
\rl'ilO:! . lllapst load (k. T) with various mobilization factors 
1 ('h(11: \ rial ion ill llHL'Ximulll shcm' tress relative to the yield 
~tn'."":-' with llloh- O.Ol 
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.2 .2 inlpl 111 d I for mobilized strength analysis 
- Nonna! Slress: 25kPa 
l\;onnal stress: lOOkPa 
Nom,.! slress: !75kPa 
o~----~--~----~----~----~----~--~ 
o 001 0.02 0.Q3 0.04 005 0.06 0.07 
Shc:lr'lm," 
I- I ,l'H~ .J.~l: Lill\('~t 0lH' mobilised soil strength against shear strain 
ill r • I'd iOll. it (,Hll he seen that applying a mobilization factor 
\ r( ( (I pn'd iet ion Oil hridge capacity. However, thc obvious qucstion 
i : \ -hnt lIlobilizntioll factor should be used? In this section, a simple 
(I( I I wit h t he' aim of (\Ilswl'ring this qucstion. 
\1 ·hO 1: t hI' arch is (lh'ided into an active side and a passivc side and 
iii? lti HI f\( tor b IIpplied for l'H.('h sick of thc arch separately. Subsequently, 
r • I mill b cnklllnt('d for each side of th<.' arch . Since the products 
und lIIitl' ('kllH'nt limit <uwlY'i. are the displacement rate and 
UI 1)(' Iq.!,lIl d t hnt ('stilllHtc's of the strain corresponding to a given 
11 i 11 1111 Jlt (lIl1dl'f 1 h(' lo"d) of d ('eUl bl' obtained with a suitable multiplier 
I. .1. 
'"'I = ') x t (5.1) 
II' lill mtl' awl t b a time !::)('c'l.k. t can bc work<.'d out following 
d 
t = --, 
d 
(5.2) 
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in which d is the displacement rate and d is the assumed radial displacement of 
the arch barrel. The average shear strain can be worked out following equation: 
n 
~/i 
lave = L...J-
&=1 n 
(5.3) 
where 71 is the number of distorted elements where the shear strain rate is greater 
than zero. 
Tabl(!j 5.3 and 5.4 show the average strains for each side of the arch, corresponding 
to the assumption of d = 1 mm, with different mobilization factors. It can be seen 
that the average shear strain in the active side of the arch is generally greater 
than 2%, while in the passive side it is less than 0.2%. Therefore, from figure 5.3, 
it appears that the soil strength is likely to be fully mobilized on the active side. 
On tht' passive side with 0.2% shear strain, <Pmob is approximately 25°; this leads 
to till' mobilization factor of 0.45. With this factor, from table 5.1, the predicted 
collapse load will be 106kN and 142kN for the lower bound and upper bound 
approach respectively. 
Active mobilization 
factor 
1 
0.95 
0.9 
0.85 
0.8 
0.75 
Active 
average shear strain 
0.026 
0.029 
0.026 
0.033 
0.087 
Local failure 
Passive 
average shear strain 
0.0011 
0.0009 
0.001 
0.001 
0.0016 
Collapse load 
(kN) 
241 
220 
201 
182 
155 
TABLE 5.3: Average shear strain for various active mobilisation factor 
From the above analysis, the simple model for mobilized strength analysis (called 
MSD) is described as below: 
I. Solve the problem with the peak soil strength on both sides of the arch. 
2. Work out the average shear strain rate and assuming the radial displacement 
of the arch. 
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Passive mobilization Active Passive Collapse load 
factor average shear strain average shear strain (kX) 
1 0.03 0.0013 241 
0.8 0.021 0.0011 195 
0.5 0.028 0.0011 152 
0.25 0.032 0.0014 127 
0.1 0.033 0.0019 115 
TABLE 5.4: Average shear strain for various passive mobilisation factor 
FIG RE 5.4: Arch05: Comparison of velocity field given by PlV and ::'ISD 
3. From the assumed radial displacement, work out the average shear train for 
the active and passive sides of the arch. 
4.. From this average shear strain, deduce the mobilized soil strength from the 
actual shear strain-strength curve. 
5. se the mobilized soil strength and re-ana.lyse. 
Thi.' simple model is used to re-analys Arch05 (recall that in Chapter 4 the pre-
dictE'd collapse load was a ignificant over-e. tim ate of the actual bridge capacity) . 
The av rage shear strain for the active side is 0.51o/c, whereas for the passive side it 
is 0.11%. From figure 5.3, the mobilized strength will be ¢ = 4 0 and (/J = 250 for 
the active and passive side respectively. Applying these mobilised 'oil 'trengths to 
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FIGURE 5.5: Arch05: Velocity field given by PIV(Section A) and 11SLA (Sec-
tion B) 
the FE LA model, the predicted collapse loads are 318kN and 387kN for the lower 
and upper bound analyses. This result compares well with the actual collapse load 
of 375k . Figures 5.4 to 5.5 show a comparison of the predicted ,'elocity field and 
the PlV results. It can be seen that in the passive side of the arch that the slope of 
the velocity vector given by the MSLA is greater than the PIV by approximately 
100. 
However, it is uncertain what value the arch displacement would be. This poses a 
limit on the above proccdure. Furthermore, the simple model can not be used when 
the local soil failure is likely to occur (as was the case with Arch02). Therefore, a 
more pow'rful model is required. 
5.3 Mobilized strength limit analysis: M SLA 
In this section, an alternative numerical kinematic plastic model is presented. The 
idea of mobiliz 'd strength dcsign (MSD) was introduced almost two decades ago 
by Bolton et a1. (19 9, 1990); Bolton & Sun (1991) and recently by Osman & 
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Bolton (2005, 2006). In the Osman & Bolton papers, the settlement of a cir-
cular footing and the ground movement of braced excavations in undrained clay 
v."t'r(' prooicted using a kinematic plastic solution procedure. In these papers, a 
compatihle pla.o;;tic deformation field for the soil-structure problem in question is 
d('tcrmined in advance. The mobilized shear stress can then be found by a stability 
calculation based on the predicted mechanism. The strains required to mobilize 
thcsc stresses arc deduced from the actual stress-strain behaviour of the soil taken 
from a sck'Cted location in the plastic zone. These strains are entered into a simple 
plastic deformation mechanism to predict boundary displacements. The strains 
used in the MSD method are average mobilized shear strains rather than local 
strains at ~vcry location. In fact, at different locations, the soil would have differ-
ent stress-strain responses and would mobilize different shear stresses. Hence use 
of a pro-described plastic mechanism in MSD is only suitable for simple problems. 
The new numerical model presented by the author could potentially offer a ver-
satile alternative compared to the Bolton and Osman model in that it can handle 
problems with complicated geometries where the plastic deformation is hard to 
forcscc. This approach, termed Mobilized Strength Limit Analysis (MSLA), is 
described as follows: 
1. Initialize the problem with an assumed low mobilized soil strength in each 
clement. 
2. Determine the collapse load for the currently defined mobilized soil strengths. 
3. Determine the shear strain rate for each element. 
4. Update the accumulated shear strain for each element over a specified time 
step t. 
5. Update the shear strength for each element, according to the shear strain. 
6. Repeat from 2 until termination criteria are met. 
In the above procedure, the time step t can be determined using the following 
equation: 
(5.4) 
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and the accumulated shear strain fa for each element is determined following the 
<'<Iuation: 
(5.5) 
in which finer is the required maximum strain increment for each iteration and 
is specified in advance, fma:c is the maximum shear strain rate of the deformed 
clements in a particular iteration. (pre is the accumulated strain in the previous 
iteration. fraU is the shear strain rate of an element. The mobilized strength can 
be determined from actual soil strength-strain data. The termination criteria can 
b(' based either on the load or the displacement. The above procedure takes into 
account strain-hardening behavior and non-linear stress-strain characteristics. One 
of the simplifying assumptions in the model is that the problem geometry does 
not change during the strain-increment process. The ideal model would model 
changes in geometry after each iteration. However, this would involve remeshing 
and reformulation of the LP problem after every iteration. If the remeshing process 
is adoptf'd, this also leads to another difficulty in that the accumulated shear strain 
for each clement is hard to determine. One of the features of the above model is 
that it can be used to estimate the actual load-displacement curve of a given 
!:IOU-structure problem. 
5.3.1 Foundation settlement on a clay 
Th(' above numerical procedure is compared with a non-linear finite element pre-
diction of immediate settlement for a foundation resting on clay. Bolton & Sun 
(1991) carried out a series of non-linear finite element analyses for a clay that has 
a str('til;-strain relationship of the form: 
(5.6) 
and applied to an isotropic soil body with no history of shear strain. The founda-
tion settlement can be evaluated following the equations: 
Oave _ I (_q _)l/b 
B - avef" 5.14eu (5.7) 
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bmax _ r (_q_)l /b 
B - rnaxlu 5. 14eu (5.8) 
These equations arc the result of Bolton's work and were worked out following the 
combination of different plasUc mechanisms. In t.he above equations, lave and lmax 
are determined by non-linear finite element analysis as a function of b see (figure 
5.7). q is the footing pressure and (;'U' 111, b arc the governing factor for non-linear 
stress-strain curve. bave is the average settlement of under the width of a rigid 
footing and bmax is t.he maximmn set.tlement under the- ('('Ute-r of fie-xibk footing. 
Figure 5.8 obtained from Bolton & Sun shows the actual stress-strain data with 
the a approximation stress - strain model by using equation 5.6. 
Similar to an example provided in Bolton & Sun's paper, consider a 4m strip 
footing which rests on the surface of a 15m thick London Clay layer overlying very 
tiff Woolwich Beds, which are assumed to be rigid. A good quality sample of the 
London Clay tested in an undrained triaxial test with internal strain measurement 
showed that the stress-strain curve could be represented by equation 5.6, where 
Lv = 70kN/m2 , Ill. = 2% and b = 0.5. The footing pressure was applied in small 
steps up to maximum value of 250kN/m2. A relatively coarse mesh compo 'cd of 
1752 clements was used for the MSLA analysis. Parameters used for the ~lSLA 
analysis were initial Crnob = 1kPa and shear increment (incr = 0.25%, or 12.5% 
of '"'fu. Figure 5.6 shows that the results from the 1,1SLA. For the same applied 
pre ' 'ure, the MSLA model predicts an approx. 20% larger maximum settlement 
than Bolton's model. For example, if the applied pressure is 150k~/m2. the maxi-
mum settlement given by Bolton's model will be 16mm, whereas the ~ISLA model 
predicts 20mm of settlement. 
Table 5.5 shows results for various shear increments, (incr' In the table, the loads 
were obtained at 60mm settlement. From table 5.5 and figure 5.6 it can be 'een 
that the ISLA solution is very insensitive to tinC?' when tinel' is small. The disad-
vantage of the tlISLA method is that it is a time consuming process. As illustrated 
in table' 5.5, for a simple strip footing problem, with relatively coarse mesh. the 
tim' taken to solve is approximately one hour on a powerful Dell de 'ktop com-
puter equipped with Intel Core 2 Quad-core PC running at 2. ·!GHz and with 2GB 
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(s) 
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Approximation model 
LimeStone 
Clay 1 
Clay2 
Clay3 
54.5 
52 
35 
68 
TV. 
0.015 
0.05 
0.05 
0.05 
b 
0.25 
0.38 
0.38 
0.45 
TABLE 5.6: Governing factor for approximation stress-strain curves 
of memory. 
5.3.2 Load test to collapse of back-filled brickwork ma-
sonry arch bridges at Salford University 
Material models 
Th(' MSLA model was \lst->d to analyse the Salford bridge tests. The actual stress-
strain curves of the limestone obtained from shear box tests are shown in figure 5.9 
and this was for convenience approximated by a non-linear elastic-perfectly plastic 
model. The approximation model for the limestone is evaluated from equation 5.9 
with the governing factors taken from table 5.6. The clay stress-strain curves 
obtained from triaxial tests are shown on figure 5.10. Since the results from the 
triaxial tcsts were quite variable, it was decided that the numerical approximations 
should cover a range of these curves. In figure 5.10 the approximation models 1,2, 
and 3 aJ'(' worked out from equation 5.10 with the govcrning factors taken from 
tabl(' 5.6. 
(5.9) 
(5.10) 
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FIG URE 5.9: LimeStone mobilised soil strength against shear train and ap-
proximation model 
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FIGURE 5.10: Clay stress strain curves and approximation models 
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Bridge 
Areh01 and Areh03 
Areh02 
Areh05 
Areh06 
N umber of triangle clements 
3504 
3486 
3493 
3485 
TABLE 5.7: Number of triangle elements for the back-filled 
Finite elem ent m eshes 
136 
Finile element meshes used in the analysi are shown from figure 5.11 to figure 
5.14. The number of triangular elements used to di 'eretize the backfill are shown 
in table 5.7. Since the upper bound model is less sensitive to 111c 'h geometry than 
the lower bound meshe without manual refinement were u ed for the ::'ISLA 
analysi '. 
Free surface 
~ ___ Fixed/Free abutmcnts ____ ~ 
Fixed Fixed 
FIGURE 5.11: Arch01 and Arch03: Fiuitc cl mcnt mc:;h 
Fixed 
Loading beam 
....... 
abutmcnts ___ -tt-
FIGURE 5.12: Arch02: Fiuitc lcmcnt mcsh 
Free surface 
Fixed 
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Loading beam Free surface 
~ ____ Free abutments ___ _ 
Fixed Fixed 
FIGURE 5.13: Arch05: Fiuite clement mesh 
Loading beam Free surface 
* ____ Free abutments ___ --j~ 
Fixed Fixed 
FIGURE 5.14: Arch06: Finite clement mesh 
Bridge analysis 
The 1ISLA model requires an initial assumption of the soil strength. For the 
analysis of the Salford bridges, initial assumptions were that the initial limestone 
friction was ¢mob = 10 and, for simplicity the cohesion part of the lime tone was 
kept constant as Crnob = 3.3kPa. The interface between soil and masomy ",as 
always taken as 1/3 of the mobilized soil strength. The initial clay cohesion was 
taken as Cmob = 1kPa. Th' shear strain increment (iner = 5%"yu was used for both 
clay and limeston '. Ttl = 0.015 was taken for the limestone. 
Bridge ArchOl and Arch03 
In a series of arch tests to collapse, Gilbert (1997) considers arche · with the ·ame 
geomctr r a the alford arciws hut without the fill so there is no soil-structure 
interaction involved. The arch is likely to reach its peak load carrying capacity 
at a small radial displacclUmt under the load of approximately 3 III III or 0.1 o/t 
of the ar h span. t larger displacemcnts the strcngth of thc arch progr' · ivcly 
• 
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rCc\Ilt(\ . Hnd a gro~s dbplaccment (i.e. geometrically non-linear) analysis is ideally 
H'<Iuircd 'ill(,(' til<' present t\ISLA model docs not take geometrical non-linearity 
into 1\('( (lltut. it ll1H~' only be assumed to be valid while the strength reduction of 
lht' an 11 is lH'gligibll'. 
For .\rch01. the predicted collapse load is 1l0kN compared to the actual collapse 
\0 \(1 of l::?~ k'\. f igm ' 5.20 sho\,," the soil strength mobilization contours at 3mm of 
radial (iispitH' 'Tlwnt. indicnting that the soil strength under the footing is fully mo-
hili7.(,{\ whilst the <\\Twge mobilization factor on the passive side is approximately 
0,2- ( the (\wrng(' lllobililatioll factor only takes account of straining elements). It 
bo illdicalt':- that tlH' soil near the region of the left abutment is being mobilized. 
I tH nlillg to Ii~\ln' 5.21. there is quite large movement of the right abutment into 
the . oil. whkh j" ",lwt WHS observed in the experiment . 
rigHI'(' 5.22 shows the wlocity vectors provided by the MSLA and the PlY. It can 
1 "'( 11 th \\ on t 11(' passi\'(' side of the arch the slope of velocity vectors are similar 
( It ppn>."ill1ntd~· 15"). This is in contrast to the FELA model, where the slope 
of \1 lodt\' \'ectors ,\'tls very high (approximately 800 ). As is shown in figure 5.15, 
t h!' ~1 L. \ 1Il0(l<'\ pn'<lkts that the arch will move slightly when the load reaches 
lI'oll1H1 flOk:'. ll<i<'l' this load. the soil under the footing is being mobilised. 
l'or \n h():~ t IH' pn'did t'd collapHc load is 138kN compared to the actual collapse 
I d of 115k fh(' Imger hridge capacity compared to Arch01 was due to the fixed 
llhutlJl( IIh III I his tt'st. hb feat nrc demonstrates that the MSLA model is more 
J('nlbtic ,hUll Ihl' I.' .'L.\ model (recall that in chapter 4 there was no difference in 
10 HI lid llIlt ballism 1'01 1'('h01 and Arch03). In fact, fixing the abutment is likely 
in I t (' t h(' hridge' ('''padt,'. Fignre 5.16 shows the load-radial displacement 
("un }lr wid( d ll\' t he' \1 L Illociel. It shows that when the load is less than 
(mJl 11 H' kS()IIHbl\' \\'('11 with tlH' experiment, where the first crack was identified 
t 11 lipplh 1 10 It! of lOkl 
BI"id • r h02 
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Bridge l\lSLA Experiment %Difference 
,\r('h01 110 128 14 
;\1'('h02 95 90 5.5 
.'\1'c1103 13 145 4.8 
Arch05 2 1 360 21.9 
,\ 1'c1106 19 240 17.5 
T,\BLE 5. ': Predicted collapse loads (kN) of Salford bridge tests 
Clay model 
1 
2 
3 
MSLA Experiment 
113 
95 90 
118 
T\ULE 5.!): PH'llined t"ollap~t~ load:, (kN) of Arch02 for differellt clay models 
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H( c 11 that ill <'111\\>t('1' L tlU' FELA model of Arch02 always predicted local soil 
fnilttr(' l'l'garcll< ~~ of tIl<' ~oil strengt h. This unrealistic mode is a consequence of the 
fn t I hilt it b illHl)propriale to as:::;mne full shear strength is mobilized everywhere. 
111 thi~ ~l'('tiUll. II\(' ~l 'LA model will be used to re-analyze this bridge. As in 
figun 5.10. tIll' ohl ailll'd dnta from triaxial clay tests were quite variable. A back-
\lll\\y=-i ... i!' tlll'reron' H'quirl'll to fillU the lllUst appropriate model. Applying three 
J>pndlllHII' cllI.'· lIlo(kb for Arch03, the predicted collapse loads are t:>hown in 
t \h\(' r: .9. '111(' lOllHp~(' loud obtained from clay model 2 is 95kN and is the value 
d l to t It(' 1l'~1 load. Figul"(' 5.17 show the actual and predicted load-deflection 
~ r t hI' J\rchO:2. 'Ill<' \ISLA predicts that there in no arch movement when the 
lJ>pli \ I) \(\ b \I':-~ Ih<lll 50kX Figurct:> 5.20 shows that both limestone and clay 
lIlId 'J" III' [ootill ' ar(' fully mobilised, whilst the soil in the passive side is not. The 
r lilull 1111'( 11 l\li~lIl !'ltowu ill figur() 5.21 is similar to the cxperimentally observed 
1I1e( hlllli Ill, w\\('\"(, slidinp, of the abutment remote from the load was observed. 
" i ('\'illl'lIt Irolll Ii~tln' 5.2·1 and 5.25, the t:>lope of the velocity vectors from the 
M r.. lIl .. )dl~1 IIlHI \11t' PI\, H'Slllts are quite different. The slope vector given by 
t III' ~1 Ll\ i!' IIIlldl p,l"I'Htcr Hud il was approximatC'iy 50° while for thc PlV, it was 
11\\' U Hll1d 20". 
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Bridges Arch05 and Arch06 
Fl.·om the experimental load displacement curves shown in figures 5.18 to 5.19, it 
can be seen that in the presence of ncar-road surface reinforcement ensures that 
peak capacity is only reached when arch displacements arc ,"ery large. For three 
bridges (Arch01, Arch02 and Arch03), the ultimate collapse loads are achieved 
at approximately 15mm radial displacement. HO~'ever for bridges Arch05 and 
Arch06, the maximum loads arc reached at approximately 40mm and 60mm radial 
displacement respectively. In the Arch06 test, when the applied load reached 
approximately 240kN and 40mm of radial displacement (measured under the load), 
the abutments were changed from free to fixed. Based on the behaviour of Arch05. 
where the maximum load was reached at 40mm displacement, it is reasonable to 
consider that 240kN is the maximum load for Arch06 with free abutments. 
Fl.·om table 5.8, the predicted collapse loads for Arch05 and Arch06 arc 2 1k:\ and 
19 kN, which differ by 21.9% and 17.5% from the actual collapse loads. Figure 
5.20 shows that for both bridges, the soil is not fully mobilized either on the loaded 
side or the passive side of the arch. As is evident from figures 5.26 to 5.29. the &lope 
of the velocity vectors from the l\llSLA and the PIV arc also found to be similar. 
Th failure mechanisms depicted in figure 5.21 arc also found to be similar to the 
experiments. 
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FIG RE 5.15: Actual and predicted load-deflection reSp0l1l:ie of ArchOl 
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In this chaptcr, thc :t-.lSLA modd was dcvclop0d with the aim of m'crcoming the 
'oil strength mobilization issues encountered in the previous chapter. For the 
bridges considcrcd, thc ncw mcthod i ' found to bc capablc of evaluating bridgc 
capacity. Though a number of examinations, the following conclusions can be 
made: 
1. impl' soil strength mobilization analysis (~lSD) can be used to ruiliess bridge 
capacit '. However it can not. be applied for certain cae~, e.g. when a local 
footing failnr ' 11a::; occurrrcl. 
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FIGURE 5.19: Actual and predicted load-deflection response of Arc1106 
2. In the case of bridges without ncar-road surface reinforcement. the soil 
strength is likely to be fully mobilized under the load whilst on the pas-
'iv' side, the soil is not fully mobilized. 
3. For bridges with ncar-road surface reinforcement. the soil i' unlikely to be 
fully mobilized either on the active or pa8sive side of the arch. 
4. In contrast to traditional kincmatic limit analysis where th(' w:;ult i' a dis-
placement rate, the proposC'd MSLA model can be u 'cd to eyaluate actual 
displacemC'nts. For the scttlcment of a strip footing on a cohesive soiL the 
I LA solution predicts the actual 10ad-displacemC'nt cur\'C reabonabh' well 
(to wi t hill 20% ill Lcrms of displacement s), l'ompCU'ccl wit 11 fiuite elemcnt 
analysis. 
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FIC R8 5.20: Variation of Hoil :-;trcngth mobilization 
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ArchOl 
Arch02 
Arch05 
Arch06 
F1GURE 5.21: Deformed shape of soil and arch 
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FIGURE 5.22: ArchOl: COlllpal"i~Oll of velocity field~ given hy PlV and ::\ISLA 
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FIGURE 5.23: ArchOl: Velocity field given by PIV( ection A) and ~l LA ( ec-
tiOll B) 
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5. Through a number of investigations 011 bridge test · to collape. the :\1 LA 
model has demonstrated that it can overcome the soil strength mobilization 
issues encountered. However, a drawback of the ~1 LA model b that it i a 
time-consuming procedure. 
6. Providing neCU'-road surface reinforcement by using steC'l beams can ~ignif­
icantly improve bridge load carrying capacity. In the prccnt tudv, bridge 
capacity can 1)(' incrccu:i('(l by at least a factor of 2. 
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FIGURE 5.24: Arch02: COlllparisoll of velocity fields givell hy PIV cUld ~lSLA 
/ 
FIG RE 5.25: Arch02: Velocity field given by PIV( ction A) and)'1 LA ( ec-
tion B) 
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FIGURE 5.26: Arch05: Comparison of velocity fields given by PlV and ::\1SLA 
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FIG RE 5.28: Arch06: Comparison of velocity fields given by PIV and:\1 LA 
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Chapter 6 
Discussion 
6.1 Introduction 
The' oV('rall objectivc of this research has been to establish a general computational 
limit analysis model for the practically important soil-structure interaction prob-
Ie'm found whm analysing masonry arch bridges. However, the finite element limit 
analysis model developed can be applied to a variety of other SSI problems; exam-
pl{'8 include' problems involving earth retaining walls, slopes, and masonry tunnel 
linings. The model developed should be able to be used in practical engineering 
projrets 88 an 8S9(BDJlcnt or design tool. 
There arc a large number of existing masonry arch bridges still in service, and there 
is a strong need for efficient and practically useable analysis tools. However, up 
until now. no one existing analysis tool can be considered predominant and it is the 
pra.cnC't' of HOil that makai the problem particul~ly challenging. Previously soil 
ha.'i bc-t'D modrllcd only indirectly in models, by making certain assumptions about 
it:-; rontribution to cither dispersal of the applied load or ability to restrain the arch 
ha.rn'l. This is acceptable for practical purposes provided that the assumptions are 
validatro againgt experimental evidence. However, when 'non-standard' backfill 
Ulatrril\Is are iuvolved the likely inftuence of the soil cannot easily be estimated. 
149 
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This thesis has tried to address this through the development of a holistic soil-
structure iut.eraction model using finite clement limit analysis. However, through 
the previous 5 chapters, difficulties in developing a fast and reliable finite element 
limit analysis model for this application have become apparent. Here a number 
of limitations of the model developed will be discussed. In this chapter. the po-
tential usefulness of a combined limit analysis - limit design synthesis model is 
also discussed (for application to the design of strengthening schemes for existing 
structures). Furthermore, in an attempt to overcome a number of the drawbacks of 
the FELA method, Smith & Gilbert (2007) have recently developed the so-called 
'discontinuity layout optimization' (DLO) method, which is a conceptually simple 
but offir.ient limit analysis method. Whilst examining the usefulness of DLO, the 
author has developed an efficient scheme which allows mechanisms to be visual-
ized for a given set of slip-lines. This scheme 'injects life ' into the classical slip-line 
solutions which engineers are used to seeing as black and white line drawings in 
textbooks but might often have trouble visualizing in terms of mechanisms of 
failure. This scheme has now successfully been incorporated in the commercially 
available LimitState:GEO software, available from www.limitstate.com. 
6.2 The mesh dependency problem 
When applied to soil bearing capacity problems, and subsequently to more complex 
lmdJilleu ma::>oury arch bridge problellls , it has becn found that when established 
formulations (e.g. that proposed by Sloan (1988)) were used, the geometry of the 
mo, h used in t.ho vicinit.y of singularities in the strC's, fidel infill('ll('C'd thC' rosults 
to an Ullac eptable degre '. It may be observed that in the literature carefully 
tailored meshe::> have frequently been u::>ed in ord(,r to obtain 'olutions which are 
acc 'ptably close to th(' true solution. Others have recently come to a similar 
con lu iOll, and have put forward enhanced finite element formulations to addres ' 
this. Examples in lude th ' work of Borges ct al. (1999), who focussed on obtaining 
upp r bounds, and t.he adaptivo mesh refinement schemes for the lower bound 
probl 1ll proposed by Lyamin ct al. (2005). However, when carrying out a lower 
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bound analysis, the presence of stress singularities btill need to be identified prior 
to performing all C1w:11ysis. This issue docs not affect the ability of finite clement 
limit analysis to generate useful solutions from an academic standpoint, but docs 
limit the usefulness of the method when applied to generic problem '. Adaptive 
me h refinement chemes can potentially overcome this problem, although it might 
be argued that the resulting analysis procedure is overly complex considering the 
simple rigid-plastic material idealization involved. vVhilst enhanced formulations 
of the sort mentioned above were latterly trialled in the present projcct , and did 
enable tighter bounds on a truc solution to be obtained, thc initialllle~h refinement 
problems stimulated Smith & Gilbert (2007) to consider alternative numcrical 
approaches, eventually leading to the development of a new computational limit 
analysis technique, Discontinuity Layout Optimization (DLO). 
6.3 The 'locking' problem 
The so-called 'locking' problem (Nagtcgaal and et al (1974)) cau-e ' major prob-
10111s for lllany finit0 810lDrnt limit analysis formulntions. Although ,,·hen trcating 
plane strain problems th' usc of higher order clemcnts can overcome this. llliC 
of thcsc leads to large numbers of variables and con 'traints being prcent in the 
lath matical Programming (IVIP) matrix. Therefore. thc successfulncbb of thib 
trategy will largely depend on the efficiency of the mathematical optimization 
'olver used. The locking problelll is even more trouble 'omc when dealing with 
a.xisymm'tric and three dimensional problems. It is evidcnt from figure 6.1 that 
for thr('(' dim nsional ('i<'lDel1ts, f11most all ('ommon t~·p('s of finite clements will 
be prOlle to the locking problem (the locking problem will occw' when the ratio 
b tween deg1'ees of freedom and constmints is less than 1). Although in Lyamin 
et a1. (2007), constant stn-lin tetrahedra arranged in a cube haye been u5ed when 
analysing th ' ]waring capCldty of a footing, it should bc noted that the me~h hab to 
be cardull ' C:tnallged ill ct spcciH(' way. It call be surmised that unle~":i an efficient 
ll1eam, of ov('rcomillg the lockillg problem can be found, thc usefulncss of FELA 
will b' s('v('rciy limited. 
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FIGURE 6.1: The effect of me h refinement on the ratio of total degrees of 
freedom to total number of incompressibility constraints for ome common ar-
rangements of three-dimensional finite elements (Nagtegaal and et a1 (1974)) 
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6.4 Potential application of layout optimization 
to the design of strengthening existing struc-
tures 
Reinforccll1 'nt has bccn incorporate 1 in plastic limit analysi models by workers 
such as Orduna & Lourenco (2003), Lourenco et al. (2004) and Chen et al. (2007) 
The main concern is that the addition of reinforcement may lead to undesirable 
brittle fculurc modes. For examples including ncar-surface reinforcement in a multi-
ring brick work arch lllay increase the likelihood of ring separation. However, if 
bridge strength is inadequate to carry the given load. where hould additional 
reinfor emC'llt be placed? 
Limit analysis and desigll formulations arc virtually idC'lltical with the main dif-
fermee being thr diff('ril1g goal of t h(' optimi7.ation prOC'f'H. (c.g. con 'idering an 
equilibrium formulation, the 'analysis' objective is to maximi'e the load factor 
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whereas the 'design' objective might be to minimise the cost of reinforcing cl-
ements). Other constraints (i.e. equilibrium and yield constraints) remain un-
changed. The CLADU integrated analysis and design software framework has 
been designed to take advantage of these similarities. making it relatively easy 
to synthe ize 'optimum' retrofit reinforcement. Surprisingly, very little work has 
been done in this field (though Krabbenhoft et al. (2005) does use optimization 
to address the problem of designing sheet pile walls). Two examples are now 
considered (the mathematical formulation has been described in section 3.6). 
Design reinforcement for an arch rib 
Assessing an existing arch rib using usual standard limit analysis techniques may 
identify that the arch has in ufficient strength. Engineers may wish to reinforce 
the arch, so therefore the location and the size of the requisite reinforcing clements 
need to be identified. Figure 6.2 shows a simple example where truss bars are 
added to an under strength arch to permit a heavy applied load to be carried. For 
the current applied load, the best location and the sizes of the reinforcing bars arc 
shown. 
a c • 
'-\ 
I.I- ---~-.. 
FI URE 6.2: Design of reillforcem nt for an arch rib: (a) Q\'erloaded arch and 
d sign domain, (b) optimulll layout of trus bar (rectangular prohibited zone). 
(c) revised layout of truss bars (trapezoidal prohibited zone) 
Design of props for retaining wall 
uppo ' that an w building is to be constructed close to an existing retaining walL 
as 'hown in figure 6.3. Engineers would need to carry out an analysi . to determine 
wh,ther the retaining wall is capable of sustaining the additional load. and. if not. 
to icimtify a solution ('.g. whether to move the building foundation somewhere 
cls' or to strengthen the existing wall). One strengthening option is to prop the 
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Soi l 
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Potential props to 
support the wall 
FIGURE 6.3: A retaining wall problem 
strip 
Support 
FIGURE 6.4: Design of props for retaining wall problem 
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wall. How vcr, the best locations for the props still need to be determined. In 
figur' 6.4, design synthesis has been used to identify the olution which minimizes 
th total weight of the props needed (for simplicity the possibility of buckling of 
the props has been ignored). This exciting method clearly has the potential to be 
a considerable time saver. 
6.5 Discontinuity layout optimization 
s has been mentioned in Chapter 2, the success of DLO relic ' on two important 
i 'vclopm 'nts: (i) all adopti'/I" Tf'.finr1nrnt 8chf'mf' which allows Ycry large layout 
optimization probl '111S to be solved (Gilbert & Tyas (2003)). and (ii) identification 
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of the similarity between layout optimization of gridlike structures and identifi-
cation of the critical arrangement of slip-lines in plastic plane-strain problems 
(Smith & Gilbert (2007)). Following these breakthroughs, it was quickly realized 
that DLO had potential application in engineering practice. However, the output 
of the DLO needs to be easy to understand and to validate. When developing 
a practical DLO software application, it was therefore decided that this should 
be capable of clearly displaying the failure mechanism. This involves identifying 
the rigid regions which lie between slip-lines, and then displacing these so that 
the mechanism is clearly visible. Equilibrium equations can also be displayed for 
each rigid region to help engineers to check the output. Details of the algorithm 
developed to identify the rigid regions can be found in Appendix E. One of the 
advantage of DLO over the finite element approach is that it does not suffer from 
the locking problem. 
x xx x 
x xx x 
x XX x 
x xx x 
x xx x 
x xx x 
x xx x 
x xX x 
~ ~~ ~ 
~ ~~ ~ 
x xx x x _ xx _ x 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
FIGURE 6.5: DLO Strip footing problem: optimum layout of lip lines and 
displaced failure mechanism 
FIGURE 6.6: DLO Slope problem: optimum layout of slip lines and displaced 
failure mechanism 
Figures 6.5, 6.6 and 6.7 illustrate various failure mechanisms generated using the 
DLO-based LimitState:GEO softwcu:e. In figure 6.5 the ability of DLO to identify 
singularities around the edges of the footing automatically is evident (i.e. no 
'model refiuement' was neccssc1.ry). It can also be seen from the figures that the 
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FIGURE 6.7: DLO Pile problem: optimum layout of slip lines and displaced 
failure mechanism 
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mode of response associated with a complex pattern of slip-lines is much easier to 
visualize when the failure mechanism is displaced. 
Chapter 7 
Conclusions and 
recommendations 
7.1 Introduction 
The purpose of this chapter is twofold. Firstly, the aims and objectives of the the-
sis. 88 S('t out in chapter 1, are re-visited. The developments described in Chapters 
3,4 and 5 arc discussed and compared with these goals in order to measure the 
success of the project. Secondly, 88 a result of issues that have arisen during the 
current study, further investigations are recommended. 
157 
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7.2 Measuring the success of the project 
7.2.1 Objective 1: development of a finite element limit 
analysis model for combined soil and masonry prob-
lems, and initial verification of this through applica-
tion to a number of standard benchmark problems. 
Finitc clement limit analysis models for the analysis soil-masonry structure prob-
lems were developed in Chapter 3. The numerical solutions obtained were verified 
against 8 number of benchmark problems and it has been found that the use of 
quadratic clements in the upper bound formulation leads to improved solutions. 
Thc usc of higher order clements also prevents the 'loCking' problem from occur-
ring, and the mesh geometry does not need to be specially tailored in advance of 
an analysis. Furthermore, whereas traditionally a large number of linear planes are 
used to approximate the non-linear yield surface involved (if linear programming 
is employed), here an iterative solution algorithm which involves only refining the 
representation of the failure envelope where required has been used in order to 
maximize computational efficiency. 
7.2.2 Objective 2: more in-depth verification of the model 
through application of this to a number of full scale 
bridge tests. 
Although the dl~vclopcd finite clement limit analysis model is able to qualitatively 
predict th(' mode of response of the soil-arch system, when peak soil strengths are 
used in the analysis the model fails to accurately predict bridge bearing capac-
ity. As has been described in Chapter 4, through comparison with results from 
hrioKf' tPSts ronouC'too at Salford University, FELA significantly overestimates the 
<'xpC'rimcntally observed collapse loads. when peak soil strength are used in the 
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analysis. This is due to the fact that the peak strength of the soil is unlikely to 
be ('vcryw}u\rc simultaneously mobilized . 
7.2.3 Objective 3: implementation of enhancements to the 
model as proves necessary. 
Mobilization of soil strength is a particularly significant issue in soil-arch inter- . 
action problems. This is because whilst soil strengths increase as movements 
become larger, conversely the structure rapidly starts to lose strength when move-
ments become significant. Thus a key project finding is that the use of peak soil 
stf<'ugth parameters in limit analysis models will often be inappropriate (when the 
Hail is modelled explicitly). However, use of mobilized strengths proved to be a 
promising way forward, yielding much cloSer correlation with experimental data. 
The approach used has similarities with the 'Mobilized Strength Design' method 
advocated ('.g. by Osman & Bolton (2005), and was illustrated in Chapter 5. Sub-
sequently a more Haphisticated incremental analysis method in which mobilized 
stf<'ngtbs arc increased according to the magnitude of strain within individual el-
ements has been investigated. As has been presented in Chapter 5, it has been 
termed the MSLA method. However, one drawback of the MSLA model is that it 
is a time-consuming procedure. 
7.2.4 Objective 4: consideration of other potential appli-
cations of the developed numerical model. 
Other potential applications of the model developed have been briefiy discussed in 
Chapter 6. It. hR.." hren shown that the combination of finite element limit analysis 
and layout optimization provides a potentially useful tool for engineers. 
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7.2.5 Concluding remarks 
The works in this thesis have been presented at two international conferences and 
they can be found at Nguyen et al. (2007) and Gilbert et al. (2007). The work was 
also selected for presentation at the IStructE Young Researchers conferenceheld in 
London in 2007. The project website is featured in the EPSRC 'Beyond Brunel' 
website (see: http) /cladu.shcf.ac.uk/projects/holistic/). Further details of the 
developments to the DLO method as described in Chapter 6 are also expected 
to be published in due course. Throughout the six chapters, it is clear that the 
objectives of this thesis have been largely met. However, there are several areas 
that warrant further consideration; these are described in the next section. 
7.3 Recommendation for further work 
7.3.1 On the development of computat ional lim it analysis 
and design sy nthesis 
Various issues relating to the conventional continium finite elelIlellt limit analysis 
method have been discussed throughout this thesis. Two of the most challenging 
are (i) the issue of mesh sensitivity, and (ii) the volumetric locking problem. Al-
though, mesh adaptivity can be used to improve the solution, examples are the 
works of Lyamin et al. (2005); Christiansen & Pedersen (2001), this is computa-
tionally expensive because re-meshing is required. l\/loreover. when the problem 
involves strong singularities, adaptive mesh refinement is not always applicable. 
Recently the meshfree method has been considered as an attractive alternative to 
the finite element method. However, this method has not yet been widely applied 
ill the field of cOlllputatiollallimiL ctllalysis, early studies have been performed by 
Canh et al. (2008) and Chen et al. (2008). Further study of the meshfrec method 
for the application to geotechnical problem is thus recommended. The "olumetric 
locking problem is rather more difficult to overcome and up until now an efficient 
method to address this docs not exist. However, as has been indicated by Askes 
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et al. (1999); Dolbow & Belytschko (1999); Mendez (2001). for some particular 
cases, the mesh free method can alleviate the locking problem. 
As an alternative to the traditional continuum approach, the DLO method pro-
vides an exciting new approach. At present, only translational failure modes are 
considered, and further study is required so that rotational modes can be simu-
lated. Moreover, at present the DLO method is an upper bound approach. and it 
remains unclear whether it is possible to develop a lower bound formulation. Since 
limit analysis and design synthesis problems are virtually identicaL the question 
of whether continuum finite element limit analysis formulations can be applied to 
design problems naturally arises; this deserves more in-depth study. As discussed 
in Chapter 6, the combination of limit analysis emu UCSigll synthesis offers a great 
potential application for practical engineers. It is thus recommended that further 
work in this fidd be conducted. 
7.3.2 On the development of finite element limit analysis 
models for the assessment of masonry arch bridges 
Soil trength mobilization is an important issue to consider when analyzing ma-
sonry arch bridge. The MSLA method has been introduced to tackle this problem. 
However, it is a computationally expensive procedure and thus it may impractical 
for use in practice. Moreover, the MSLA method currC'l1tly does not take account 
of gross displacement of the arch. Thus further work is required to improve the 
ISLA method. 
p until now, limit analysis software has generally focu ' 'cd on solving two di-
mensional problems. Consequently when such software is applied to real, three-
dimensional bridges, certain assumptions have to be made about the third dimen-
sion. Extending the FELA method to three dimC'nsions i ' an obvious next step. 
3D moctd will be able to tackle problems involving abymmetric loading and 
conld modd sk 'W bridges. It will Hlso enable th(' asses 'm('nt of masonry domes 
and vault 'd :-;tru tures. 
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7.3.3 On the strengthening of masonry arch bridges 
In this th~is. it has been seen that near-road surface reinforcement using steel 
b('ams gre.atly increases bridge load carrying capacity, at least by a factor of 2. 
This strengthening method is simple, and relatively quick to construct, leading to 
r~latively little traffic disruption. Furthermore, during experiments and also from 
numerical models, it was found that large movements of the abutment remote from 
thl' load occur when such reinforcement is used. This suggests that further increase 
ill bridge capacity could be achieved if this abutment was more securely fixed. 
Inv~tip;A.tion on the influence of near-road surface concrete slab reinforcement 
rould also be investigated. 
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Appendix A 
Mathematical programming 
Mathematical Programming is an operations research technique that solves prob-
lems in which an optimal value is sought subject to specified constraints. ~lath­
ematical programming models include linear programming, quadratic program-
ming, and dynamic programming. In a mathematical programming or optimiza-
tion problem, one seeks to minimize or maximize a real function of real or integer 
variables, subject to constraints on the variables. The term mathematical pro--
gramming refers to the study of these problems: their mathematical properties, 
the development and implementation of algorithms to solve these problems, and 
the application of these algorithms to real world problems. 
Optimise 
Model -------J.~ Optimum 
Abstract I 
Problem - - - - - - - - -~ 
1 Project 
Solution 
FIGURE A .I: Mathematical programming features 
There arc two popular methods in usc today: the Simplex method and Interior-
point method. The simplex method as introduced by Dantzig (1963) has been 
176 
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the standard technique for solving linear programming problems since the 1940s . 
The simplex method passes from vertex to vertex on the boundary of the feasible 
polyhedron, repeatedly increasing the objective function until either an optimal 
solution is found, or it is established that no solution exists. In principle, the time 
required might be an exponential function of the number of variables. and this 
can happen in some contrived cases. In practice, however, the method is highly 
efficient, typically requiring a number of steps which is just a small multiple of the 
number of variables . Linear programs in thousands or even millions of variables 
are routinely solved using the simplex method on modern computers. Efficient , 
highly sophisticated implementations are available in the form of computer soft-
ware packages. 
Karmarkar (1984) introduced an interior-point method for linear programming. 
This method does not pass from vertex to vertex, but passes only through the 
interior of the feasible region . The analysis of interior-point methods is much less 
easily understood than the behavior of the simplex method. Interior-point meth-
ods are now generally considered competitive with the simplex method in most, 
though not all, applications, and sophisticated software packages implementing 
them are now available. 
A.I Linear programming and duality concept 
Every linear programming problem, referred to as the primal problem, can be 
converted into an equivalent dual problem. In matrix form, the primal problem 
can be expressed as: 
maximize cT x 
subjec to kc ~ b (A.l) 
x~O 
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the corresponding dual problem is: 
maximize bT y 
(A.2) 
where .IJ is used instead of .1: as the variable vector. 
There are two ideas fundamental to duality ,theory. One is the fact that the dual 
of a dual linear program is the original primal linear program. Additionally, every 
feasible solution for a linear program gives a bound on the optimal value of the 
objective function of its dual. The weak duality theorem states that the objective 
function value of the dual at any feasible solution is always greater than or equal 
to the objective function value of the primal at any feasible solution. The strong 
duality theorem states that if the primal has an optimal solution, x*, then the 
dual also has an optimal solution, y*, such that cT x* = bT y*. 
A linear program can also be unbounded or infeasible. Duality theory tells us that 
if the primal is unbounded then the dual is infeasible by the weak duality theorem. 
Likewise, if the dual is unbounded, then the primal must be infeasible. However, 
it is possible for both the dual and the primal to be infeasible. 
A full explanation of LP theory can be found in a number of books. most notably, 
Dantzig (1963),Vanderbei (1998), Nash & Sofer (1996). 
Appendix B 
Finite element limit analysis -
computer code 
There are number of programming languages available at the moment, however 
there is no perfect language. It all depends on the tools and the objective. For 
the development of engineering software, the C++ object oriented language is 
probably a good choice. It provides flexible data structures and easy reuse of 
codes. In this chapter, a short review of the basic features of object oriented 
programming will be presented. 
B.1 Object-oriented programming 
The object oriented programming approach considers a problem as a collection of 
objects. Each objcct is a structure that can contain both data and function and 
more importantly can communicate with other objects. Therefore the program can 
be described as a collection of interacting objects. Object-oriented programming is 
an organizational style, but it helps programmers create reusable code because the 
rode to do a specific thing is entirely contained within a single section of code, and 
to usc the codc to perform tasks - for instance, creating a menu - involves using 
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only a small number of functions to access the internals of the object. Object. 
oriented programming simplifies the transfer of source code from one program to 
another program by encapsulating it - putting it all in one place. 
B.2 Classes and objects 
In C++, the class forms the basis for object-oriented programming. The class is 
used t.o define the nature of an object, and it is C++'s basic unit of encapsula. 
tion. A class in C++ is a very flexible data structure, it associates several data 
items with each other. CI~, which can contain data and functions, introduce 
user-defined types into a program. User·defined types in traditional programming 
languages are collections of data which, taken together, describe an object's at. 
tributes and state. Class types in C++ enable programmer to describe attributes 
and state, and to define behavior. 
B.3 The finite element limit analysis framework 
The fem program is built upon a general limit analySis and design synthesis soft-
ware framework developed by CLADU at the University of Sheffield. The main 
structure has been developed over many years following the first commercial ring 
software. Since then, a number of application have been developed, based on the 
framework. Examples include fem, geo, form and ring. Of these, two applica.-
tions have been fully developed 88 commercial software, these are ring and geo. 
Important components of the framework arc described below: 
core is a C++ library providing the base structure for the framework. core 
has the following components: elf defines the base classes and the whole 
structure for the framework. elv is viewer toolbox, it contains viewers and 
forms that control the visual part of elf. geometry is a helper library which 
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allows construction of basic geometrical elements. 80 is a scene-object library 
built to create visual components of elf. 
mpl is a C++ library and is used as a wrapper layer to give access to different 
mathematical programming solvers, for instance Mosel<. 
ult is 8 C++ library for computational limit analysis and design synthesis. 
fem is the C++ library is developed for the current work. The B.ow chart of fem 
is shown in figure B.1. The basic classes of fem are: 
Project: Project class is the basic class to create a project. This class can also 
create an MP probicm. Use of the lower or upper bound approach can be 
specified so that when elements are constructed, a suitable corresponding 
matrix can be established. 
Zone: Zone class is a container. The role of Zone class is to store all project 
clements. 
StressPoint : thc StressPoint class is used to create a geometry point and to the 
create strt'SS variables for a point within the MP problem. 
DisplaeementPoint : the DisplacementPoint class is used to create a geometry 
point and and also create the displacement variables for a point within the 
MP problem. 
TriangleElementLlnear : the TriangleElementLinear class is constructed from 
three geomctry points and a integer. The integer is used to defined the 
number of equilibrium constraints to be created for the MP problem. This 
class also establishes the equilibrium matrix for the element. 
TriangleElementQuadratie : the TriangleElementQuadratic class is constructed 
from six geometry points. It used for upper bound analYSis only. 
BoundaryElement : the BoundaryElement class is used to define boundary 
conditions. It is constructed from either a point or a line. Depending on the 
specified requirements of the problem, the boundary condition can be set. 
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PolygonElement : the PolygonElement is constructed from a number of geom-
etry points and an integer. The Polygon Element class is used to model the 
masonry clements. 
DiscontinuityElement : the DiscontinuityElement class is constructed from el-
ements that are contact with each other. This class is used to model the 
interface betwccn elements. 
BarElement : the BarElement class is used to model reinforcement. It is con-
structed from two geometry points. 
MaterialMohrColumb : the MaterialMorhColumb class is used to model a 
MohrCoulomb yield surface, it imposes the yield or flow rule condition at a 
point. 
MaterialRockingOrduna : the MaterialRockingOrduna class is used to model 
crushing failure of masonry. 
MaterialSimple : the MaterialSimple class is used to define the material prop-
ertiffi of a reinforced clement. 
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Set-up problem constraints 
(e.g equilibirum, yield, boundary,etc ... ) 
Output solution: stress, 
strain contoun, deformation, 
principal stress and so on ... 
FIGURE B.1: Computer flow chart for fem 
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Appendix C 
Simple model of concrete and 
steel beams 
C.1 Two block cantilever beam analysis 
Tic clemcnt 
........ 
Block'i Block j P 
........... 
b .. ...... 
bd I f~t C I fc~ I a z 
_ aye. 
Section Stress block 
FIG R~~ .1: Two blocks with a strengthening clement 
I 
-- -
ConsidC'r the C'xamplt' of 2 blocks connC'ctC'cl to each other by a tie clement a ' 
. hown in fignrr .1. Block i is fix('cl anclloacl P is a.ppliccl at ttl(' c('lltroid of block 
j, distanc' l = O.5m to the iut'rface. The compressive :::;trength of the block is 
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taken as 30N/mm2 (taking a reduction factor of a: = 0.67), and the block thickness 
b = 0.2m and width a = O.2m. The distance from the block edge to the centroid 
of the tie clement is c = O.02m. The two T25 tic clements have a tensile yield 
stress of Yst = 460N/mm2 , and section area of 490mm2 • Thus the tensile capacity 
offered by the tie elements is 2 x 460 x 490 = 450.8kN. The objective is to find 
the maximum load P that can be carried by this structure. Similar to standard 
concrete beam design, and based on simple section analysis, the crush depth s can 
be computed as: 
fcc = s x b x a x Yc = fst 
thus 
8 = fst!(b x a x Yc) = 450.8/(0.2 x 0.67 x 30 x 103) = 0.1121m 
and the lever arm z can be calculated as: 
z = a - c - 8/2 = 0.2 - 0.02 - 0.11121/2 = 0.1239m. 
Thus the resisting moment of the cross-section is 
Tn = Z X fst = 0.1239 x 450.8 = 55.8678kNm. 
Therefore the maximum load Pis: 
P = mil = 55.8678/0.5 = 111.735kN. 
The numerical result also gives the same value as the above analytical analysis, 
which is P= 111. 735kN. 
C.2 Concrete beam analysis 
In this section, the capability of the numerical model to analysis a beam with pin 
and roller supports is verifk'Cl. It is assumed that the beam is 6m in span, loaded 
at mid-span. The cross section of the beam has the following properties: effective 
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reinforcement bars 
FIGURE C.2: 6m span concrete beam with pin and roller supports 
width d = 0.52m, thickness b = 0.3m. Using 3T25 bars for bending resistance, 
provides 676.2kN tensile force. Using a similar analysis to the above procedure, 
the crushing depth is given by: 
s = 676.2/(0.3 x 0.67 x 30 x 103) = 0.11214m 
and the lever arm: 
z = 0.52 - 0.11214/2 = 0.464m 
'Therefore m = 0,464 x 676.2 = 313.709, and P= 4 x mil = 4 x 313.709/3 = 
209.14kN, which is identical to the the numerical prediction. 
C.3 Steel beam analysis 
In order to model the steel beams used in the Salford experiments, it is necessary 
to verify that the above model is able to model a steel beam. The steel section 
has width a = 0.05m and thickness b = O.lm. The plastic modulus of the beam 
section is given as ep = 17.5cm3 , and the yield stress of steel is Yst = 275 /mm2. 
Thus the plastic moment of the beam section can be calculated as (sec e.g t-.losley 
et a1. (1995)): 
m = ep x Yst = 17.5 X 103 x 275 = 4.8k Tm 
In order to replicate the steel beam using the above numerical model, each section 
of block is assumed to be similar to the steel section, giving a = 0.05m and b = 
O.lm. The tie bar is assumed to consist of one T25 bar, thus the tensile capacity is 
460 x 491 = 225.86k:0:'. The assumed effective depth d = 0.035. Following standard 
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section analysis with the unknown as the compressive strength of the blocks. the 
lever arm is calculated as follows: 
m = fSi x Z => = = 1.8/225. 6 = 0.02125m 
The crushing depth s can be calculated as: s = 2 x (d - z) = 0.0275m. Therefore. 
the suitable compressive strength of block will be: 
fst 225.86 3 '/ 2 / 2 Yc = _.- = ~ 82 x 10 kN m or 2f\ mm 
i; x b 0.0275 x 0.1 
\Vith the above information, the 3m span steel beam can be modeled as shown 
reinforcement bars p 
!:::.. nTH t 
• 
plastic hinge 
FIGURE C.3: 3m span steel beam with pin and roller support 
in figure C.3 . The predicted ultimate collapse load is 6.1kN and the plastic hinge 
i · formed at mid-span. The maximum load P can also be analytically worked out 
as: 
P = 4 x mil = 1 x 4. /3 = G.-1k~ 
Therefore, the above model can be used to model the steel beam as used in the 
bridge tests. 
Appendix D 
Load test to collapse of back-filled 
brickwork masonry arch bridges 
at Salford University 
The text in this appendix is taken verbatim or paraphrased from a series of data 
reports describing the Salford test series. These reports were authored by: 
Ma.tthew Gilbert, Colin C. Smith. University of Sheffield, Department of Civil and 
Structural Engineering, Sheffield, UK 
J. Wang, C. Melbourne. University of Salford, School of Computing, Science and Engi-
neering, UK 
Phillip A. Callaway. Network Rail, York, UK 
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D.I Introduction 
D.I.I Terms of reference 
The test series was commissioned by Essex County Council as part of a programme 
of work to help more reliably determine the load carrying capacity of Essex County 
Council masonry arch bridges. The tests were designed by researchers from the 
Universities of Sheffield and Salford. 
D.I.2 Test rig 
Each test was carried out in the large Salford plane strain test rig. The dimensions 
of the test rig arc shown ill figure 0.1. The frame was primarily constructed from 
heavy duty stccl I sections (406 x 140 x 39UB, Grade 8275) to ensure adequate 
stiffnC'.S.. . so that the plane strain conditions were maintained under load. The frame 
was designed to ensure no end effects affected the results, taking into account the 
anticipated failure mechanisms. The length of the rig necessitated inclusion of 
several tie bars across the top and bottom of the frame to provide adequate lateral 
stiffness. The frame supported stiff walls consisting of 50mm thick plywood on 
the ends and along one side. On the other side, 50mm thick acrylic windows were 
incorporated in order that soil kinematics could be obsCrved. Both walls had a 
further 6mm layer of acrylic sheet placed on their internal faces. The frame was 
the same for all tests, but the location of the arch barrel within the frame was 
changed for some tests. 
D.1.3 Bridge and backfill geometry 
The arch barrel was segmental and had a span of 3m, with a nominal span to rise 
ratio of 4 : 1. It consisted of two rings and alternate courses comprised headers. 
The back-fill materials used differed for each test and can be summarized as below 
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i! 
FIGURE 0.1: Test rig (all dimensions in mm) 
1. ArchOl was backfilled with crushed limestone. 
2. Arch02 WE\.., barkfilloo with day with A. compacted limestone layer providing 
a fill depth of 300mm over the crown of the arch. 
3. Arch03 is similar to ArchOI but with fixed abutments. 
4. Arch05 is similar to ArchOl but with near-surface reinforcement (lONo. l00x 
50mm S275 steel channels, 3m long, centralized under load, replacing 50mm 
of fill) 
5. Arch06 is similar to Arch02 but with near-surface reinforcement (lONo. l00x 
50mm S275 steel channels, 3m long, centralized under load, replacing 50mm 
of fill) 
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Material Compressive Nominal Density 
Strength Dimensions (kg/m3) 
(N/mm2 ) (mm) 
Clas.'l A 154 215 x 102 x 2370 
engineering 65 
brick 
Mortar 1.9 1470-
1570 
TABLE 0.1: Masonry properties 
D.2 Materials 
D.2.1 Bricks 
Class A Engineering bricks (Marshalls Products Nori bricks) were used in the 
construction of the arch barrel. The average properties of the bricks are given in 
table D.l. 
D.2.2 Mortar 
The mortar, a 1 : 2 : 9 (cement: lime: sand) mix by volume was used throughout 
the arch barrel. The mean properties as determined from five l00mm cubes are 
presented in table D.l. The cubes were cured under the same conditions as the 
arch barrel. 
D.2.3 Crushed limestone 
The MOT Type 1 graded crushed limestone was sourced from Tarmac Central 
Ltd - Holme Hall Quarry. The soil properties were obtained from 300mm shear 
box tests carried out at normal stresses of 25kPa, lOOkPa and 175kPa, employing 
3 repeat tests for each stress level. Figure D.2 shows the shear stress against 
horizontal displacement obtained from the shear box test. 
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FIGURE D.2: Shear stress against horizontal displacement 
D.2.4 Clay 
The clay was supplied by Marchington Stone Ltd and was described as a firm 
reddish brown slightly sandy CLAY with occasional gravel. The supplier's deter-
mined index properties were as follows: natural moisture content 15%; optimum 
moisture content 9%; Liquid Limit 29%; Plastic Limit 12%. During placement 
of the clay, five readings were taken across the width of the tank at a range of 
locations using a pocket penetrometer. According to the manufacturer, the shear 
strength of purely cohesive materials can be obtained by dividing the scale reading 
by two. Following completion of the test, thirty-three 38mm diameter tube sam-
ples were retrieved from the exposed surfaces of the clay. Eighteen were retrieved 
from the surface beneath the limestone in line with columns 3 - 5 and 9 - 14 
(2 per colUllln across the width). The remaining fifteen were retrieved from the 
exposed face of the clay following removal of the plywood wall at depths 600mm 
and 900mm below the limestone base. Of these samples, fourteen were subjected 
to unconsolidated undrained (UU) tests. The bulk densities and moisture contents 
of the tested samples are plotted in Figure A.4, and the undrained shear strengths 
Cu are ploUed in figure D.3. Both peak strengths and strengths mobilised at lower 
shear strains are plotted. Additional measurements were made using a 19mm 
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shear vane. At each measurement position 3 sets of readings were taken across 
the rig width. Average results are presented in figure D.3. It is anticipated that 
positions 2 - 4 suffered minimum disturbance during the test and are thus most 
representative of the pre-test conditions. 
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FIGURE D.3: Peak and mobilised shear strengths of clay triaxial samples 
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D.3 Construction 
D.3.1 Abutments 
Two reinforced concrete abutments on which the arch barrel were built were fixed 
3000mm apart, parallel to each other. Each abutment comprised two parts: a lower 
section was bolted to the structural strong floor; an upper section was mortared 
onto the lower section. The upper section was hence free to slide once the fric-
tional/adhesive resistance of the mortar joint between blocks was overcome. 
D.3.2 Centering 
The arch was constructed on custom made steel centering on which 101.6 x 50.8 x 
lOOOmm planks were placed, in turn covered by a sheet of plastic in order to 
minimise bonding of the masonry to the planks and facilitate easy removal of the 
centring. Each curved steel beam was supported by two individual stacks of bricks. 
D.3.3 Arch Barrel 
The arch barrel was constructed on a 3m span segmental centering (formwork), 
with a nominal span to risc ratio of 4 : 1. The arch barrel consisted of two rings 
and was coll8tructed over an average width of 101Omm. The arrangement of the 
arch barrels is shown in figure D.5 .Alternate courses comprised headers. These 
were used to prevent ring-separation occurring during the test. 
D.3.4 Tank construction 
Following cOll8truction of the arch, the tE.-'St frame was assembled around the arch. 
The average width of the test rig was 1045mm while the average width of the arch 
was 1010mm. In order t.o prevent fill falling between the gap between the arch 
App 'Hdix D. Load t( ,t to (oUapsr of bar k-fillrd /)ri rkwork rna. om"!} arch bridge 
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outh 
abutment 
.... 
<., 
\~ l~ 
~ 
crown 
~S , 
00 
'" ..... 
3000 
:::; 
ry 
JQ 
Jj ! 
, ~ 
15-
to> 
North 
abutment 
FI .t RE 0.5: ('ucral arrangement of the arch barrel 
and the t st rig walls. strips of do '('d <'11 foam were hotglued along the edges 
of the arch ('xtrados l-iO as to span the gap. The flexible foam We expected to 
aCCOllll11 date any minor lateral a.rch movelll('nts while retainillg the fill above. 
D.3.5 Wall friction r duct ion 
The I auk \\'c.l .. "i (lesigu to be :mIlkicutly sLilf Lo prO\'iue pIcUiC strain condition '. 
This nH'allt that 'ignifkant confining pr ssnres might develop between the backfill 
and the tank sid's. The cons 'qUl'llce of these pressures would be to develop 
ignificcult fri ,tional force .. To minimis side wall friction, the full faces of the 6mm 
perspex !->hccts W(,l'(' covered in a layer of sili on' grca c followed by a O.33mm thick 
latex sheet. Of tho c considered. grrasecl latex offered the lowest friction angles 
for normal tr ' s gr('cl,tcr tlHUl ~ 5kPa. It was considered that such stresses 
would d minatc in su h a large model employing compacted backlill and with 
high strcsse ' beneath the 10Beling platen. For normal stresses greater than lOkPa 
the intcrfac ' friction angles of kSH than 2°. 
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D.3.6 Removal of centering 
Before testing, dccentering was carried out by removing the bricks which supported 
the curved steel beams using a lump hammer. Due to the confined space, the 
centering was left inside the tank, leaving enough room for the arch to deform. 
D.4 Instrumentation 
D.4.1 Deflection 
Soil pressure cells are different for each tests. For the second test, four Linear Vari-
able Differential Transformer (LVDT) type displacement transducers were placed 
beneath the intrados of the arch barrel to measure its movement. These gauges 
were capable of resolving displacements down to approx. O.01mm. Figure 0.6 
shows the positions of these gauges. Two types of deflection gauges were used 
to measure the lateral movement of the test rig: nine LVDT type displacement 
transducers and six mechanical dial gauges with range of 50mm and accuracy of 
O.Olmm. They were placed horizontally against the test rig to monitor its move-
ment. The positions of these gauges are shown in figure 0.7. 
D.4.2 Earth pressures 
Soil pressure cells are different for each tests. From the second test onwards, a 
total of four soil pressure cells were embedded into the arch extrados (2No. Kyowa 
BER-A-200KP12S and 2No. Kyowa BER-A-500KP12S). The positions of these 
pressure cells are shown in Figure 4.4 
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FIGURE D.7: Layout of deflection gauges monitoring the rig 
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D.5 L . Ing rr ng m nt 
The loading arnmg(,llH'llt was different [or a h t t. Typically two hydraulic jacks 
support I'd fr III (\:it ('} react ion frmn' w(,re used to apply a line load to the ba 'kfill 
at th' south quart '1" [the (\1" h. The load was applied v(,ltically onto the surface 
of t11(' hackfill through fl. st('('11onrlil1g hrnm (hn.q(' 920 x 219) resting 011 a wood 
of /w('k-jill('(/ brirk/l'olk maso7lT?1 arch hridg , 
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In '920 x _1 which wn!'i plnc('cl 11 lIt' hnrfc\('(' of tlH' backhll. ru, showll in figure 
D.9. h' two hnlraulic jn('k:-. ""('n' us d und loaded against a stC'C'1 rcaction frame 
whkh was bolteci to tIl(> :-.trollg, floor. This loading arrangclll llt ,,"a~ ned through 
out the kt. 
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FIGl'RE D.9: Loading ~urangemcnt 
D.6 T t Proc dure 
11 lest pro ('dure for each test followed Lh' same broad procedure. Herc the 
prot 'dur' for rch02 will be des'ribed C\1-i an example. This particular test wa' 
relath'dy omph'x OU ' to ('VenLs occurring c('rtain stag" of the te t, and usefully 
illmitratc the proccdures followed. The test was carried out in two phases. The 
arch was tak 11 to peak load in Phas L In Phase II the arch was subjected to 
a larg(, impos('d displa ('lll('nt to observe the development of the po't peak fail-
un' III 'chanislll. The instrumcntation, as described in Section 1, was monitorcd 
throughout all t 11<' tests 
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D.6.1 Phase I test 
The nuts at the ends of the two tie bars connecting the abutments to the central 
column were first slackened off. The load was then applied in increments of approx. 
5kN to failure. At each loading increment images were captured, the deftection of 
the arch at 1/4L was chcckcd, and test rig (tank) movements were checked using 
the dial gauges and LVDTs. The maximum load applied was approximately 90kN 
including the self weight of two jacks (approximately 1.2kN each). 
D.6.2 Phase II tests 
There were three stages of the Phase II test. This was necessary due to recurrence 
of a loading system tilt problem. Hence three different loading beams were used. 
In Stage 1 the same loading beam as used for the Ph8sc I test was employed. The 
problem of jack tilt occurred when the load reached to about 60kN. The load was 
subsequently removed. In Stage 2 a shallower steel beam was employed. At a load 
of approx. 60kN the jack tilt problem recurred once more. In Stage 3 the load was 
directly to the wood base through two steel platens. The load reached approx. 
94kN, after which no further load could be applied. 
Appendix E 
DLO:" Visualization of failure 
mechanisms 
E.l Solid identification procedure 
A B 2 c 
Solid 1 Solid 4 
SolidO 
E 
FIGURE E.1: DLO problem: Optimum layout of discontinuities 
Figure E.1 shows the optimum layout of discontinuities for a simple strip foot-
ing resting on a cohesive soil (assuming that a vertical load is e.g. applied along 
edge AB). Since the product of a DLO solution is the optimum layout of dis-
continuities, only the relative displacements between solid elements are known, 
and both the geometry and absolute velocity of a given solid clement arc initially 
201 
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unknown. A qucstion therefor{' arises: how best to identify the displaced failure 
mechanism from a givcn !K't of discontinuities? The answer to this question was 
not immediately obvious. An initial thought was to plot moving dots along slip-
linps. However, thiR will hE> difficult when normal and rotational dispiarements 
along interfaces arc involved. Therefore, in order to visualize the failure mech-
anism, an obvious solution was to develop an algorithm to initially identify the 
solid clements. 
This algorithm can be applied to the problem shown in figure E.l: 
• Cr('ate a liRt of diSC'ontinuity ond-points, as shown on figure E.2. 
• For each cnd-point, add a list of pairs that contain discontinuities and solids 
(all solids arc NULL at first). 
• For each end-point, sort out pairs in a counter clockwise angular order (angle 
the discontinuity makes to that point). 
• Start the identification process by looping through all end-points. 
• At each end-point (called the 'master point'), loop through all pairs. 
1. At each pair, check if the solid is NULL. 
2. If solid is NULL, create a solid and assign the solid to the pair, carrying 
out the process below. 
(a) Determine the other end-point of the discontinuity. 
(b) End the loop if this end-point is the master point, if not carry on 
the loop. 
(c) At this stage find a pair that contains the same discontinuity. 
(d) Go to the pair that is immediately behind the previously identified 
pair. Assign the same solid to this pair. 
The above process can further be explained by reference to figure E.2. Now, for 
example, the identification process starts form point A, where discontinuities 1 and 
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7 connect to it. Since the first pair at point A contain a NULL solid, SolidI will 
be added to the first pair. Point B is end point of discontinuity 1.. therefore solid 
1 will also be added to the third pair at point B. Similarly, SolidI will be added 
to second pair at point F. At second pair of point F, discontinuity 7 is actually 
connected to point A. The loop terminates and SolidI is identified. 
After all solids have been idelltified, the solid displacement phase can be per-
formed. However, DLO provides only information on relative displacements (i.e. 
information on how solids move relative to each other), the next problem is how 
to work out the absolute displacement of a given solids. This will be illustrated in 
the next section. 
Points 
Pairs 
E.2 
A B C D E F 
1 Solid 1 2 2 Solid 0 3 Solid 0 8 Solid 0 6 
7 Solid 0 1 Solid 0 3 4 5 7 Solid 1 
6 Solid 1 8 9 9 Solid 0 
5 
4 
FIGURE E .2: DLO problem: Optimum layout of discontinuities 
On the calculation of solid absolute displace-
ment 
Fortunately, as can be seell in figure E .2, SolidO is also identified from the above 
algorithm. SolidO is actually constructed from all the outer discontinuities (dis-
continuities 1, 2, 3, 8, 9, 7). Moreover, SolidO is stationary and its absolute 
displacement is zero. Therefore the absolute displacements of solids sharing the 
interface with SolidO can be worked out. It means that that when solid absolute 
displacements are known, all the displacements of solids that are adjacent to it 
can be determined. The process is carried out as follows: 
• 
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\' 
• Loop through the list of end-points as shown on figure E.2 (obviously, at this 
stage, all solids have beell identified) . 
• At each point, looping through list of pairs. 
• For a discontinuity at each pair, check if solids have been assigned. If not, 
assign the solid in the pair to the discontinuity. Also assign the solid of the 
pair below to the discontinuity. 
• For a solid at each pair, assign the discontinuity to the solid. 
A 
-t. B -t. C 
3.- 3 3.3 
Solid 1 
E 
FIGURE E.3: DLO problem: Relative displacements between solids 
After this process, all discontinuities will contain information about their adjacent 
solids and all solids contain theirs discontinuities. The determination of the abso-
lute displacement first involves transformation of the local coordinate axes (shown 
as red arrows in figure E.3) into the global coordinate system. However. before 
this can take place, the directions of the local coordinates need to be worked out . 
It can be seen that the displacement of SolidI is (x = 3, Y = -3) because the rela-
tive displacement of discontinuity 1 is (n = 3, s = -3), where n, s arc respectiyely 
the normal and shear relative displacements. However, it should be noted that 
the local coordinate system for discontinuity 1 is aligned with the global coordi-
nate syst 'In. The orientation of the local coordinate system can be found from 
the arrangement of points in a solid. Fortunately, the arrangement of points for 
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the solids shown in figure E.3 arc all in a clockwise order. For SolidO and SolidI, 
when the relative displacement of discontinuity 1 is taken into account, the local 
shearing direction is from point A to B. Similarly, for SolidO and Solid!, when the 
relative displacement of discontinuity 7 is taken into account, the local shearing 
direction is from point F to point A. Generally, the absolute displacement of solids 
can be determined as follows: 
1. Loop through all discontinuities. 
2. At each discontinuity, check if at least one attached solid has a known abso-
lute displacement. 
3. Establish the local coordinate system and calculate the absolute disPlace-
ment of the other attached solid. Assign this absolute displacement. to this 
latter solid. 
4. Terminate if all absolute solid displacements have been calculated. Other-
wise, go back to step 1. 
